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ABSTRACT

This dissertation is an empirical study of the actors and organizations working in
criminal and drug courts. Specifically, the dissertation examines the structures (as
defined by the interactions and relationships of players) of a criminal court and a drug
court operating under a state trial court system in the United States. Recent reforms to
trial courts indicate that the organizational structure of a typical trial court has changed in
many states. Separately, specialty courts which help coordinate treatment for offenders
like drug users and mental patients in many jurisdictions have changed the structure,
process, and the nature of trial courts.
The study is an inductive study using a case method research strategy to build
new theory from past findings of organizational studies of criminal courts and from the
little we know about drug courts as organizations. The method of inquiry in the study is a
triangular research strategy that incorporates both qualitative and quantitative data
collection and analysis. The qualitative data collection methods include primarily
participant observations of drug team meetings and court proceedings, and semistructured interviews with actors representing organizations participating in both criminal
and drug courtrooms. The study uses network analysis as the primary method for
analyzing quantitative data. The research site is the Arizona Superior Court in Pima
County, located in Tucson, Arizona.
I found that the most important central actors across all phases of the criminal
court case disposition process are judges, prosecutors, and defense attorneys, and that
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measuring core workgroup actors across all phases give a more accurate picture of the
criminal court case disposition process. I also found that defense attorneys may be less
familiar with other court actors than prosecutors because they may enter the criminal
justice system from many different sponsoring organizations. As for the drug court case
disposition process, the study shows that the most central player is not always the judge.
In addition, the study reveals that drug courts, as court reforms, have little overall
connection to overall criminal court organization. Important policy implications and
theory inferences, as well as recommendations for future court studies, are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Recent reforms to state trial courts in the United States indicate that the
organizational structure of a typical trial court has changed in many states. Previous
organizational studies of trial courts were mostly conducted several years ago (see e.g.,
Blumberg 1967; Eisenstein and Jacob 1977; Eisenstein, Flemming, and Nardulli 1988;
Nardulli, Eisenstein, and Flemming 1988; Flemming, Nardulli, and Eisenstein 1992).
Indeed, these past studies have deemed trial courts as organizations. However, most of
these studies concentrated almost exclusively on criminal courts. These studies rarely
explored other courts such as civil courts operating in trial court systems.
But even the previous studies of criminal court organizations and workgroups did
not systematically examine how organizational networks change at different stages or
phases of the criminal court case disposition process (i.e., pre-trial, trial, or post-trial).
Most of these studies also focused on what they considered the traditional sponsoring
organizations (the Bench, Prosecutors’ Office, and Defense Counsel) working in criminal
courtrooms (Eisenstein and Jacob 1977; Eisenstein, Flemming, and Nardulli 1988).
Some of the recent changes to trial courts include the addition of specialty courts,
expansion of criminal benches, and the creation of stronger relationships with community
organizations, especially those working in specialty courts. Because of these changes,
the central and influential actors inside criminal courts (and in other types of trial courts)
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and the organizations sponsoring them might have changed from what past studies of trial
courts tell us.
Scholars like Douglas & Hartley (2004) and Tobin (1999) claim that specialty
courts (which help coordinate treatment for offenders like drug users and mental patients)
to trial courts in many jurisdictions have changed the structure, process, and the nature of
trial courts. The most prominent specialty courts are drug courts (McQueen 2002;
Feinblatt et al. 2002), which were created under the banner of restorative and therapeutic
justice (Winick & Wexler 2003).
The first drug court was established in Miami in 1989 (Nolan 2001; Terry 1999).
As of June 2006, there were 1563 various operating drug courts in the U.S. and 445
others in the planning stage. In many trial court systems, drug courts are part of the
criminal bench. Although there have been many studies of drug courts in recent years
(see e.g., Harrison & Scarpitti 2002; Olson et al. 2001; Nolan 2001; Terry 1999), most
have been conducted as if drug courts are isolated structures. Thus, scholars do not know
how drug courts are structurally affected by being part of trial court systems, let alone as
part of criminal benches.
In addition, scholars do not understand how drug courts as autonomous entities
are connected to criminal benches or how they might have changed the organizational
structure of trial court systems. Finally, it is also not clear from the literature if nontraditional criminal justice or external organizations operating in drug courts are
connecting trial court systems more to the community now than trial courts have been
connected in the past. Meanwhile, there are organizational study techniques such as
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network analysis that we can now use to systematically examine the structure of trial
courts.
Ultimately, the main impetus and thesis for this study is that because of recent
changes to trial courts, the central players operating in certain criminal courts may have
changed from what the literature tells us. With methods like network analysis, we can
explore the linkages and relationships among organizations operating in both types of
courts and determine how the presence of specialty courts affects traditional trial courts.
Specifically, the study seeks to understand the structure of a criminal court and a drug
court operating under a trial court system similar to other trial courts in many
jurisdictions. Structure in the study is defined as the interactions of and relationships
among organizations (as represented by individuals) operating in criminal and drug
courts that are part of a trial court system (Hall 2002).
Ultimately, this is an inductive study using a case method research strategy
(Eisenhardt & Graebner 2007) to build new theory from past findings of organizational
studies of trial courts (mostly of criminal courts) and from the little we know about drug
courts as organizations. The method of inquiry in this study is a triangular research
strategy using a case study approach that incorporates both qualitative and quantitative
data collection and analysis. The qualitative data collection methods include primarily
participant observations of drug team meetings (referred to as “staffings”) and court
proceedings, and semi-structured interviews with actors representing the various
organizations participating in both criminal and drug courtrooms. The study uses
network analysis as the primary method for analyzing quantitative data. The research site
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is the “Arizona Superior Court in Pima County,” located in Tucson, Arizona and
alternatively referred to as the Pima County Superior Court in the rest of the paper.
Specifically, there are four goals of the study. One goal of this study is to
determine the central and influential actors and the primary organizations operating
within a criminal court in each phase of the case disposition process. The second goal of
the study is to discern the central and influential actors and the primary organizations
represented in a drug court. Yet another goal is to assess the connection of a drug court
to adjacent criminal courts and its umbrella criminal bench. The final goal is to
determine how drug court actors connect to other actors operating in traditional trial court
systems and if the influence of non-traditional criminal justice organizations in the drug
court case disposition process extend to a traditional trial court.
On the first set of questions, I found that using different structural measures
offered by network analysis, the core workgroup or most central members participating in
criminal courts did not differ from one phase of the disposition process to the next.
Separately, I discovered that sponsoring organizations with representatives present in
criminal courtrooms primarily influenced the disposition process, at all phases of the
disposition process. Furthermore, my findings revealed that because defense attorneys
are provided to courts from different sponsoring organizations, they did not show up
among the most central players in the criminal court case disposition process. These
findings significantly differ from past studies which concentrated on the entire case
disposition process without distinguishing differences across phases.
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For the second set of questions, I found that the most central individual player,
unlike the assertion in the literature, is not always the drug court judge. I urge further
studies of this finding. Separately, I learned during my study that the prosecution does
not always participate in the drug court case disposition process. As for the connection of
the drug court to its adjacent courts, I found, preliminarily, that the drug court seemed not
to have any connection to its adjacent criminal courts and very weak connection, at best,
to the criminal bench. These results seemed to confirm previous literature indicating that
judges in trial courts have loose connections with one another. Finally, the results of my
research indicate that although external organizations exert significant influence in the
drug court, their influence seem limited to that particular court and have not extended to
the entire trial court system.
In sum, I argue that scholars must separate different phases of the criminal court
case disposition process when studying criminal courts because results could differ from
one phase of case disposition process to the other. I also contend that the most central
player in the drug court is not always the judge, and that the most central player might
depend on what management responsibilities are assigned to the identified person, rather
than the role s/he plays in the case disposition process. Lastly, I surmise that nontraditional criminal justice organizations while active in drug courts have not extended
their influence into criminal courts.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW OF TRIAL AND CRIMINAL COURTS

Past organizational studies of trial courts were largely conducted several years
ago and focused almost exclusively on criminal courts, which dominated the structure of
many trial courts. Since these studies were published, there have been many structural
changes to trial courts, chiefly the addition of specialty courts, substantial increase in the
number of criminal courtrooms in many jurisdictions, and the establishment of working
relationships with non-traditional criminal justice system organizations by many trial
courts. As a result of these changes to trial courts, the central and influential players (and
the sponsoring organizations they represent) in a criminal court might have changed from
what past studies tell us.
Separately, trial courts have been deemed to be organizations by previous studies
(Blumberg 1967; Eisenstein and Jacob 1977; Eisenstein, Flemming, and Nardulli 1988;
Nardulli, Eisenstein, and Flemming 1988; Flemming, Nardulli, and Eisenstein 1992).
Most of these past organizational studies of courts concentrated on structures of criminal
courts as shaped by the interaction of major actors (judge, prosecutors, and defense
attorneys) collaborating to achieve justice and/or the goals of their sponsoring
organizations. Since these studies were published, various other methodological tools
(e.g., network analysis) for analyzing collaborating organizations have become more
prominent in organizational studies. For example, these methodological tools offer
scholars more systematic approaches of determining the central characters in the
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courtrooms. In this chapter, I review past trial and criminal court studies that have
utilized the organizational paradigms, explain changes to trial courts since these studies
were published, and conclude with what might be learned by studying trial courts again
using network analysis. In the next section, I review some of the seminal trial and
criminal court studies that provide foundational knowledge for this study.

Past Trial and Criminal Court Studies
Scholars have studied trial courts using various units of analysis. Some scholars
have studied litigation rates and patterns to assess how trial courts function and the work
trial courts produce (Friedman 1983). Other scholars categorize case types and rates by
the major participants in courtrooms (judges, prosecutors, and defense counsels) and
assess the participants’ responsiveness to courts’ norms (Nardulli 1978). In other studies,
scholars have examined trial courts as organizations or as systems (see Jacob 1983a
citing several trial court organizational studies). A look at the major seminal trial court
studies that adopted organizational paradigms is necessary before exploring the recent
structural changes to trial courts in the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s.
Abraham Blumberg’s 1967 Criminal Justice treatise is considered one of the first
studies on courts to use organizational paradigms (Jacob 1983a) and he characterized his
treatise as a “study of a major American criminal court system” (1967: xi). Although his
research strategy was a case study, Blumberg noted that his study was not based on a
single court but on a series of interrelated criminal courts (operating under one trial court
system) which handled various criminal cases raging from minor infractions to felonies.
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Blumberg theorized that the typical prosecutor was overwhelmed with too many
cases and very limited resources. As a result, the typical prosecutor had no choices but to
plea-bargain many criminal cases. He cited figures showing that less than five percent of
criminal cases were actually disposed of by trials during a fifteen-year period. Blumberg
claimed that because of large case loads a typical criminal court functioned more like a
bureaucracy where bureaucratic norms replaced traditional adversarial norms. For
example, defense attorneys who were typically expected to be adversarial were co-opted
by the court’s bureaucratic structure, and became engrossed in helping the court maintain
its organizational goal, which was primarily disposition of cases. Blumberg maintained
that the criminal court was typical of many “bureaucratic settings [where] the
organization appears to exist to serve the needs of its personnel rather than its clients”
(1967: 47).
Blumberg elaborated that defense counsel were co-opted by the court’s
bureaucratic structure in part because of their role as “officers of the court” (1967: 47),
thus technically making them part of the court’s personnel. As officers of the court, they
were ethically and duty bound to co-operate with the court despite also being ethically
bound to protect their clients’ interests. In addition, defense counsel were co-opted
because they structurally had to maintain their close and ongoing relationships with
prosecutors and the court itself in order to further their own personal career goals.
Blumberg argued that defense counsel needed to nourish those relationships in order to
protect their career, economic, intellectual, and long-term interests even if it occurred at
the expense of clients that regularly came and went.
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As a result, Blumberg noted, defense attorneys who might have been expected to
prefer trials regularly worked with prosecutors (often with the judge’s blessing) to pleabargain their clients. Blumberg’s argument about widespread use of plea bargaining and
the erosion of the adversarial system is considered the central thesis of his seminal work
(Jacob 1983a). Separately, Blumberg contended that the court’s bureaucratic nature
forced all courtroom players, even those that might be expected to maintain their
independence such as probation officers, psychologists, and psychiatrists, to collaborate
with each other in eventually deciding appropriate punishment for each offender.
Acknowledging the significance of Blumberg’s treatise, Herbert Jacob noted that
“Blumberg’s formulation was enormously influential; it made evident the systematic
erosion of adversarial practices that underlay the widespread use of plea bargaining”
(1983a: 208). Jacob also surmised that Blumberg used “organizational ideas as heuristic
devices rather than as a formal model” (1983a: 208) in his research and did not mention
organizational theory in his treatise. Thus, Jacob contended, Blumberg was unable to
formally test some of his hypotheses about the relationships between variables (for
example, large case overloads) that Blumberg thought were driving the erosion of the
adversarial system and possible confounding factors such as technological applications
utilized by courts. Jacob also criticized Blumberg’s assessment of bureaucracies noting,
“He (Blumberg) speaks of bureaucracies as if all organizations were bureaucratic”
(1983a: 208).
Blumberg’s theory on large case overloads overwhelming the adversarial criminal
court system dominated the plea bargaining literature for several years, but other scholars
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(Mather 1979; Feeley 1973) and later studies that were more empirically grounded
questioned the case overload argument (Heumann 1978). For example, Milton
Heumann’s (1978) treatise on plea bargaining suggested that the frequency of plea
bargaining was less because of case overloads, but more as a result of court actors,
especially defense attorneys, discovering on their own that most offenders were factually
and legally guilty. In addition, Heumann argued, court actors were likely to plea-bargain
for non-serious offenses which at times constituted majority of cases and generally
merited less severe punishment that were easily plea-bargained. Though Blumberg’s
central thesis has now been largely supplanted by other theories, his contribution toward
examining courts from an organizational perspective is still well recognized (Jacob
1983a). Even more germane to this dissertation is Blumberg’s demonstration of how the
nature and strength of interactions among courtroom players, albeit because of
bureaucracy, help decide offender punishment.
Using an organizational model different from Blumberg’s model (the model
wherein all organizations are treated as bureaucracies), James Eisenstein and Herbert
Jacob in Felony Justice: An Organizational Analysis of Criminal Courts (1977) improved
upon Blumberg’s work and paid special attention to “courtroom workgroups” and their
relationships with the court’s environment. While readily acknowledging Blumberg’s
contribution to court studies from an organizational perspective, Eisenstein and Jacob
forcefully dissociated themselves from viewing courts as bureaucracies. They contended
that courts “lack the hierarchy of bureaucratic organizations. Moreover, [they did] not
think courtroom dispositions are assembly line operations” (1977: 9). They stressed that
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although courts have large case loads and most of the cases are given little attention on
any particular day, each case receives significant amount of individualized attention.
Eisenstein and Jacob (1977) explained that courtroom actors end up working in
workgroups because they perform specialized functions and operate in a common task
environment that provides common resources (like arrest records and police investigative
reports) and imposes common constraints (like statutes, court rules, appellate courts).
The authors elaborated that courts consist of workgroups rather than bureaucracies
because “the defendant does not encounter single persons or agencies as his case is
processed; rather he confronts an organized network of relationships, in which each
person who acts on his case is reacting to or anticipating the actions of others” (1977:
10). The authors further argued that even in case outcomes that appear to be results of
individual biases people might have against minorities, the poor, or habitual offenders,
those prejudiced-laden results occurred only when “permitted to do so by the norms and
actions of the collective, the courtroom workgroup” (1977: 10).
Emphasizing that research of one criminal court in one locale does not engender
generalization to all American criminal courts, Eisenstein and Jacob (1977) employed the
courtroom workgroup concept to study courts in Baltimore, Chicago, and Detroit. The
authors explained that a courtroom workgroup represents a group of persons performing a
specific function within a particular court, and includes judges, prosecutors, defense
attorneys, and other less significant individuals such as bailiffs and court reporters.
Noting that those workgroups are not formally structured as permanent entities,
the authors contended that each of the actors in the workgroup belongs to a different
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“Sponsoring Organization.” For example, the district attorney supplies the prosecutors;
the defense counsel either come from the public defender’s office or from private law
firms; while judges belong to a specific court (e.g. City Court, County Superior Court) or
the “Bench” within a court (as Herbert Jacob in The Governance of Trial Judges, 1977
referred to it). Eisenstein and Jacob (1977) explained that sponsoring organizations are
independent authorities with their own specific rules and organizational priorities
providing various courtroom actors. For example, the state or county attorney’s office
assigns the prosecutor to the courtroom or to particular types of cases such as felonies or
misdemeanors, the public defender’s office provides the public defender, and the county
sheriff assigns the deputy sheriffs to guard jailed defendants. The marketplace (with
regulation by the State Bar) brings private defense attorneys to the courtroom while the
judge, in addition to being a representative of a specific bench, is either elected by the
public in some jurisdictions, appointed by other government officials in certain
jurisdictions, or in other jurisdictions, recommended by a citizen panel and appointed by
the executive. Each sponsoring organization imposes its own policies or rules on its
representatives sent to the courtroom. For example, the county prosecutor’s office might
mandate that its prosecutors not plead any felonies involving rapes or children, while the
public defender’s office might have its public defenders refuse any pleas requiring an
offender spend more than 10 years in prison. Each sponsoring organization has a mission
to perform or adhere to while dealing with finite resources such as time and money, in
addition to other specific organizational constraints of their own like the number of
caseloads they can handle.
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Although sponsoring organizations are important, each actor spends a large
portion of his/her time in the workgroup. As mentioned earlier, Eisenstein and Jacob
(1977) maintained that the members of a workgroup develop relationships through
operating in a common task environment that provides common resources (e.g. case
management resources from the court, police reports) and imposes common constraints
(e.g. court procedural rules) on the actions of the members. They indicated that because
some of the individual organizational goals of each workgroup member converge with
the overall trial court’s organizational goal of case disposition, workgroup members tend
to cooperate well among one another. For example, the county prosecutor’s office wants
to be seen as prosecuting as many criminals as possible; the public defender’s office
wants to demonstrate that it is safeguarding the civil liberties of all offenders and
preventing them from languishing in jails awaiting trials; while courts as represented by
judges want to reduce the number of pending cases. Ultimately, each sponsoring
organization’s goal converges with the court’s overall goal of case disposition.
Eisenstein and Jacob (1977) found and concluded that differences in workgroups
generated somewhat different outcomes for court litigants. For instance, workgroups
with specialized workload (i.e., same type of cases) are more likely to have more
routinized workgroup procedures and less variation in the outcomes of their cases.
Alternatively, workgroups with less specialized workload (i.e. different type of cases) are
likely to have less routinized group’s procedures and thus more variation in case
outcomes.
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Acknowledging the difficulty of categorizing the nature and type of relationships
among workgroup members that existed from court to court and from location to
location, Eisenstein and Jacob (1977) explained that the significance of any workgroup
relationship was the influence it had on three major characteristics common in the three
cities studied - unilateral decisions, adversarial proceedings, and negotiations. Using
these characteristics to explicate organizational dynamics of workgroups, the authors
claimed that workgroup members employ these characteristics as techniques for
interacting with one another. For example, they explained, the defense counsel may
make a unilateral decision to file a motion; the prosecutor unilaterally may seek dismissal
of a case, while the judge unilaterally might decide to call up cases in different order that
the workgroup is accustomed to. However, because of the extensive interdependence of
workgroup members, Eisenstein and Jacob theorized that each workgroup member likely
would not exercise this legal mandate and thus, “unilateral decisions play a rather minor
role in the courtroom’s work” (1977: 31).
Compared to unilateral decisions, Eisenstein and Jacob emphasized, “adversarial
proceedings play a much more prominent role” (1977: 31) among workgroup members.
This is partly because the opportunities for workgroup members to engage in adversarial
proceedings are numerous. Those opportunities include key trial moments such as pretrial hearings, motion hearings, jury selection, and witness testimonials. During these
times, lawyers on either side are uncertain of what issue might arise and how the other
side will react. Likewise, the judge is not sure of what issues might arise and how the
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lawyers will present their positions. Hence, the lawyers are much more combative and
adversarial in order to get favorable rulings from the judge.
Finally, Eisenstein and Jacob (1977) surmised that negotiation is the most
common technique of the three characteristics used by workgroups in criminal
courtrooms. Acknowledging that plea bargaining is the most widely publicized
negotiation activity but the authors stressed that it “is only one use of negotiation” (1977:
32). They noted that negotiation is widely utilized to seek continuances, decide hearing
dates, and determine what information gets exchanged. The authors explained that each
party to a negotiation comes to the table with a position and tries to convince the other of
why that position should be adopted. However, during the course of negotiations, the
parties move from their original positions and come to a consensus on a mutually
acceptable outcome. Thus, the authors contended, if actors are constantly adopting new
positions to reach mutually acceptable outcomes, criminal courts cannot be deemed as
bureaucratic (Blumberg 1983) wherein actors adopt only static positions. Overall,
Eisenstein and Jacob (1977) advanced the use of organizational paradigm to study courts
by providing sound theoretical organizational concepts but they did not offer tests of the
specific hypotheses derived from those theories (Jacob 1983a). Eisenstein and Jacob’s
work in the application of the organizational framework to the study of courts was
followed by Peter Nardulli’s book, The Courtroom Elite: An Organizational Perspective
on Criminal Justice (1978), which supplemented their data in taking the application a
little further.
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In his book, Nardulli (1978) covered categorization of cases in a criminal
courtroom and principal participants’ (the judge, the prosecutor, and the defense counsel
– referred to collectively as the “courtroom elite”) responsiveness to this categorization.
Using the concept of “dispositional value” to measure the value that these participants
assign to the importance of acquiring a conviction in any given case, Nardulli examined
the felony court system in Chicago during the period between 1972 and 1973.
Nardulli added to the utilization of organizational framework in the study of trial
courts by recognizing that criminal court operations are determined by the tension
between the personal interests of the courtroom elite and external considerations such as
meeting community expectation that the courtroom elite expeditiously dispose cases.
Nardulli linked events in criminal courts to events which occur in many organizations
wherein actors heavily concentrate on their personal interests (e.g. advancement of career
goals, completion of daily work loads, and pursuit of outside interests) even if it is at the
expense of organizational clients. Nardulli found that while there were significant
external constraints (like budget providers) upon the ways a criminal court operates, the
interests of the courtroom elite had a strong effect on the processing of criminal cases at
various junctions of the dispositional process. Nardulli explained that courtroom elites
might be too focused on their personal interests (mentioned above) that the interests of
the clientele – defendants or society – get shortchanged.
However, Nardulli elaborated, that “for the purposes of organizational
maintenance [and to retain the community’s confidence], it is more important [for the
courtroom elites] that certain types of cases result in conviction than others” (1978: 111).
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Using the example of how a court would be willing to dismiss theft charges against a
housewife even if the evidence is conclusive, as compared to detaining a defendant
accused of murder and rape even if the evidence is marginal, Nardulli claimed that the
court would assign a higher dispositional value to the murder/rape case because of
community pressure. Thus, the courtroom elite will assign lower dispositional values to
cases bearing strong and convincing evidence to convict, and quickly resolve them
because there is no community pressure. In the process, the courtroom elite will save
their efforts and their adversarial postures for those few cases that could engender
community pressure. Nardulli noted that this notion of dispositional strategy by the
courtroom elite is typical of behavior seen at many organizations and bureaucracies that
are less open to environmental influences such as civic reform groups.
Most useful to this dissertation is Nardulli’s admonishment that organizational
case studies of courts must integrate various measurement methods such as observations,
interviews, surveys, and archival document reviews. As fully explained in the
Methodology Chapter, I took Nardulli’s advice and utilized different methods for my
research. Nardulli concluded his treatise by noting that “comparative studies of the
operation of criminal courts are essential to the development of a systematic, generalized
understanding of how these entities process criminal cases, as well as how they respond
to the environments within which they operate.” (1978: 231). The author explained that
such studies could explain the linkages between the local political culture and the
performance of courts. In addition, those studies could shed more light on the impact of
environmental factors like the media and the appellate courts on the processing of
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criminal cases. In a trilogy of books published in 1988, 1988, and 1992, James
Eisenstein, Roy Flemming, and Peter Nardulli took Nardulli’s advice and examined the
influence of such environmental and other factors on the criminal courthouse.
In their three treatises (Eisenstein, Flemming, and Nardulli 1988; Nardulli,
Eisenstein, and Flemming 1988; Flemming, Nardulli, and Eisenstein 1992), the authors
published their findings based on a large-scale study of nine medium size felony courts
located in Illinois, Michigan, and Pennsylvania. With their first book, The Contours of
Justice: Communities and Their Courts (1988), using qualitative data the authors
advanced the notion that courts are “communities.” They noted that two usages of the
term “communities” in social science which appeared most transferable to courts were:
“the notion of a community as a neighborhood;” (1988: 25) and the notion that
communities constituted interdependencies among subunits of formal organizations.
Eisenstein et al. (1988) explained that using the term communities in the form of a
neighborhood enabled them to understand how a specific criminal court functioned and to
identify the inhabitants of the courtroom. The authors contended that using the term in
the form of “interdependencies among subunits of formal organizations” allowed them to
answer questions related to how each courtroom inhabitant depended upon one another,
the structure of each courtroom, and the power dynamics among the inhabitants of each
courtroom.
In addition, Eisenstein et al. (1988) used the term “courthouse communities” to
refer to courtroom workgroups and their organizational structure. The authors recognized
that the inhabitants of criminal courtroom communities extend beyond judges,
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prosecutors, and defense lawyers who primarily dominate the activities in the courtroom.
Thus, in their categorization of a courthouse community, the authors included other
participants such as court staff and administrators, county council members, and
newspaper reporters. The authors contended that these other participants while not
present in the courtrooms nonetheless affect the decisions made by the primary core of
judges, prosecutors, and defense counsel.
Based on their measurements of participants’ attitudes and organizational
characteristics, the authors found that courthouse communities vary significantly from
jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but that size of the jurisdiction is the most significant
characteristic that shapes courthouse communities, their boundaries, and their character.
Eisenstein et al. (1988) claimed that typically with courts in small jurisdictions, “the
relevant [court] community extends beyond those involved directly in the courtrooms to
encompass other members of the local elite” like the newspaper reporters, bail bondsmen,
or other prominent community members (1988: 283). Thus, with small courts, external
elites are likely to have high and continuous influence in the actions of the courthouse.
Furthermore, the authors speculated that the structure of each primary sponsoring
organization (i.e., the courthouse or the bench for judges, the prosecutor’s office for
prosecutors, and the public defender’s office or the private bar for defense counsel) of the
internal courthouse elite is likely to be informal and non-hierarchical. That is, these
primary courtroom actors (i.e., judges, prosecutors, defense counsel) belong to
organizations where there are no rigid rules or norms by which organizational members
interact with one another or with external parties.
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In addition, the influence of the primary sponsoring organizations in the affairs of
a small jurisdiction courthouse is likely to be very low (1988: 285), which makes sense
given that such organizations might consist of one or two individuals (1988: 263). As
attested to by Eisenstein et al., in a small town for example, the prosecutor’s office is
likely to have one prosecutor and the defender’s office, one public defender and both
lawyers might work only part-time in their respective positions (1988: 263). Hence, even
if the one actor (e.g. a prosecutor) representing a primary sponsoring organization (the
prosecutor’s office) is very influential in the small courtroom, the sponsoring
organization represented as an entity has very little influence as to what happens in the
small courtroom.
With middle-sized criminal courts (i.e., criminal courts located in medium-sized
cities or counties like Pima County, Arizona), Eisenstein et al. (1988) argued, the relevant
court community is the traditional criminal court consisting of judges, prosecutors, public
defenders, and private defense attorneys. The authors noted that external elites such as
newspaper reporters and bail bondsmen are less active in these courthouse communities
(1988: 285). Thus, with middle-sized courts, these external elites have less (as compared
to what they have in small-sized courts), albeit continuous, influence in the actions of
these courthouses because the courthouse community does not extend beyond the
traditional criminal court players – judges, prosecutors, and defense counsel.
Relatedly, the structure of sponsoring organizations of the internal elites in
middle-sized courts is likely to be more hierarchical and more formal than those of
sponsoring organizations in small-sized courts because the sponsoring organizations of
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medium sized courts will numerically be bigger than those of small courts. For instance,
in a medium sized county like Pima County, Arizona the prosecutor’s office will consist
of the elected or appointed prosecutor who supervises several senior deputies, who in turn
supervise several assistant deputies. In the same respect, sponsoring organizations in
middle-sized courts are likely to have more moderate influence (when compared to those
in small sized courts) in the activities of the courthouse. This is because the courtroom
elites (judges and the lawyers on both sides) representing the sponsoring organizations
have to abide by their organizational rules and traditions when in the courtrooms and
might be constrained in what they could negotiate with other internal elites by those
organizational rules, budgets, or related factors.
As for large courts (that is, those courts located in large cities or counties such as
Maricopa County, Arizona), Eisenstein et al. (1988) believed that the typical court
community is likely to be much more diffuse and likely to be segmented into semidependent courtroom work groups that have more independence about case processing
and disposition. In large courts, the authors contended, external elites (e.g. newspaper
reporters) have very little and episodic influence in the actions of these courthouses. This
influence of the external elites will be low because the court community in large courts
are so diffuse and segmented into different units such that there are many cases being
tried by different courtroom groups within the community that external elites could not
concentrate on all of the cases at once. In addition, the internal elites (the judges and
lawyers on both sides) of large courts are likely to have stable workgroups that do not
lend themselves to outsiders having a collective influence on their activities. However,
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the influence of the external elites (e.g. newspaper reporters) might be high in large
courts when incidents occur in communities encompassing the large courts (i.e. big cities
or counties) if many citizens living in those communities consider the incidents shocking,
reprehensible, or abnormal. For example, the murder of a pregnant woman in a city like
Phoenix, Arizona likely will elicit outrage in that city that the internal elites (the lawyers
and the judge) will consider when planning their trial strategies and court management
styles.
The structures of sponsoring organizations of internal elites in large jurisdiction
courts are likely to be very hierarchical, largely formal, and bureaucratic than those of
sponsoring organizations in small and middle-sized courts. Again, this is largely because
of the number of individuals working in each organization and the need for the internal
elites to abide by organizational rules and constraints. For instance, a criminal court
judge in Maricopa Superior County (encompassing Phoenix, Arizona) is part of the
criminal bench and the bench is one of several benches in the Maricopa Superior Court.
Thus, sponsoring organizations in large courts, the authors noted, are likely to have
significant influence in the activities of the courthouse because they can dictate the rules
and the assignment of their representatives to workgroups. Using the same example of
the Maricopa County criminal court judge, the Superior Court might generally assign
cases on the basis of expertise or seniority but could change the assignment process when
there are high-profile cases such as the case of the murdered pregnant woman mentioned
above.
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Concluding that “the topography of American criminal justice does not resemble
the uniform plane that the legal metaphor [i.e., courts operate the same way everywhere]
suggests” (1988: 290), Eisenstein et al. (1988) emphasized that court size alone does not
determine the structure of courts and how cases get decided. The authors noted that even
among jurisdictions of the same size, operational procedures and case outcomes vary
significantly. For example, the authors explained, in some large courts the operational
procedures, if well established, employed by one traditional sponsoring organization (i.e.,
of the internal courtroom elites) may prevent the formation of stable work groups among
the internal elite members. This is because elites representing that traditional sponsoring
organization might not be empowered to freely negotiate with other elite members.
Comparatively, in large jurisdiction courts where all the sponsoring organizations have
less established or less sophisticated operational procedures, the internal courtroom elite
might have to rely on the local court community’s operational procedures and thus might
have more stable workgroups. This is because the elite members in those large courts
might be more independent of their sponsoring organizations.
In their second book which was different but complementary to the first one, The
Tenor of Justice: Criminal Courts and the Guilty Plea Process (1988), Nardulli,
Eisenstein, and Flemming focused on factors driving guilty pleas and trial outcomes.
Herein, the authors quantitatively measured the statistical effect of various variables at
different levels of analysis – individual, environmental, and contextual – on the guilty
plea processes (i.e., case outcomes) in the same courts studied in their first book.
Nardulli et al. (1988) defined individual level attributes as how differences in attitudes,
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abilities, and orientation of the internal elites working in courts were reflected in case
outcomes. As for environmental level factors, the authors deemed those to be how level
of media concentration, severity of the crime problem, and several other measures of
county’s sociopolitical system determined case outcomes. Finally, the authors defined
contextual level factors as those factors that emanate from the setting of where court
actions and decisions are made; that is how things like screening and charging practices,
structure of the plea offer mechanism, and breadth of the plea agenda determined case
outcomes. Noticeably, Nardulli et al. (1988) acknowledged that other scholars have
previously studied courts on each level but claimed that these studies did not integrate
observations gathered from each level to provide empirical lessons useful for court
scholars.
Again surmising the notion of a courthouse community as consisting of actors
operating in the criminal courtroom “who are tied together by a variety of
interdependencies and who shared a common workplace” (1988: 124), Nardulli et al.
explained that the “potential utility of the notion of a courthouse community seems
significant but is still unclear” (1988: 369). They separately noted that although most
criminal court research as of then have focused a lot on case outcomes, “but [the authors
cautioned] limiting research on criminal courts to case outcomes would be like limiting
research on Congress to votes” (1988: 368). Rather, the authors advised, scholars must
cast a broader net in order to get a comprehensive understanding of how criminal courts
operate by integrating lessons learned at all of the three levels of analysis cited above.
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Specifically on contextual level factors (e.g., screening and charging practices,
structure of the plea offer mechanism, and breadth of the plea agenda), Nardulli et al.
(1988) claimed that these attributes are crucial to a better understanding of a major aspect
of case outcomes – case processing. For example, they found that such contextual factors
that make up the criminal court’s infrastructure “all had direct implications for the role of
charge reductions in a county” (1988: 369). The authors urged that contextual level
factors should be the key component of any effort to expand the scope of study on how
cases are processed, and these factors might offer insights into other aspects of case
outcomes such as case processing times. The authors also admitted that other contextual
factors in the form of support agencies (e.g., pretrial release agencies, work release and
probation services, etc) within the court community - might have “a marked effect upon
the available options and the level of discretion enjoyed by the primary actors in the court
community” (1988: 370). The authors called for scholars to incorporate these types of
contextual factors in future studies of criminal courts.
Nardulli et al. (1988) found very little effect of environmental level attributes like
level of media concentration, severity of the crime problem, measures of a county’s
sociopolitical system, and detention capacity on case outcomes. They contended that
“media concentration and severity of the crime problem had some effect upon the
severity of going rates [i.e., a county-specific range of acceptable sentences for specific
crimes] but only penitentiary capacity had a truly strong impact” (1988: 368). But even
then, the authors noted, the real impact of the penitentiary capacity was confounded by
other factors such as sentencing codes and state-wide sentencing norms. Explaining that
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their measures of environmental attributes might be underestimating the significance of
the criminal court’s environment, the authors speculated that environmental attributes are
probably more relevant in other aspects of criminal court operations (e.g., the prosecutor
charging policies) than in case outcomes. Nardulli et al. (1988) nonetheless
recommended that scholars should examine the impact of constraints placed by
environmental factors (for example, the orientation and the political makeup of the
governing political system) on court communities.
As for how individual attributes of the internal courtroom actors (i.e., differences
in attitudes, abilities, and orientation) affected case outcomes, Nardulli et al. (1988) found
that these individual attributes had no significant impact upon guilty plea cases. Noting
that individual courtroom actors can sometime make considerable differences in some
cases under certain conditions, the authors argued that individual attributes are likely to
have more impact on areas such as charging, bail, and delay. They surmised that they do
not anticipate that other measures of individual attributes better than theirs would yield
different conclusion.
Still focusing on the same nine courts in Illinois, Michigan, and Pennsylvania,
Flemming, Nardulli, and Eisenstein in their third book, The Craft of Justice: Politics and
Work in Criminal Court Communities (1992) built upon the theories covered in their
earlier two books. They employed the concepts of “craft” and “court communities” to
assess the three principal court actors (judges, prosecutors, and defense counsel) in a
criminal court. By focusing on the craft of these actors, the authors began to capture how
the actors interact with each other and manage their professional relationships within the
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criminal court community to dispose cases. Flemming et al. (1992) used the “craft”
metaphor to capture how actors go about their work within the courtroom community,
and explained that the craft of justice is a combination of politics and work. The authors
contended that events in the courtroom are shaped by the political dynamics occurring
outside of the courtroom such as the proportion of public defenders assigned versus
private counsel assigned or contract attorneys made available to the courtroom by their
respective sponsoring organizations.
In this last treatise, the authors found that the content of court craft varied among
principal actors in the courtroom and that variations were largely dictated by policy
decisions externally made by sponsoring organizations actors represent. For instance, a
judge assigned both criminal and civil cases by his bench is likely to have less stable
relationships with different lawyers appearing before him than a judge assigned a
specialized court will have with the lawyers appearing – who are likely to be repeat
players - in that specialized court. Flemming et al. (1992) claimed that court
communities are constructed by these principal actors and a court community’s distinct
characteristics evolve through the actions and interactions of these actors. The authors
discovered that while the working craft of these elite actors is largely internal to the court
community, the political craft of actors is “complexly shaped by both internal and
external factors” (1992: 199) like the politics of the sponsoring organizations and the
politics of the local community.
Similarly, as the authors found in their previous two books, they learned that the
structure (e.g., how decisions are made) and processes (e.g., going through the procedural
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steps from the pre-trial conference to jury selection as the next step) of criminal justice
reflected the relationships among various stakeholders in the court communities and
emanated from the interactions of these three principal actors in the courtrooms. They
also discovered that the characteristics of these relationships were shaped by the external
political environment, by the specific histories of the particular courts, by disputes and
competing ideas, and by the individual actions of the three principal actors. Flemming et
al. (1992) stressed that “American [trial] courts are quite complex. The craft of justice is
varied. Efforts to capture in a few words, a couple of contrasting examples, or a simple
classification the many significant differences in how craft is practiced and in how local
courts structure themselves are doomed to failure” (1992: 205). Ultimately, the authors
concluded, events happening in the courtroom among the internal elite players are closely
linked to the policies of the sponsoring organizations they represent.
Separately, Malcolm Feeley in his treatise, The Process is the Punishment:
Handling Cases in a Lower Criminal Court (1979), established that criminal courts are
“open systems.” An organization can be viewed as an “open system” when it must
interact with its environment to survive (Thompson 1967). That is, the organization
depends on its environment for resources to operate and survive, and hence, must
continuously adapt to its environment. Feeley explained that “the criminal court must be
seen as an open system, exposed to continuing and not always predictable influences
from its environment” (1979: 19).
Feeley surmised that criminal courts are part of a community and what they do is
in part what the community expects of them. He noted that since courts cannot fully
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control their caseload, they must continually adjust to changes such as citizen complaints
and police practices outside their control. Thus, to understand what courts do, “it is
necessary to locate them not only as systems which have created their own internal
dynamic, but also as institutions responding to their environment” (Feeley 1979: 20).
Feeley concluded his explanation of courts as open systems by contending that: “What
appear to be rapid and routine decisions are really the expression of a complex process:
the balancing of the individual and collective interests in the courthouse workgroup, with
the constraints and goals of their sponsoring organizations, and the influences of the
environment” (Feeley 1979: 21).
In a different treatise, Court Reform on Trial: Why Simple Solutions Fail,
Malcolm Feeley (1983) noted that scholars, politicians, the press, courtroom actors
themselves, and concerned observers have flawed understanding of courts and that their
expectations of what courts can do were unrealistic. Feeley stated that because of this
flawed understanding and unrealistic expectations, many court innovations or reforms
failed. In this treatise, Feeley examined four different innovations: bail reform, pretrial
diversion, sentence reform, and speedy trial rules. He noted that each innovation was
promoted to achieve an important purpose and each was adopted in many jurisdictions.
However, he concluded that because each was based upon erroneous assumptions and
exaggerated expectations, they all failed. Relevant to this dissertation was Feeley’s
admonition in the treatise that court reform is very difficult because of misunderstanding
of court’s activities and unrealistic expectations of scholars and others alike.
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Two additional works in the late 1990s continued the theoretical development of
studies of trial courts as organizations and systems. These works are important as they
take the utilization of organizational framework in court studies further down the road by
applying similar organizational theories seen in studies of other organizations. In The
Governance of Trial Judges, Herbert Jacob (1997) focused on ways in which the
sponsoring organization of trial judges – the bench – affected the judges’ work.
Employing Karl Weick’s (1976) organizational theory of loose and tight coupling,
Jacob utilized the theory of “coupling” to explain how an individual’s actions in an
organization lead to consequences for others in the organization. Jacob explored the
tensions between elements of tight (what occurs in one segment directly impacts the
other) and loose (all segments operate autonomously) coupling within the organization of
the Circuit Court of Cook County in Illinois (a single, high volume trial court that heard
all non-federal court cases) and the consequences of those tensions on the operation of
the court.
Jacob found that on the one hand the individual judges in his study were given
“free reign [by the bench] to use their individual traits” (1997: 28) and allowed to
interpret the law as they understand it in their individual courtrooms. However, on the
other hand, because of courtroom assignment, case assignment, and docket management
either by the circuit’s chief judge or the divisional presiding judges, other elements of the
judges’ work were “tightly coupled” to produce more predictable consequences that
came through the entire court.
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Jacob discovered that the judges’ bench was an organization itself, with over 400
judges (some elected as circuit judges and some appointed as associate judges). The
bench was headed by a chief judge elected by the circuit judges, and subdivided into
major divisions along specialty/functional areas such as felony, misdemeanor, domestic
relations, and major civil, and geographical sections based on municipal districts located
outside of the city of Chicago. The chief judge had the authority to appoint presiding
judges of the various specialty or geographical divisions and each division congregated
on its own. However, because of the way judges were selected, the presiding judges
could not fire nor had control over raises.
Noting that this treatise was written to showcase the relationships among judges
and the ways they “collaborate with one another or stand in one another’s way” (1997: 6),
Jacob contended that “When activities are tightly coupled, the consequences are quite
predictable. . . . When activities are loosely coupled, the consequences of one person’s
actions may be indiscernible or unpredictable” (1997: 6). Jacob explained that, for
example, in a predictable court setting a court might still complete its daily calendar
despite the absence of one judge. He stated that in an unpredictable court situation, for
example, if one judge does not honor the going rate in issuing sentences, there might be a
flood of motions by offenders seeking other judges who might or might not issue similar
sentences.
Jacob further differentiated the tight versus loose coupling dichotomy from
centralization versus decentralization dichotomy popular in organizational studies by
explaining that the centralization/decentralization distinction “refers to the locus of
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authority or where decisions are made. [But] tight and loose coupling refers to the effects
of decisions” (Jacob 1997: 7). Jacob elaborated that a centralized organization may or
may not be tightly coupled. Likewise, a decentralized organization may or may not be
loosely coupled. He emphasized: “Nor are centralization/decentralization or tight and
loose coupling uniform throughout organizations. A mix of each exists and creates
considerable tension within them” (1997: 7).
Jacob found that there were both elements of tight and loose coupling
simultaneously operating in this particular court setting. He noted that the chief judge’s
assignment power (i.e., ability to assign a judge to a bench or as a divisional presiding
judge) created “a considerable degree of tight coupling in the bench” (1997:10). Jacob
elaborated that the assignment power was a key source/element of the tight coupling
since the power provided the chief judge the authority to assign judges to particular tasks,
and thus ultimately created the predictable atmosphere that certain cases are heard by
certain judges. However, the assignment power was constrained by elements of loose
coupling such as the manner of judicial appointments to and departures from the bench.
For instance, many of the judges were initially appointed by the Illinois Supreme Court
(at times influenced by the chief judge) to fill vacancies. But all the judges must be
elected in other to serve first full term, and the judges contested in partisan elections
sometime through sponsorship by political allies who have no allegiance to the chief
judge.
The chief judge’s assignment power was also constrained by the non-uniformity
in the operations of the divisions by the presiding judges. For instance, since the
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presiding judges individually ran their own divisions with varying internal procedures,
what happened in one division had no effect on the other division. Thus, the divisional
presiding judges had the de facto authority to assign judges to courtrooms within their
divisions. This authority limited the chief judge’s capability in effectively assigning
judges from one division to another. Jacob also discovered other sources of loose
coupling of the bench to include the physical location of some of the courthouses (since
they are scattered throughout and outside of the city of Chicago) and the paucity of
information exchanged among individual judges across divisions. Jacob concluded that
ultimately every large trial court in the U.S. is likely to have pockets of tight and loose
couplings in its operations, but that many trial court judges operate autonomously and
that most trial court judges are sometimes isolated in their interactions with their
sponsoring organizations. Thus, for every large trial court, there is a mix of predictability
and unpredictability in their daily occurrences. However, the lesson of this Jacob treatise
is that for an organization, having a tightly or a loosely coupled operational mode might
determine the extent actors participating in the organization are able to predict the impact
of the operational mode. Relevant to this dissertation is Jacob’s finding that court reform
or innovative program is very difficult to implement in a loosely-coupled environment.
Furthermore, in an essay tribute to Herbert Jacob’s scholarship on courts, Roy
Flemming (1998) argued that trial courts should be studied as “contested terrains”
involving many stakeholders (individuals, interest groups, litigants and non-litigants
alike) who “struggle in the venues and forums provided by the American system of
government to impose their ideas of how courts should be organized and function” (1998:
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963). It should be noted right away that most of the language Flemming used in this
piece were and not specific organizational theories to express his ideas and thoughts on
how trial courts should be studied.
In the opening passage, Flemming applauded Jacob for being a champion of
looking at the natural histories of trial courts and studying a single jurisdiction very well
rather than studying several jurisdictions less thoroughly. However, Flemming thought
Jacob’s “focus . . . often tended to be process oriented with ‘what is happening
elsewhere’ receding into the background” (1998: 945). Thus, he urged that instead,
studying trial courts ought to begin by first investigating other events happening
elsewhere and understanding the impact of these events on trial courts. Therefore,
Flemming argued that trial courts should be viewed as “contested terrains.” Flemming
explained that trial courts are contested terrains because they serve as sites for resolving
broader social conflicts in the American society. Citing the Violence against Women Act
(passed as a federal law in 1994 and re-authorized in 2000 and 2005) as an example,
Flemming contended that the Act provided new resources to battered women by giving
them the option of filing civil rights suits in state or federal courts and claim punitive
damages as an alternative to pressing for criminal charges against offenders (1998: 949).
In his essay, Flemming claimed that the struggles occurring in the contested
terrains “constitute the ‘regime politics’ of American trial courts because at issue is
control over the rules that structure the probabilities of who wins” (1998: 963). He
explained that a “regime” can be broadly conceived “in terms of the ideas and, interests,
and institutions that establish and enforce the rules that govern litigation” (1998: 950).
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Thus, Flemming saw regime politics as a “metaphor” to highlight the “stakes in the
game” involving “attempts to define the rules that shape trial court processes” (1998:
950). Flemming argued that “viewing courts in terms of regime politics replaces a
micropolitical view centered on courtroom processes with a macropolitical perspective
that looks at how ideas, interests, and institutions shape rules that affect probabilities of
success” (1998: 950). Flemming explained that his adoption of the term “regime
politics” to study trial courts was similar to “other conceptions of politics in America that
focus on how ideas or issues reach the policymaking agenda, the mobilization of
interests, or the opportunities the design of American political institutions offer organized
interests” (1998: 850). Flemming noted that part of the purpose of his essay was to
provide guidelines on investigating institutional changes taking place outside of the
courtroom and understanding what those changes mean to the events in the courtroom.
Relevant to this dissertation, Flemming recognized the importance of studying
trial courts as contested terrains because institutional changes occur inside and outside of
courtrooms. Flemming’s work today reflects a clear understanding of the internal (e.g.,
the relationship between the judge and the prosecutor) and external (e.g., the influence of
a treatment center that works with a drug court) dynamics of trial courts. He seemed to
recognize as other scholars (e.g. Eisenstein et al. 1988; Nardulli et al. 1988) that as
organizations, trial courts are comprised of several internal stakeholders (e.g.,
prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges) sponsored by their own particular
organizations (e.g., Prosecutor’s Office, Public Defender’s Office, and the Bench) with
sometime conflicting interests and varying goals from those of the trial courts. One can
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also extend Flemming’s contested terrain ideas to divisions observed between societal
and political demands faced by actors working in trial courts. For example, the general
public might want a drug court to treat offenders while political considerations might
warrant that the drug court punish the offenders, one of the reasons (as explained in the
next chapter) why there has been an increase in the number of specialized courts like
drug courts (Nolan 2001; Terry 1999). Thus, the internal stakeholders present in this
drug court, depending on which sponsoring organizations they represent will have to
figure out a way to bridge the division.
Lastly, a few court organizational studies have used organizational methods and
techniques like network analysis or network maps in the past. In an article about the
process by which state judiciaries relate to state legislatures, Ellen Baar and Carl Baar
(1977) utilized network analysis to examine the roles of judges as middle men between
the judiciary and the legislatures. The authors used questionnaire data gathered by the
National Center for State Courts for assessing court budget processes. Utilizing various
network analysis measures such as density and reachability, Baar and Baar found that the
relationships between the judicial and legislative branches “are vulnerable to disruption”
(1977: 224) if the judges are not attentive to the needs of the legislators. They noted that
the judicial relationships with the legislators suffered and threatened a reduction in future
resources given the judiciary because the judges assigned others (court administrators) as
advocates for the judiciary’s interests before the legislatures. Baar and Baar contended
that the judges did so “without regard for legislative organization, with little regard for
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the willingness of the legislature to provide adequate level of resources,” (1977: 224) and
with little regard for the external environment occupied by the legislature.
Baar and Baar concluded that less direct participation by the judges as third
branch advocates before the legislatures meant that the judiciary would receive less than
its needed resources for effective operations. This paper is relevant to this study because
they show us the utility of network analysis in court studies as a way of assessing
linkages and relationships that court actors have with others even if they are external
actors.
Heinz and Manikas (1992) also made use of network measures to help us
understand the organization of trial courts and the internal and external relationships that
previous scholars told us much about. Surveying 211 criminal justice administrators,
interest group leaders, and news reporters in Cook County, Heinz and Manikas (1992)
examined the networks between various government elites and private groups. Using
smallest space analysis, a technique similar to more recent network analysis mapping
schemes like NetDraw, to depict the patterns of the network they found that the clusters
of interaction of trial court actors were unexpected (see diagram below). Unexpectedly,
they found that the judiciary was relatively distinct and isolated from external
organizations in Cook County like political elites and the police. For instance, the media
were found to be strongly linked to law enforcement agencies and not to the courts and
corrections. Public and private organizations that represented minorities, juveniles, and
the mentally ill were found to be on the periphery of the network clusters. In the end,
government officials were not found in the center of this criminal justice network and, as
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a result, the pattern indicated a “hollow core.” That is, no group of actors or
organizations occupied the center of the network map, which illustrates the absence of
central power brokers in the justice system.
FIGURE 2.1
Relationships among Criminal Justice Organizations in Cook County

Adopted from Heinz & Manikas 1992

The Baar & Baar (1977) and Heinz & Manikas (1992) works show how
relationships of court actors with others can be studied using network analysis. The
interesting use of network approaches in both studies raises questions about how the
technique might be useful to help us learn more about trial courts (e.g., the impact of
reforms) and to assess the findings of previous trial court scholars (e.g., the strength of
linkages between court actors internally and with outside actors).
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Looking at the literature above, court scholars are left with several unanswered
questions. For example, what happens to the relationships among internal stakeholders
when there are institutional changes occurring in and out of courts? What impact does
external stakeholders (such as treatment centers and drug testing centers that were
previously absent in courtrooms but are now working with specialty courts like drug
courts) have on today’s trial court’s structure? What kind of relationships will the
internal and external stakeholders have in the new structure of trial courts? Flemming
(1998) for example, by speaking about regime change, provides us with an early start on
how to begin investigating some of the structural changes that have occurred in trial
courts in many jurisdictions in recent years. In the next section, I discuss some of these
changes and what these recent changes mean to the organizational study of trial courts.

Changes to Trial Courts
Numerous changes have occurred to trial courts since previous seminal trial court
studies were published. These changes include increased attempts at unification of some
state court systems such as more connections of trial courts to state administrative office
of courts (AOC) and unification of local courts into one local court, more policy attention
to court and case management and to efficiency, the addition of alternative dispute
resolution techniques, and the rise in the number of specialty courts. While scholars have
commented on the difficulty of reform to American courts (Hays 1978; Feeley 1983), the
fact that new reforms have been adopted since the studies of the 1980s and 1990s provide
further reasons to continue studying courts as organizations. These reforms, at the very
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least, purport to change the institutions of courts, the rules of courts, their organizational
structure, and the behavior of actors working in the courtrooms.
State trial courts continue to experience other structural changes as a result of
reforms instituted in the 20th century. During that century, court reform movements in
state courts took place separately from changes in the federal court system (Feeley 1983).
Congress, sometimes at the behest of the Supreme Court, was instrumental in changing
the federal court administrative system. However, reform on the state level tended to be
initiated by one state and diffused to other states. By the middle of that century, court
reform movements at the state level went in predominantly two directions: one set of
reforms targeted judges while the other set focused on organizational reforms (Tobin
1999). As to judges, progressive reformers concentrated on merit selection of judges,
expanding judicial compensation, judicial discipline codes, judicial education, and
judicial evaluation (Tobin 1999).
One major change to the organization and institutions of state courts was “court
unification,” which continues in many state courts to this day. The focus of unification
has traditionally been on court structure, budgets, and administration of the state court
system. By seeking to address both hierarchical concerns and problems of localism (the
heavy influence of local government structure or local culture on structure of courts) in
trial courts, structural unification was tailored to “end the organizational chaos and
confusion caused by accommodation of court structure to local government apparatus and
to local legal cultures” (Tobin 1999: 133). The sheer number of limited and general
jurisdiction courts at the local level, beholden to different masters (city, county and state),
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was one concern. Advocates of structural unification sought “to give organizational form
to the concept that the state judicial branch is more than a group of semi-independent
judges loosely held together by a common appellate process” (Tobin 1999: 139).
Thus, one goal of structural unification was to create a single tier (e.g. the
Kansas‘s court system) or two-tiered trial court (e.g. the Kentucky’s court system) with
general jurisdiction and limited jurisdiction courts under one system and even one roof.
Those states opting for a single-tier court subdivided the court into separate specialty,
geographic, and administrative units. In each case, the idea was to have more of a
centralized, local administration of trial courts that could then be easier to link within the
state judicial hierarchy. Because of these continuing reforms, assessing the different
types of linkages among different court subunits in unified (as in Kentucky or Kansas)
and non-unified (e.g. Arizona) trial court systems would be an important area for future
trial court studies. Another area that the past court studies did not capture is assessing the
networks and linkages of various subunits of trial courts before and after these reforms
take place.
With budgetary unification, reformers focused on state financing of the trial court
system and centralized budgeting. This reform shifted more power to state supreme
courts and away from local governments. In addition, the move to state funding is said to
provide more equality between courts in richer and poorer counties. It is widely assumed
that budgetary unification has increased the resources of trial courts overall (Tobin 1999:
146). However, some scholarship has questioned whether the move to state funding is as
wonderful or disastrous as proponents and opponents suggest (Hudzik 1985). More
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research needs to be done to assess the impact of budgetary unification, but the very
change from local to state provided budgets should also have an impact on the
organization of trial courts and upon their linkages to what Eisenstein and Jacob (1977)
and Flemming (1998) referred to as sponsoring organizations. Past studies have not fully
captured what court budgeting scholars are now finding. These scholars see the shifting
of resource sources as only moving the politics from one level of government to another,
which can have an impact on how court officials network, forcing them to shift lobbying
resources from what may be secure relationships at the local level to unfamiliar ones at
the state level (Hartley 2003; Hudzik 2002).
The issue of budgetary unification is relevant to this dissertation because it shows
that trial judges are now more accountable to their state supreme courts rather than in the
past when they dealt with county officials (Tobin 1999). To maintain such accountability
requires the creation and maintenance of strong relationships between state trial judges
and state Supreme Court judges (or their representatives). My study in part focuses on
assessing relationships among actors working trial court settings. In addition, the issue of
budgetary unification once again reinforces what Baar and Baar (1977) found in their
study about the need for judges (in this case, state supreme court judges) to take
networking with state legislators seriously because having sufficient judiciary resources
might depend on the strength of the relationships the judges maintain with the state
legislators.
As for administrative unification, reformers emphasized centralized policy
making and planning and a wider use of judicial rule making power at the state level.
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Thus, the movement has given state supreme courts more administrative control and
judiciary rulemaking authority over the judiciary branch. Because of legislatures’
unwillingness to give courts free reign to self-govern, this particular unification
movement has been less successful (Tobin 1999; Hays 1978). Like budgetary
unification, administrative unification in unified court systems theoretically shifts power
from local trial court judges to state Supreme Court judges (or their representatives), thus
forcing trial court judges to maintain stronger ties with state administrative office of
courts (AOC). Again, more research is needed in order to determine how such an
organizational shift impacts the governance of trial courts. Although my research does
not address some of these specific issues, as explained later it provides the foundation for
these issues to be fully explored using network analysis as a methodology.
Together, these three pieces of unification showcase the problems inherent in a
loosely coupled, decentralized organizational structure of courts. One way to assess the
impact of these changes brought by the unification movement is to examine the vertical
and horizontal administration and organization of trial courts. How do trial courts
interact with state administrators under unified or non-unified organizational schemes?
Are the linkages between state and local actors as tightly coupled as reformers supposed?
In addition to court unification, other reforms have been adopted in state court
systems that are based, in part, on popular dissatisfaction with the courts, and in part
because of other political motives. In the 1970s, worries about dissatisfaction with our
nation’s courts led to a conference of judges, attorneys, court managers and scholars.
This 1976 “National Conference on the Causes of the Popular Dissatisfaction with
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Justice” (aka, the “Pound Conference”) drew attention to problems and potential reforms
that might deal with such issues as efficiency, timeliness and fairness, accountability,
inadequate methods of judicial selection and discipline, excessive political influence, and
lawyers manipulating the legal system. Tobin (1999) reports that in response to these
calls for efficiency and fairness, court reforms since the 1980s focus upon four general
areas including:
1. Changes in the adversarial system (e.g., ADR);
2. Adapting the role of judges to expanded social responsibilities (e.g., problem
solving, post-trial monitoring and implementation of decisions);
3. The move towards a more open, service-oriented style of court (e.g., more
collaboration with citizens, open proceedings, improved customer service); and
4. Specialized courts (e.g., drug courts, mental health courts, DUI (“Driving under
the Influence”) courts, family courts).
Furthermore, most of the past organizational studies of trial courts focused almost
exclusively on criminal courts without too much emphasis on civil courts (Jacob 1983b).
Notably, almost all of these past studies discussed above treated trial courts as if only
constituting criminal courts and barely mentioned civil courts that are part of trial courts.
The absence of trial court studies that examined civil courts was noticed by a few
scholars (e.g. Jacob 1983b; Hartley 2002). In his presidential address given to a plenary
session of the Law and Society Association in 1983, Herbert Jacob lamented then, “while
the majority of cases involve individuals with small stakes in absolute terms, a small
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number of civil actions involve business transactions that have large implications for
workers, investors, and consumers. Such cases have been rarely studied” (1983b: 410).
Moreover, the structure of most trial courts in many jurisdictions have now been
changed to include additional criminal benches, expanded civil benches, and several
other new benches catering to particular areas of the law. In some trial courts, for
example, the Superior Court in Pima County, the benches are separated along criminal,
civil, probate, family law, and juvenile benches; each bench with its own set of judges
and individual presiding judges. At periodic times, the judges are sometimes rotated
across benches. Some courts, like Pima County Superior Court, also have separate
administrative divisions such as offices of the Court Clerk, the Court Management Team,
the Court Administrator, and the Presiding Judge, all inter-connectedly performing
distinct tasks for the entire trial court. Relevant to this dissertation is that the past studies
of trial courts concentrated on structure of criminal courts as shaped by the interaction of
major courtroom actors – judges, prosecutors, and defense counsels – collaborating to
achieve the goals of their sponsoring organizations and at the same time the
organizational goal of the courtroom they are working in. Although these studies
acknowledged the influence of external or non-traditional criminal justice organizations
on the major internal courtroom actors, the studies were done when some of these
external actors were less influential in the determination of cases.
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Summary
Recent reforms suggest that the structure of a typical trial court has indeed
changed (at least from what past studies of the 1980s and 1990s told us) because of the
addition of specialty courts, changes to criminal courts, and more established working
relationships that trial courts have with external or non-traditional criminal justice
organizations. The impetus for this dissertation and part of my main thesis is that
because of changes to trial courts, the central and influential players and the sponsoring
organizations represented in certain criminal courts may have changed from what past
studies tell us. In addition, there are new methods now available (e.g., network analysis
to illustrate organizational structures and showcase organizational linkages and
relationships. These techniques help us quantitatively measure the strength of these
linkages and which parties are most central to the work of the court. Something, for the
most part, past studies (e.g., Eisenstein & Jacob 1977; Nardulli et al. 1988; Eisenstein et
al. 1988) were not able to do.
Past studies from the 1960s through the 1990s used the organizational paradigm
to demonstrate that the nature and strength of interactions among courtroom players help
decide offender punishment (Blumberg 1967). Scholars from those eras established that
courtroom players form workgroups and develop relationships through operating in a
common task environment that provides common resources (e.g., police reports) and
imposes common constraints (e.g., procedural rules) on the workgroup members’ actions
(Eisenstein and Jacob 1977). Eisenstein and Jacob (1977) also found that workgroup
members used unilateral decisions, adversarial proceedings, and negotiations as
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techniques for interacting with one another. Separately, Nardulli (1978) advised scholars
of organizational case studies of courts to integrate various measurement methods such as
observations, interviews, surveys, and archival document reviews when studying trial
courts. Notably, most of the past studies were qualitative descriptions and comparisons
of organizational structures. It was difficult to graphically assess (or at times
quantitatively determine) from those studies how court organizations differed, which
players were most important, and how organizational structures or interactions changed.
In their first of three treatises and distinguishing among events taking place at
courts of different sizes, Eisenstein et al. (1988) found that external elites such as
newspaper reporters and bail bondsmen have less influence in medium-sized courtrooms
(like Pima County Superior Court in Tucson, Arizona) when compared with their
influence in smaller courtrooms (like Santa Cruz Superior Court in Nogales, Arizona).
They also concluded that sponsoring organizations represented by the traditional internal
elites (i.e., judges, prosecutors, and defense counsel) in medium-sized courts are likely to
have more influence in the events of the courtroom than they would ordinarily have in
smaller sized courts.
In their second treatise, Nardulli et al. (1988) emphasized that trial courts must be
studied on three levels of analysis – individual, contextual, and environmental. They
specifically found that contextual level factors (i.e. those existing in the courtrooms),
such as screening and charging practices, structure of the plea offer mechanism, and
breadth of the plea agenda, were important determinants of case outcomes. They
separately concluded that individual attributes of workgroup members and environmental
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attributes (i.e., those outside of the courtrooms) such as level of media concentration,
severity of the crime problem, and other sociopolitical measures had little effect on case
outcomes. The authors urged scholars to integrate lessons learned on all three levels of
analysis in order to get a comprehensive understanding of how criminal courts operate.
In their third and last treatise, Flemming et al. (1992) maintained that American trial
courts are very complex and that each court is very unique, thus making generalization of
trial courts structure very difficult. Herein, the authors focused on part of my impetus for
this research – how courtroom actors interact with each other and manage their
relationships to dispose of cases.
Herbert Jacob (1997) found that there were both elements of tight and loose
coupling simultaneously operating in the court, but that judges primarily operated
autonomously within trial courts, and thus, for every large court there is a mix of
predictability and unpredictability in daily courtroom events. Roy Flemming (1998)
argued for studying criminal courts as regimes because of institutional changes occurring
inside and outside of courts. Flemming’s treatise provides an entry for the study in this
dissertation in that he recognized that a criminal court as an organization is comprised of
internal stakeholders sponsored by various organizations with conflicting interests and
varying goals from that of the bench, while having to deal with institutional changes
occurring within and outside of courtrooms.
Clearly, some of the reforms to trial courts began when some of the studies
discussed above were taking place and they continue today. Some of these reforms like
addition of specialty courts and the inclusion of external organizations in deliberations of
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offender punishment (e.g. in drug courts) purport to change the institutions of courts, the
rules of courts, the organizational structure of these courts, and maybe the behavior of the
actors operating in the courts. As such, it is debatable that findings of court scholars from
the 1960s through the 1990s will still hold true in light of reforms to trial courts. For
instance, it is not certain that the mixture of tight and loose couplings found by Jacob in
his study will remain the same in trial courts that have adapted some of these reforms.
Alternatively, we have to remember that Jacob (1997) told us that many trial
courts are decentralized organizations and many have loosely-coupled structural systems
which make it very difficult for change to occur. Similarly, Feeley (1983) informed us
that reform is very difficult because people’s understanding of courts is flawed, thus
making expectations of what courts can do unrealistic and many reforms likely to fail.
Thus, recent reforms might not have changed the structures of courts and the nature of
interactions occurring among courtroom players.
Nonetheless, Baar and Baar (1977), as well as Heinz and Manikas (1992),
introduced network analysis as one method for understanding the nature of relationships
some courtroom actors have with others. Thus, we need to take another serious and
harder look at court organizations and maybe by using new methods such as network
analysis, we might better understand court organizations, their structures, the nature of
interactions among courtroom players, and the impact of recent reforms on trial courts.
Clearly, the environment that Feeley (1979) referred to when he referred to courts
as open systems include institutional and many other changes taking place outside of
courtrooms but impacting events inside the courtrooms, which are similar to Flemming’s
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“regimes” (1998). Moreover, the addition of new sponsoring organizations (e.g.,
treatment facilities and drug testing centers) to certain courtrooms of a particular bench
might mean tighter or looser coupling of judges on that bench, or a looser or tighter
coupling of the network of the sponsoring organizations previously represented in those
courtrooms. Hence, these reforms and changes to courts suggest that trial courts, or some
of their more established subunits such as criminal courts and newer subunits such as
specialty courts, need to be now studied to determine whether what past scholars told us
about their structure and organization still hold true in light of these reforms. As
explained earlier, previous studies focused almost exclusively on criminal courts. More
importantly, with the advent and prominence of specialty courts (which utilize less
adversarial procedures) in recent years, the structure of trial courts have changed and
these changes were not captured by past scholars. In the next chapter, I explore how one
particular specialty court – drug court – has changed the organizational structure of trial
courts.
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CHAPTER 3
DRUG COURTS AS A CHANGE TO THE ORGANIZATION OF TRIAL COURTS

Specialty courts like drug courts, which bring treatment to offenders, are said to alter
the structure, process, and the very nature of trial courts (Tobin 1999; Nolan 2001;
Douglas and Hartley 2004). According to Bureau of Justice Administration Drug Court
Clearing House website, there are more than 1563 operating drug courts as of June 15,
2006 (website accessed 03/26/07) compared to 400 drug courts in 2001/2002 (Taxman
and Bouffard 2002). Drug treatment courts” or “drug courts” are specialized criminal
courts designed to handle drug cases – misdemeanors or felonies – involving mostly nonviolent offenders with substance abuse and dependence problems.
Drug courts, created under the banner of restorative and therapeutic justice, have
been argued to have become more prominent as part of the organization and mission of
trial courts since the first one was created in 1989 (Nolan 2001; Terry 1999). To be
certain, there are other specialty courts such as mental health courts, family courts, and
DUI courts, but drug courts have become the most prominent because they were the first
specialty courts to be created and have become models for these other specialty courts.
Scholars see the changes taking place in trial courts, especially wrought by the
addition of specialty courts, differently. Supporters such as Richard Fruin and Bryan
Borys (2002) enthusiastically encourage court managers to embrace the courts of the
future. Fruin and Borys speculate that trial courts of the future will be required to create
broad and flexible collaborations with various organizations, public and private,
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including other governmental agencies, outside service providers and community-based
organizations, as specialty courts are designed to do.
Critics such as Carl Baar and Freda Solomon (2000, 2002) believe that the
adoptions of concepts of restorative and therapeutic justice in trial courts are potentially
risky for advocates of these concepts because such adoption could lead to unintended
consequences. Citing similar earlier court reforms introduced 100 years ago when
problem-solving courts such as juvenile and community courts were previously
introduced, they argued that what began as efforts to help juveniles and women turned
out to be hindrances to these two groups as further explained below. Similarly, the
authors caution, advocates of restorative and therapeutic justice programs should be
concerned that their original goals not be turned upside down and produce the opposite
effect of what the advocates intended.
Because of the prominence and popularity of drug courts in every jurisdiction in
recent years, this study focuses on drug courts (as representative of specialty courts) and
assesses what the organizational impact of a drug court means for a trial court system.
Specifically, the study examines whether the organizational structure of a trial court
system will be different with the presence of a drug court. The study further inquires
whether the organizational structure of a drug court is similar to that of a traditional
criminal court. Are the organizations represented in drug court deliberations similar or
different from those participating in criminal courtrooms’ deliberations? In the section
below, I discuss the history and popularity of specialty courts.
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Specialty Courts
Starting from the late 1980s, “problem solving courts” or “specialty courts”
emerged as part of trial court structure (McQueen 2002; Feinblatt et al. 2002). These
problem solving courts surfaced due in part to one of the goals of unification (discussed
in the previous chapter) – speedy and effective justice (Feinblatt et al. 2002). Some
scholars speculate that these specialty courts became popular in part because of courts’
inability to address persistent public frustration with social, human, and legal problems
such as drug addiction, domestic violence, and mental illness facing society (Feinblatt et
al. 2002). However, other scholars argue that these problem solving courts, especially
drug courts, became popular because of the criminal justice system’s failure to resolve
problems associated with backlog of drug cases awaiting trials and the revolving door of
drug arrestees (Hora 2002; Terry 1999). Regardless of the rationales for their emergence,
specialty courts became prominently part of the trial court structure in many courts after
the first drug court was created in Miami in 1989 (McQueen 2002; Feinblatt et al. 2002;
Nolan 2001; Terry 1999). Other courts generally referred to as specialty courts are
community courts, domestic violence or family courts, and mental health courts
(Feinblatt et al. 2002). In addition, “DUI” (Driving Under the Influence) or “DWI”
(Driving While Intoxicated) courts (see National Drug Court Institute website1), juvenile
gun courts (see National Criminal Justice Reference Service website2,) and homeless
courts (see American Bar Association website3) are also regarded as specialty courts.

1

http://www.ndci.org/dwi_drug_court.htm, accessed 03/25/07.
http://www.ncjrs.gov/html/ojjdp/jaibg_2002_5_1/contents.html, accessed 03/25/07.
3
http://www.abanet.org/homeless/homeless_courts.shtml, accessed 03/25/07.

2
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Although specialty courts differ primarily because of the particular societal
problem they address, they structurally share many common features. Feinblatt et al.
maintain that there are at least six features common to all specialty courts (2002: 439):

1.

Sentencing: Specialty courts focus on the underlying societal problem
facing an offender rather than on the legal problem the offender is
charged with. For example, for a mentally-ill offender charged with
shoplifting, the court will seek to help treat the mental illness rather
than focus exclusively on the punishment for the shoplifting charge;

2.

Judicial Authority: Specialty courts are usually assigned judges that
stay involved with cases throughout the sentencing phase. Hence, for a
drug-addicted offender (going through a post-conviction phase) will see
the same judge as s/he is brought back to court for progress reports on
treatment and urine tests;

3.

Case Outcomes:

Problem solving courts seek to find results that

benefit the offender, victims, and society. Thus, a drug-addicted mother
with children that engages in prostitution to support her drug habit will
typically be sent to a treatment center that also provides child care or
have close relationships with foster homes. At the same time, society
benefits from not having a drug-addicted person standing on a street
corner engaging in prostitution, illegally or legally;
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4.

Collaboration:

Specialty courts, unlike traditional criminal courts,

utilize a collaborative approach bringing together a variety of
government, non-profit and private entities, and community groups to
help achieve the specialty courts’ particular goals. For example, some
family courts have relationships with women shelters and probation
departments to help monitor offenders;
5.

Non-traditional Roles:

The key actors in the courtroom (that is, the

judge, prosecutor, and defense counsels) frequently shed the traditional
adversarial approach toward resolving issues facing offenders. For
instance, it is not surprising in a drug court to see the judge and lawyers
on both sides collaborating to design appropriate sanctions and rewards
for offenders, and the judge coordinating the treatment process with
treatment providers; and
6.

System Change:

Problem-solving courts also frequently seek to

change governmental policies and advocate system reform that will aid
in rehabilitating offenders’ underlying problems. For example, it will
not be unusual for a family court judge meeting with child welfare
agencies to advocate new staffing patterns.

Separate from these common features, most specialty courts also rely on the
principles of therapeutic jurisprudence and restorative justice (both further described later
in this chapter) which both emphasize using the criminal justice system as both a
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therapeutic as well as a punitive tool (see Winick and Wexler 2003). As briefly
mentioned in the introduction, some scholars are critical of changes wrought by specialty
courts. Critics such as Carl Baar and Freda Solomon (2000, 2002) use the example of
problem-solving courts - juvenile and community courts - introduced 100 years ago. The
authors argue that in the case of juvenile courts, what began as an effort to improve the
urban lives of the “clientele” turned to machinery for regulating the lives of this clientele
who were treated as not fitting into the dominant culture. As for the community courts,
especially women’s courts, Baar and Solomon (2002) contend that what reformers had
originally intended the courts to be – places where women would be litigants – turned out
to become settings where criminal charges were largely brought against women.
Baar and Solomon (2002) further note that there are two faces of justice, one
concerned with preserving order and preventing anarchy in the society, while the other
focuses on protecting fundamental civil rights of individuals. They claim that society
requires courts to balance both faces of justice even if it turns out that protection of rights
is typically not the first priority. Baar and Solomon (2000) are critical of specialty courts
because of their belief that the addition of specialty courts to the trial court justice system
may tip the balance from one face of justice (protecting individuals’ civil liberties) to the
other face of justice (preserving order). They argue that to the extent that specialty courts
actually focus on maintaining order, they are likely to be “potentially repressive in their
substance and implementation” (2000: 20) and bring the state more into the lives of
offenders.
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Using drug courts as an example, Baar and Solomon maintain that although drug
court advocates might see the proliferation of drug courts all over the U.S. as representing
the popularity of a preference for individual rights protection. In actuality, the authors
argue, the mission of drug courts is focused more on preservation of order. Separately,
the authors urge court managers to consider and assess what changes to trial courts mean
to caseflow management or to court administration because of unintended consequences
of innovation.
If Baar and Solomon seem cautious about their enthusiasm for the adoption of
therapeutic and restorative justice in trial courts, Richard Fruin and Bryan Borys (2002)
are champions of specialized courts. Noting that although court administrators recognize
the importance of specialized courts, these authors maintain that court administrators
nonetheless “resisted acknowledging any need for specialization in judicial assignments”
(2002: 35). Fruin and Borys conclude their article by forecasting that trial courts of the
future will be required to create broad and flexible collaborations with various
organizations, public and private, including other governmental agencies, outside service
providers and community-based organizations.
Moreover, there are advocates of specialty courts who maintain that many
specialty courts try to find a balance between preserving individual rights while still
maintaining public order (Feinblatt et al. 2002). These advocates point out that for
example in drug courts, adversarial procedures employed in traditional criminal courts
are still utilized at the screening and admission stages of drug court proceedings and at
the end if the offender violates drug court requirements (Feinblatt et al. 2002).
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Nonetheless, at other times of drug court proceedings, the procedures are much more
collaborative.
Although the structural unification movement discussed in the previous chapter is
supposed to have created a trial court system with a typical pyramid structure striving to
eliminate duplication in jurisdictions that adopted unification (McQueen 2002).
McQueen notes that the movement evolved in these jurisdictions to include both
structural changes to the trial court as envisioned by the movement “with the added
benefit of decentralized decision making” (2002: 108). Thus, specialty courts, McQueen
contends, have structurally decentralized control in trial court systems and taken away
management of individual courtrooms by trial court presiding judges and court managers.
Therefore, in many jurisdictions with specialty courts, even if the jurisdictions are
structurally unified, each specialty courtroom is individually managed by the judge
assigned to the courtroom, rather than by the presiding judge of the entire trial court. In
essence, these specialty courts have created flatter organizations especially as it relates to
decision making in trial courts (McQueen 2002).
Even in jurisdictions that have not adopted structural unification but have
incorporated specialty courts into their trial court systems, judges in these specialty courts
are given similar judicial and administrative authority as traditional criminal court judges.
For instance, according to the organizational chart of the Pima County Superior Court,4
the drug court and the mental health court judges both belong to the criminal bench
consisting of several criminal court judges. Thus, both of these specialty court judges
4

Arizona specialty courts operate on the superior court level rather than on the municipal or justice of the
peace court level,
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have equal judicial decision making authority as do the criminal court judges. In the next
section, I briefly discuss what drug courts are and explicate on their history and structure
in later sections.

What Are Drug Courts?
“Drug treatment courts” or “drug courts” are specialized criminal courts designed
to handle drug cases – misdemeanors or felonies – involving mostly non-violent
offenders with substance abuse and dependence problems. Drug courts were initially
created to address the criminal justice system’s inability to resolve problems associated
with backlog of drug cases awaiting trials, the “revolving door” of drug arrestees,
emergence and popularity of “crack” cocaine, and failures of probation or parole in
helping reduce drug court cases (Hora 2002; Terry 1999). However, drug courts have
become very popular in recent years because of the recognition by criminal justice
scholars and professionals that previous methods for addressing drug use such as
interdiction and tough sentencing laws have failed to stem the rise in illegal drug use and
crime (Olson et al. 2001; Nolan 2001).
This later recognition by scholars and drug court experts has supplanted the
previous theoretical basis for creating drug courts in the first place (Hora 2002). These
scholars and experts point to a different theoretical model referred to as “therapeutic
jurisprudence” as a better solution for dealing with the drug scourge. Briefly for now,
therapeutic jurisprudence is the notion that psychological and physical well-being of
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individuals can be enhanced without sacrificing the critical goals of the criminal justice
system (Winick & Wexler 2003; Rottman & Casey 1999).
Whereas drug addiction generally is an individual problem with sometime
devastating effects on users and their families, drug court advocates such as Judge Judith
Kaye of the New York Court of Appeals and retired Judge Jeffrey Tauber (founder of
California’s first drug court) see today’s drug courts as also indirectly helping maintain
the public’s faith in courts’ ability to successfully solve human disputes (Nolan 2001).
Other drug court advocates contend that such public faith could lead to trust in the
judiciary as offering a capable and fair criminal justice process (see Nolan 2001 for
interviews of various drug court advocates and their rationales for being advocates).
The first drug court was established in Miami, Dade County, Florida in 1989
(Olson et al. 2001; Goldkamp 1999a). Harrison and Scarpitti (2002) contend that the
anecdotal report of offenders that initially participated in the Miami Drug Court “getting
better” (see also Goldkamp 1999a), even if the Court did not directly claim great success,
and the reaction from the general community desperate for a solution to a crack epidemic,
might have helped the Court gain national prominence. The Court’s popularity enabled it
to successfully lobby the U.S. Congress to fund other drug treatment courts and to lobby
the U.S. Department of Justice to create an office dedicated to funding drug courts
(Harrison and Scarpitti 2002). It is noteworthy that when the Violent Crime Control and
Enforcement Act of 1994 (which called for federal funding of drug courts) was passed,
the attorney general then was Janet Reno who was an early champion of the Miami Drug
Court (Goldkamp 2003).
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As mentioned earlier, drug courts have proliferated and are expanding in the
United States. Many observers of the drug court model refer to the rapid increase in the
number of drug courts as a “revolution in criminal justice” and frequently label the
phenomena a “movement” (Nolan 2001).
What is frequently referred to as a drug court is in fact a “drug court team,” or a
network of individual organizations represented by the judge, lawyers, probation officers,
and other representatives from various sponsoring organizations inside and outside the
trial court system (Nolan 2001; Terry 1999). The roles and functions of sponsoring
organizations are explained in the previous chapter. In brief, the judge represents the
bench as a sponsoring organization consisting of judges and various court administrators.
The lawyers either represent the county prosecutor’s office, the public defender’s office,
or the private bar. The probation officers represent the probation department. Separately,
drug treatment centers have their own representatives also participating as members of
the drug court team (Terry 1999). In many jurisdictions, drug courts also generally work
closely with a network of organizations outside the criminal justice system such as drug
testing centers, employment offices, housing agencies, and educational agencies, with all
these organizations sponsoring their own representatives when needed to appear in drug
courts.
Regardless of the type or nature of any drug court, it is either a special part
(frequently referred to as “problem-solving court” or “specialty court”) of a trial court
system or a subordinate of a trial court system in most jurisdictions (Tobin 1999). Also
in many jurisdictions, drug courts constitute part of the criminal bench because they are
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dealing with offenders arrested for violating criminal statutes even if the offenders’
felony charges are ultimately reduced to misdemeanors (Terry 1999). Of course, drug
courts are specialty courts as explained above but they are also specialized criminal
courts that procedurally and structurally approach criminal law differently. Hence,
organizationally in many jurisdictions drug courts, as part of the criminal bench, are also
part of local trial court systems.
As units or subunits of trial courts, drug courts are units or subunits of trial court
organizations but are distinct organizations since they are autonomous units in their own
right (Hall 2002). So, drug courts - whether considered as specialized units of trial courts
or as stand-alone entities - are organizations. As I mentioned above, a drug court actually
structurally operates as a “drug court team” consisting of a network of organizations
collaborating to achieve a goal. In drug courts, representatives from various sponsoring
organizations work together to achieve what many analysts consider the fundamental aim
of drug courts – offender rehabilitation (Olson et al. 2001; Nolan 2001; Terry 1999).
Therefore, a drug court team is a network of organizations consisting of the drug court
entity (an organization represented mainly by the judge) and other organizations
(represented by lawyers, treatment center representatives, and other individuals) seeking
to rehabilitate offenders.
With drug courts being structurally part of trial courts, any study of drug courts
warrants a basic understanding of trial court structures and how those structures have
been studied. As noted in the previous chapter, there have been many changes to the
structure of trial courts from what the past literature tells us. Drug courts, as specialty
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courts, are now structurally part of trial courts but they have been mostly studied as
isolated structures and not as part of trial court structures, or as part of the criminal
benches for that matter.
Hence, we are not certain whether what previous court scholars told us about drug
courts’ structures hold true if these courts are now examined as part of today’s trial court
structures or the traditional criminal court benches. Studied as part of trial court
structures, drug courts might turn out to be similarly operated as criminal courts with
similar needs and resources. It might very well turn out that they affect the structures and
operations of trial courts more than criminal courts do. Separately, drug courts studied as
isolated structures might augur the structures of criminal benches that drug courts are
now a part of in many jurisdictions. In the next section, I explicate the history of drug
courts a little further and discuss their structure in the section after that.

History of Drug Courts
Among the key supporters of the first drug court established in Miami, Dade
County, Florida in 1989 was Janet Reno, who later became the United States Attorney
General under the Clinton Administration (Olson et al. 2001; Nolan 2001). Reno was a
major champion of drug courts during the Clinton Administration and provided seed
money for the establishment of several drug courts nationwide (Dorf and Fagan 2003).
Reno was influential in forming the Drug Court Program Office, which was later
incorporated into the Bureau of Justice Assistance, a component of the Office of Justice
Programs in the U.S. Department of Justice (Goldkamp 2000).
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The initial “drug courts,” unlike their later-established “drug treatment courts”
brethren, were seemingly less focused on how offenders progressed in their drug
rehabilitation because of the treatment they were receiving. Rather the early courts’
attention was directed more at speed and case processing efficiency (Smith et al. 1994).
To be clear, not that the initial drug did not care about the offenders’ treatment, but Olson
et al. (2001) explain that these early drug courts were fragmented and relied too much on
treatment agencies. Hence, it was difficult for the early courts to assess offenders’
treatment progress or compliance with court orders. In addition, the early courts focused
more on less serious offenders and tended to be diversionary programs (see Terry 1999).
Unlike these early courts, “drug treatment courts” utilize active and intensive judicial
supervision combined with drug use treatment and sanctions (Turner et al. 2002). Hence,
there is significant emphasis on rehabilitation relative to case processing and punishment
in these more recent drug courts.
Drug courts were initially established for the following reasons: One, the number
of drug arrests in the United States skyrocketed during the 1980s which led to a huge jail
backlog of people awaiting trial. W. Clinton Terry (1999) notes that the rapid increase in
drug arrests was as a result of President Ronald Reagan’s policy change on drug law
enforcement. Terry claims that President Reagan abandoned government’s reliance on
treatment and prevention in favor of law enforcement. The effect, Terry (1999)
concludes, of this policy change was more arrests, prosecution, and incarceration of drug
offenders.
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As explained by Harrison & Scarpitti (2002), the FBI’s Uniform Report in 1988
showed that the number of arrests for drug-related offenses nearly doubled between 1979
and 1988. In addition, the average time between arrest and sentencing for drug
trafficking offenses in state courts was about seven months. Thus, because of the
backlog, establishing drug courts as distinct entities became a necessity.
Second, crack cocaine emerged as a popular drug in the 1980s. Harrison &
Scarpitti (2002) maintain that the media portrayal of crack cocaine led to a national drug
panic with additional data by the National Institute of Justice showing a high level of
cocaine use among drug arrestees in major U.S. cities. The national panic influenced by
the media portrayal might have caused the public to demand harsher punishment for drug
offenders, which public officials responded to by filling prisons with drug offenders
(Hora 2002). However, these officials soon came to realize that incarceration was not the
solution (Hora 2002). Third, the re-arrest rate for previously-convicted drug offenders
became alarmingly higher during the 1980s (Harrison & Scarpitti 2002).
Because of these reasons, trial courts were desperately looking for alternative
ways to address the drug scourge (Hora 2002; Terry 1999). The results of an experiment
by a drug court in Miami quickly turned out to become very influential to courts in other
jurisdictions. In the Miami Drug Court during the late 1980s, the nation’s first drug
court, the pre-trial services agency serving the court recommended releasing some
offenders before trial but the court mandated that they first attend drug treatment
orientation (Harrison & Scarpitti 2002). It turned out that several offenders were willing
to do so, thus demonstrating the utility and necessity of treatment options (at least for
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these particular offenders), which ended up legitimizing the viability of drug courts for
the rest of the country (Goldkamp 1999a).
To be sure, there were other reasons why drug courts became popular during their
initial creation but those cited above are considered to be the major factors for their initial
popularity by various scholars (Hora 2002; Nolan 2001). In fact, Nolan (2001) notes that
the idea of a drug court as an alternative way to deal with the drug scourge did not truly
emerge in Miami. Programs such as TASC established in the 1970s were implementing
programs that attempted and tried to combine drug treatment and criminal justice case
processing. However, Harrison & Scarpitti (2002) report that the federal government
funding of TASC programs was eliminated in the 1980s. Plus, Nolan (2001) observes,
TASC programs differed from drug court programs because unlike drug courts TASC
separated the treatment and the adjudicative process. With TASC, the offender went
through the treatment program and then returned to the court for a legal decision.
However with drug courts, both treatment and the adjudicative process are integrated and
the offender goes back and forth between the two.
Advocates believe that drug courts remain popular today among policy makers
(see King 2007) even if questions have been raised about their viability as true
alternatives to incarceration (Belenko 2000). For example, Belenko (2000) contends that
some of those sent to drug courts are offenders that would not ordinarily be sent to jail or
prison anyway. The continued popularity of drug courts is also due to the ringing
endorsements given by national leaders such as former Attorney General Reno (who was
involved in the creation of the Miami Drug Court) and former director of the Office
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National Drug Control Policy, General Barry McCaffrey, in the early years of their
creation (Olson et al. 2001). Although a recent General Accounting Report (GAO-05219 2005) on drug courts indicates that “evidence about the effectiveness of drug court
programs in reducing participants’ substance use relapse is limited and mixed,” the
Report concludes that
Overall, positive findings from relatively rigorous
evaluations in relation to recidivism, coupled with
positive net benefit results, albeit from fewer
studies, indicate that drug court programs can be an
effective means to deal with some offenders. These
programs appear to provide an opportunity for some
individuals to take advantage of a structured
program to help them reduce their criminal
involvement and their substance abuse problems, as
well as potentially provide a benefit to society in
general (2005: 7).
Notably, some policy makers see drug courts as providing “an efficient means of
ensuring access to treatment for many high-risk, high-need individuals who would not
otherwise enter treatment” (Young et al. 2004: 314). Furthermore, policy maker
proponents of drug courts use academic studies showing that programs employing
coercive powers of the justice system retain offenders for the same or longer periods than
offenders who are not similarly coerced. These proponents argue that such studies prove
that these offenders might be employed longer and be less prone to recidivism. However,
some of these studies have been faulted as being either oversimplified or relying on poor
methodology (Belenko 2002, 2001, 1998; Young 2002; Marlowe et al. 2001).
Continuing to rely on the legal principles of “restorative justice” and “therapeutic
jurisprudence” (Wexler and Winick 1996, Winick and Wexler 2003), current drug courts
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use a team approach for dealing with drug offenders (Terry 1999). Restorative justice is
a justice theory that focuses on repairing the harm caused or revealed by criminal
behavior (Bazemore and Leip 2000). The theory posits that justice is best accomplished
by having all stakeholders (offenders and victims included) engage in cooperative
processes to repair the harm. Therapeutic justice is a theory of justice that proposes that
the substantive rules and procedures of the legal system and the actions of legal
practitioners have therapeutic and non-therapeutic consequences (Wexler and Winick
1996). Consequently, the theory holds, legal practitioners, as well as scholars, must
recognize these consequences and modify their behaviors and systems to account for the
consequences without violating traditional legal norms (Goldkamp 2000; Hora and
Schma 1998). In the next section, I examine the structure of drug courts and explain how
the interactions among drug team members shape the structure of many drug courts.

Structure of Drug Courts
To comprehend the structure of a typical drug court in the United States, it is
imperative that one understands the underlying principles governing most drug courts.
Referred to as the “Ten Key Components,” these principles are performance standards
created in 1997 by a group of drug court professionals including judges, prosecutors,
defense counsel, court administrators, and treatment providers (Hora 2002, Taxman &
Bouffard 2002). Some of the professionals that created these ten key components were
members of the National Drug Court Professional Association or representatives from the
Drug Court Office of the U.S. Department of Justice (Taxman & Bouffard 2002). Judge
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Peggy Hora notes that these Ten Key Components, which were created based on “stateof-the-art information about addiction, treatment, and recovery, and have been adopted
by many states, the Conference of Chief Justices, and the American Bar Association”
(2002: 1472).
The Ten Key Components which were first issued by the Drug Court Office of the
U.S. Department of Justice in January 1997 and re-issued in October 2004 (website
accessed on 10/1/2006) are:
Key
Drug courts integrate alcohol and other drug treatment services with
Component #1 justice system case processing
Key
Component
#2

Using a non-adversarial approach, prosecution and defense counsel
promote public safety while protecting participants’ due process rights

Key
Eligible participants are identified early and promptly placed in the drug
Component #3 court program
Key
Drug courts provide access to a continuum of alcohol, drug, and other
Component #4 related treatment and rehabilitation services
Key
Abstinence is monitored by frequent alcohol and other drug testing
Component #5
Key
A coordinated strategy governs drug court responses to participants’
Component #6 compliance
Key
Ongoing judicial interaction with each drug court participant is essential
Component #7
Key
Monitoring and evaluation measure the achievement of program goals
Component #8 and gauge effectiveness
Key
Continuing interdisciplinary education promotes effective drug court
Component #9 planning, implementation, and operations
Key
Component

Forging partnerships among drug courts, public agencies, and
community-based organizations generates local support and enhances
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#10

drug court program effectiveness

Because they are deemed to be the performance standards of drug courts and to
the extent that many states have adopted them, many of today’s drug courts are structured
on the basis of these Ten Key Components. Separately, Terry (1999) reports that the
early drug courts in Miami, Oakland, Fort Lauderdale, Phoenix, and Portland served as
models for drug courts immediately created after these early courts, and those drug courts
in turn served as models for other drug courts later established.
In many jurisdictions, the drug court team consists of judges, prosecutors, defense
attorneys, probation officers, treatment center employees, and representatives from other
related entities, working together in a coordinated case-management approach and
subjecting offenders to graduated sanctions when offenders violate program rules (Turner
et al. 2002; Olson et al. 2001). Many programs in today’s drug courts include treatment
referrals right after drug use arrest; judicial supervision of rewards for treatment progress
and sanctions for treatment lapses; regular status hearings of offender’s progress and
compliance with program requirements; mandatory drug testing; and dismissal of charges
or sentence reduction post successful program completion (Olson et al. 2001; Terry
1999).
The typical operation of a drug court constitutes the judge holding meetings
(referred to as staffings) with representatives (lawyers, probation officers, treatment
center representatives, drug testing personnel) of sponsoring organizations participating
as part of the drug court team (e.g., prosecutor’s office, public defender’s office or private
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counsel, probation department, treatment center, etc.) prior to holding court hearings
involving offenders (Hora 1999). The decision the judge renders at these hearings are
mostly determined at these drug court team meetings by consensus. The close
collaboration of these sponsoring organizations (represented by their individual
representatives) makes drug courts unique and distinct from regular trial courts but also
raises concerns about possible offenders’ due process violation and the drug court
becoming more like an assembly line.
Whereas drug courts coordinate the activities of these networks of sponsoring
organizations (explained in earlier sections of this chapter), each organization, depending
on its expertise, handles different tasks such as case processing, intensive case
monitoring, drug testing, outpatient treatment, employment placement, and related
support services (Olson et al. 2001). Some jurisdictions have different kinds of drug
courts such as adult drug courts, juvenile drug courts, and family drug courts specializing
on different types of offenders. In addition, many jurisdictions separate their drug courts
into different programs with some focusing on post-conviction activities while others
concentrate on offenders with deferred prosecution or suspended sentences (Olson et al.
2001).
Of the five early drug courts in Miami, Oakland, Fort Lauderdale, Phoenix, and
Portland, two (Miami’s and Oakland’s) were diversionary programs while the remaining
programs were post-conviction programs when they were established (Terry 1999).
However, in these and many jurisdictions the two major programs are both available
(Nolan 2001). Terry (1999) notes that with the diversionary program charges against an
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offender who successfully completes the program are dropped, while with the postconviction program sentences are reduced or dropped if an offender successfully
completes the program.
In traditional criminal courts, case disposition is conducted by the traditional
adversarial legal system whereby defendants (as represented by their attorneys) and
prosecutors follow an objective set of rules before a neutral judge or jury. The
adversarial approach produces clear winners and losers. In drug courts, the adversarial
approach still applies but it is not as predominant (Turner et al. 2002).
Rather, in drug courts, the lawyers on both sides are said to work with the judge
and other team members to achieve the optimal recovery plan for offenders. In a drug
court, the court (as represented by the judge) is a significant party ensuring that each
offender complies with program requirements while applying rewards and sanctions
when necessary. Although lawyers in drug courts are still required to adhere to their
ethical obligations of zealous client representation, they work within the structure of
these courts to achieve a suitable recovery plan for the offender (Feinblatt et al. 2002).
Some studies of drug courts have found that in drug court teams that focus on postconviction activities, probation officers and treatment providers are very active in these
teams (Nolan 2001). These studies indicate that these officers and providers can strongly
shape the punishment or sanction tracks taken by an offender participating in any drug
court program
As similar as the structure of drug courts are in many jurisdictions, we do not yet
know how they structurally fit into trial court systems. The Ten Key Components
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recommend that drug courts work with other drug courts. But the Components do not
provide any detailed guidelines on how drug courts should interact with one another, let
alone with non-drug courts operating within the same trial court system. There are other
many unanswered questions as to what impact the introduction of drug or other specialty
courts mean to the structure of traditional criminal courts. For instance, how will a drug
court be structurally different if it is a specialty court that is administratively positioned
below a criminal court in a trial court system? The literature indicates that because of the
advent of drug and other specialty courts, the structure of trial courts and maybe the
administration of justice have changed. But studies of drug courts have not explained
how structurally drug courts, as organizations, fit into today’s trial courts. To date, very
few studies have explicitly studied drug courts and their relationship to traditional trial
courts.
To be certain, there have been several studies of drug courts’ effectiveness but
very few on the structure of drug courts especially as they are administratively situated at
the same level as other trial courts, including criminal courts, in organizational maps of
many trial courts. In the next section, I discuss reviews of past drug court studies and
explain the limitations found in these studies, including why an organizational study of
drug courts as part of trial courts could tell us more or something different from what we
currently know. I also highlight a few of the more recent drug court evaluation studies.
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Drug Court Studies
There are studies documenting a strong relationship between drug use and crime
(Spohn et al. 2001). Separately, there exists substantial scholarship showing the
effectiveness of drug treatment programs in helping drug addicts (Spohn et al. 2001).
There are also many studies demonstrating that drug abuse treatment programs do reduce
drug use and drug-related crimes by drug offenders (see Anglin and Hser 1990). Other
studies show that treatment programs, whether available as community-based programs
or within a correctional facility do produce positive results for drug offenders (Benedict
et al. 1998; Wexler et al. 1990). All these studies combined indicate that the availability
of treatment for drug-using criminal offenders, in or out of prison, can ameliorate drug
usage and potentially reduce crimes committed by these offenders.
Besides these scholarly works on the relationship among drug use, treatment, and
crime, there are separate scholarly evaluations of drug courts’ effectiveness. Many
evaluations of the initial drug courts deemed them as being somewhat successful. In
several reviews of drug court evaluation studies, Steven Belenko (1998; 1999; 2001), a
strong proponent of drug courts, summarized these studies as finding, among others, that:
drug court participants used less drugs than non-participants; participants’ re-arrest rates
were less than non-participants’ rates; drug court participants had more serious criminal
histories than previously-reported, and drug court programs were generating cost savings
for law enforcement, probation, and the criminal justice system. Independent of
Belenko’s reviews of drug court evaluation studies, scholars such as Goldkamp et al.
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(2000, 2001, 2002), Wilson et al. (2002), Peters and Murrin (2000),and Turner et al.
(1999) all have specifically found that drug courts participants generally experience
lower recidivism rates than comparison groups after completing their programs.
In recent years, the initial evaluations of drug courts have been questioned for
their quality and comprehensiveness (Turner et al. 2002; Belenko 2001, 2002; Young et
al. 2004). Turner et al. (2002) argue that many of the evaluations do not measure post
drug court outcomes for the offenders; they fail to include appropriate comparison
groups; while others do not provide detailed information on the kind, quality, and
intensity of the treatment administered to participants. Echoing similar sentiments,
Belenko (2001), in his most recent comprehensive review of 37 drug court evaluation
studies produced between 1999 and 2001, surmises that whereas the studies indicate that
drug use and criminal activity were relatively reduced while offenders were participating
in drug court programs, they do not show the long-term post-program impacts of the
programs on offenders’ recidivism. Belenko also notes that “despite the importance of
looking inside the ‘black box’ of drug court treatment, relatively few evaluations
included data on program services, either because of lack of data or because service
delivery was not included in the evaluation design” (2001:2).
Drug court scholars such as Turner et al. (2002) and Young et al. (2004) have also
called for future drug court research to examine the various characteristics of the client,
drug court operations, and treatment delivery services that affect outcomes in order to
better understand the relative effectiveness of the various elements of the drug court.
Notably, these scholars indicate that “more data on program services, sanctions,
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courtroom dynamics, and client supervision are needed to get inside the ‘black box’ of
the drug court model and learn how client, staff, and organizational factors interact to
affect client and system outcomes” (Belenko 2001:22). Some scholars wonder why very
little is known about the nature of the interactions among staff and clients that could
affect drug court retention rates and program compliance (Goldkamp et al. 2001,
Marlowe & Kirby 1999).
These scholars note that evaluators cannot be solely blamed for the lackluster
studies of drug courts that have been produced (Young et al. 2004). For instance,
Belenko (2001) indicates that data quality and poor information systems at the drug
courts themselves create problems such as missing or inconsistent data, data entry errors,
and contended that inadequate integration of data among the various agencies interacting
with drug courts create enormous problems for evaluators. Goldkamp (1999b) argues
that because different drug courts are structured differently with different types of
individuals and different levels of drug use, it is difficult for researchers to generalize
across jurisdictions.
In a separate essay, Belenko (2002) elaborates on the serious challenges facing
evaluators when conducting research in drug court settings. He explains that part of the
problem is the fragmented structure of the criminal justice system in which different
agencies with varying constituencies and funding sources have control over different data
and processes, while another problem is the time available for researchers (because of
funding difficulties or other issues) to conduct such evaluation is very short.
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Some of the problems with evaluations of drug courts enumerated by the
reviewers above are slowly being addressed by more recent evaluators (e.g., Spohn et al.
2001; Senjo & Leip 2001, Young & Belenko 2002). Overall, recent evaluations of drug
courts have:
(1)

Utilized various indicators of recidivism (such as number of arrests post
drug court graduation and number of months to first arrest post program
completion) and applied more sophisticated methodological tools (e.g.,
Spohn et al. 2001);

(2)

Shown the necessity of assessing a combination of variables (related to
court monitoring, drug treatment, and court procedures) in order to
determine whether offenders are changing behavior post drug court
participation (e.g. Senjo and Leip 2001);

(3)

Examined the overall community impact of having a drug court (e.g.,
Roman & Harrell 2001; Belenko 1999; Finigan 1998); and

(4)

Demonstrated the importance of focusing on treatment models and on
legal pressures affecting client behavior during program participation
(e.g., Young and Belenko 2002).

These summaries of recent drug court studies demonstrate that there are indeed
improvements to drug court evaluations. More relevant to this dissertation are two recent
evaluations that focus on treatment and supervision. In a study that examined four drug
courts, Bouffard and Taxman (2004) assessed the type and amount of treatment offered
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within these courts. This study stands out because it seeks to understand the inner
workings of treatment centers and how those characteristics might affect the efficacy of
treatment provided the drug offenders utilizing these centers. Whereas the authors’
findings in one center differ from the next, the authors note that “more research is needed
that explores within the black box, to determine if drug treatment courts are organized
and integrated with treatment providers in such a fashion to effectively use drug
treatment to achieve reductions in recidivism” (Bouffard and Taxman 2004: 215).
In the second study, Banks and Gottfredson (2003) note that many previous
studies have not examined which components of the drug court are most effective at
decreasing recidivism rates. These scholars examined whether supervision by probation
officers or drug treatment is more effective at preventing recidivism, or whether the
combination of the two is better. Whereas continuing treatment generally decreased
recidivism for clients over a two-year follow-up period and receiving supervision did not,
the clients that received both treatment and supervision had the longest survival times
prior to recidivism. This particular piece, along with others previously discussed,
demonstrates how scholars are realizing that various components of drug courts’ structure
affect client recidivism, and that scholars must seriously examine and understand each
structural component before asking questions about drug courts’ effectiveness. In the
next section, I summarize what we know and do not know about drug courts’ structure,
and further explicate the aim of this dissertation.
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Summary
Given the influence of the Ten Key Components as measuring yardsticks, many
of today’s drug courts are structured on the basis of these components. The literature
indicates that generally the typical drug court operates as a team of individuals consisting
of the judge, the prosecutor, the defense attorney, probation officers, treatment center
employees, and representatives from similar public and private agencies. These
individuals are sponsored by various organizations referred to as sponsoring
organizations (described in Chapter 2).
The literature further tells us that these individuals frequently collaborate in
meetings or “staffings” held prior to court proceedings to determine the appropriate
offender punishment and rewards. During staffings, drug team members seek to reach
consensus on their decisions. The second of the Ten Components specifies the use of
non-adversarial procedural approach by lawyers operating in drug courts. As studies of
drug courts have shown, the close collaboration among members of the drug court team
also engenders similar non-adversarial interactions among the members. In drug court
team meetings, the judge typically sits at the same conference table as the remaining team
members rather than in her judicial chair (Nolan 2001). Although the judge facilitates the
meetings, she does so in a loose fashion that allows team members to frequently interact
in their assessment of offenders’ progress or descent. In drug court team meetings, the
ties of a traditional criminal court to other organizations appear stronger and the setting
seems to be a broader environment encompassing multiple organizations.
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As Nolan (2001) and other scholars (Hora and Schma 1998) have written, the
relationship between the judge and the drug offender likewise in the courtroom
proceedings differs markedly from the typical criminal courtroom. The judge speaks
directly to the client, asks personal questions, encourages the client when the client is
progressing nicely in his/treatment process, or alternatively chastises the client whenever
the client is not meeting the requirements of the treatment process. Likewise, the
relationship between the prosecution and the defense is different than the one seen in a
typical criminal courtroom. Not only is their relationship non-adversarial, in many
instances, the prosecutor never even bothers to show up at drug court hearings (Nolan
2001).
Similarly, the relationship between the prosecutor or the defense lawyer and
members of the other sponsoring organizations or the relationship among all members of
the sponsoring organizations is more cordial than adversarial. Any observer watching the
proceedings in any drug court setting sees that various team members are collaborating
(or at the very least, striving for a consensus when they disagree on appropriate
punishment for errant offenders) to establish the key goal of eliminating offenders’
recidivism.
Separately, drug courts have been rarely evaluated as public networks consisting
of several public-sector organizations collaborating to achieve a particular purpose
(Chisolm 1998). Notwithstanding that a drug court judge, in rendering decisions on
offender punishment, relies on the advice of other individuals working for other
organizations. In fact, many previous evaluations of drug courts do not treat drug courts
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as stand-alone organizations collaborating with other organizations to achieve a particular
aim. Nonetheless, the focus of many drug studies tends to be on drug offenders
participating in or completing drug court programs in comparison with offenders not
participating in or not completing drug programs. Thus, scholars are studying drug
courts as singular entities without considering that there are many members of the drug
court team that work for separate organizations that are not part of the criminal justice
system.
Clearly, drug courts are public sector organizations because they are publiclyfunded entities providing therapeutic services to drug offenders who are members of the
community. They are public organizations that interact with non-profit, government, and
even private sector organizations. Often they are funded with tax dollars or grants from
federal or state governments (Hartley and Douglas Forthcoming 2007). Since the
operation of drug courts constitutes the collaboration of several organizations acting to
achieve a particular goal, they are indeed networks (Imperial 2005). Thus the evaluation
of drug courts on the “network level” might enable us to test old findings about drug
courts’ operations and generate new theories about their structure and organization, in
practice, that may be generalized across all drug courts. Moreover, the use of the
network level approach might enable scholars to look more carefully at drug treatment
programs and obtain more data on program services provided by treatment center or other
agencies utilized by drug courts (Belenko 2001: 2).
Moreover, the literature on drug courts, regrettably, has not fully captured the
influence of such organizations external to the criminal justice system as treatment
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centers. Studies have demonstrated that the drug court (as represented by the judge) is
heavily influenced by external organizations (such as treatment and testing centers’
representatives) interacting with the judge. In fact, a drug court’s existence heavily
depends on the participation of these external parties (Nolan 2001; Terry 1999). As
noted in the previous chapter, an organization can be viewed as an “open system” when it
must interact with its environment to survive (Thompson 1967). That is, the organization
depends on its environment for resources to operate and survive, and hence, must
continuously adapt to its environment. Malcolm Feeley (1979) and other scholars (Hser
et al. 2003; McColl 1996) have already established that criminal courts are influenced by
their environments and are thus open systems. Drug courts are criminal courts, even if
specialized, and given the presence of treatment and drug testing agencies, they likewise
must be influenced by these agencies that are part of the courts’ environment to be more
offender-friendly (Nolan 2001; Terry 1999).
Scholars and advocates of drug courts have specifically observed that drug courts
utilize the “systems approach” in resolving difficulties associated with finding proper
treatment for their clients (Hser et al. 2003). Drug courts find solutions to these
difficulties by integrating various elements of the criminal justice, substance abuse
treatment, public health, and correctional systems (McColl 1996). Separately, Hser et al.
(2003) examined the impact of California’s Proposition 36, which allows drug offenders
to opt for treatment in lieu of incarceration, by using a multilevel open systems
framework. The authors argue that using such a framework is necessary to understand
treatment in a service delivery system which consists of several organizations responding
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to changes in the external environment. The authors note that in order to understand the
dynamic relationships and processes between the delivery system and other important
stakeholder groups such as community groups, employment of the open system doctrine
is warranted.
In sum, scholars need to first understand how the addition of drug and other
specialty courts have altered the structural landscapes of the trial court systems as
depicted in the literature, and the relationships among the actors working within the
systems. Although the structure of many drug courts across jurisdictions is similar, we
are not certain of how each drug court structurally fits into its trial court system. There
are gaps in the literature on how drug courts interact with non-drug courts operating in
the same trial court system. There are also gaps on how drug courts alter the structure of
criminal benches that they are part of in many jurisdictions. We are not sure of how the
existence of a drug court might structurally change an overall trial court that the drug
court is a part of, or if a drug court is only a tiny or central part of a trial court that the
structure of the trial court might not be affected. We also do not know how a drug court
will be structurally altered if a criminal bench has other specialty courts as well as a drug
court as part of the bench.
What if a drug court is administratively placed on a lower tier level than the
criminal bench in a non-unified judicial system? What administrative authority will the
judge has in such a situation? Regardless of whether the drug court is part of the criminal
bench or on a lower tier, who decides which external organizations the drug court must
work with? Who coordinates the major activities of the drug court - the judge? the trial
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court administrator? If it is the judge’s decision, will s/he have to get the permission of
the criminal bench administrative judge in order to pick external organizations?
Exploration of some of the gaps is part of the basis of this study. In the next chapter, I
discuss key questions yet to be answered about the structure of criminal and drug courts,
and discuss what past studies would predict to be my findings.
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Introduction
Herbert Jacob, in a chapter in The American Courts: A Critical Assessment
(1991), wondered why “past studies of trial court decision making have often been
imaginatively designed, but they have little cumulative effect because each researcher
formulated a new theoretical framework” (1991: 222). In his comments, Jacob cited
several trial court studies that utilized organizational paradigms. Although Jacob’s focus
was on judicial decision making, he directed his comments to all of trial court
organizational studies. In fact, Jacob praised the utilization of organizational frameworks
stating: “That [organizational] paradigm explicitly recognizes relationships between
participants in trial court proceedings. It [the organizational paradigm] acknowledges the
importance of both formal structure and informal arrangements that characterize all trial
courts” (1991: 223).
In the same article, Jacob (1991) emphasized the need for court scholars to
examine the links between the internal procedures of court organizations and the external
environments that they operate in, including an understanding of external organizations
that they have to work with. Some of my questions in this dissertation address the
specific issue of relationships that drug courts have with external organizations,
especially since in the past, trial courts seemingly did not have to maintain relationships
with external organizations such as drug treatment facilities and drug testing centers.
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In the previous chapters, I established that prior studies of trial court systems were
published when trial courts primarily consisted of criminal courts without specialty courts
and that studies of trial courts mostly focused on criminal courts. Now that many trial
court systems have been structurally unified to incorporate specialty courts, are the
structures of trial court systems different from what the literature tells us because of these
specialty courts? As for specialty courts, especially drug courts, which were previously
studied as unitary or isolated entities, are their structures different when examined as part
of trial court systems? If the structures of specialty or trial courts are different, how are
they different from what the literature tells us?
To the extent that trial courts, including criminal and drug courts, are
organizations and organizational scholars have new methodologies such as network
analysis for studying organizations, might scholars find differences in the structures of
these courts from what past literature tells us? For example, the previous literature on
criminal and drug courts described the structures of these courts (Eisenstein and Jacob
1977: Eisenstein et al. 1988; Nolan 2001; Hora 2002) but they did so independent of the
institutional changes or contexts surrounding these courts. Kilduff and Tsai (2003)
contend that the network approach help scholars understand ways in which larger social
structures affect individuals working together, as well as how these individuals shape the
institutions surrounding them. Thus, with this study, I can determine if the structures of
trial courts remain the same as Eisenstein et al. (1988) and other scholars found after
reforms like the incorporation of specialty courts. Likewise, I am able to more
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systematically examine the structures of drug courts as Hora (2002) and Nolan (2001)
described them despite the fact that these scholars studied drug courts as unitary entities.
Questionnaire data collected for network analysis (as further elaborated in the
next chapter) will enable scholars to more quantitatively and systematically compare
these similar but yet distinct courts and their organizational frameworks (Scott 2000;
Wasserman & Faust 1994). To the extent that both criminal and drug courts are part of
the criminal bench in many trial court systems and are on the same hierarchical levels in
many jurisdictions, should we expect that the structure of each court type to be the same
or different?
Of course, criminal courts and drug courts share similar characteristics such as:
1.

Each court’s overall end goal is to dispose of cases (DCC 2006);

2.

Both courts contain the three major actors (a judge, prosecutors, and

defense counsel) working together in a courtroom (OJP 2004; Nolan 2001); and
3.

In many criminal courts and drug courts, the judges belong to the same

criminal bench (Nolan 2001; Goldkamp 2000).
But criminal courts and drug courts also have many differences in procedures and
approaches. For example:
1.

Criminal courts strictly employ the adversarial approach with prosecutor

and defense attorney trying to get the best deal for their clients (the public and the
offender), while in drug courts the lawyers collaborate together even if the adversarial
approach is the rule (OJP 2004);
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2.

Drug courts integrate treatment into offender punishment (Terry 1999)

while criminal courts generally do not (Goldkamp 2000);
3.

In criminal courts, the judge rarely engages the defendant directly unless

during sentencing (Hora 1999) whereas in drug courts, there is continuous interaction
between the judge and the offender (Nolan 2001); and
4.

Post conviction, criminal courts as represented by the judge do not remain

engaged except during probation (see Lindquist et al. 2006; Goldkamp 2000), while in
drug courts there is continuous monitoring and evaluation of offenders by judge and other
drug court members throughout program participation (see Lindquist et al. 2006; Nolan
2001; Hora 1999).
There are other differences in procedures and approaches explained in Drug
Courts: The Second Decade (2006); however it is not clear from the existing literature
whether the differences wholly transfer to how each court is structured. Clearly, because
the institutions of criminal and drug courts are different in many respects, one will not
expect that all of the previous findings about criminal courts’ structures will equally
apply to drug courts (Hora 1999). These differences merit exploration in order to help us
assess how these new institutions impact our existing justice system.
In addition, given these differences in procedures and approaches in both courts, it
is not certain that the similar characteristics discussed above are so overwhelming as to
result in both courts having similar structural characteristics. Even if the structures of
criminal courts remain the same as past literature tells us, it is unlikely that the structures
of drug courts will be similar to those of criminal courts as currently constituted. In
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addition, if it turns out that the structures of criminal court are not different from those of
drug courts, then Malcolm Feeley’s (1983) warnings about court reform failures and
scholars’ unrealistic expectations would still ring true.
Eisenstein and Jacob (1977) and Eisenstein et al. (1988) theorized that criminal
courtroom workgroups consisted primarily of the elite actors of judges, prosecutors, and
defense counsel, while Nolan (2001) found that drug courtroom workgroups extend
beyond these elite actors. Because of recent changes to trial courts, we are not sure if the
workgroups in drug courts remain different from those in criminal courts.
Hora (1999) theorized that in criminal courts there is less coordination by these
elite actors with external parties on the events taking place in the courtroom. Separately,
Lindquist et al. (2006) found that in drug courts there is coordination by the elite actors
with external parties such as treatment providers and drug testing agencies. Given the
changes that have occurred in trial courts, are external parties now more active in
criminal courts? Does the presence of external actors in drug courts mean that trial
courts, via the influence of these external actors, are now more connected to the
community? These questions and other uncertainties mentioned above are what this
dissertation aims to answer. In the next section, I pose my specific research questions,
followed by a discussion of likely findings based on prior literature.
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Research Questions: Workgroups and Sponsoring Organizations in Criminal and Drug
Courts
In Felony Justice: An Organizational Analysis of Criminal Courts (1977), James
Eisenstein and Herbert Jacob contended that criminal courtroom actors work in
workgroups and that each workgroup represents a group of persons performing specific
functions within a particular court. The authors explained that each criminal court
workgroup consists of the judge, prosecutor, defense attorney, and less significant
individuals such as a bailiff and a court reporter. Eisenstein and Jacob (1977) maintained
that each courtroom actor belongs to a sponsoring organization but spends a large portion
of his time working with other members of the workgroup. They added that each
sponsoring organization imposes its own rules on the representatives sent to the
courtroom.
Building upon Eisenstein and Jacob’s (1977) explanation of the central players
working in the courtroom, Eisenstein et al. (1988) argued that the inhabitants of the
criminal courtrooms extend beyond the elite actors of judges, prosecutors, and defense
counsel. Using the term “courthouse communities,” Eisenstein et al. (1988) contended
that although the elite actors primarily dispose cases within the courtroom, other
participants such as court staff and administrators, county council members, and
newspaper reporters affect the decisions made by the elite actors. With changes to trial
courts such as addition of specialty courts and expansion of the criminal bench, do the
above findings still apply to today’s criminal courts? Are there workgroups in drug
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courts? Which sponsoring organizations are represented in drug courts? What do the
networks of individuals working in each type of court look like? Specifically,

Question 1a: Who are the most central players in a criminal
court versus in a drug court?

Question 1b: How many interconnected workgroups or cliques
are active in criminal courts versus in a drug court and are all the
most central actors part of the same cliques?

Question 1c: Which sponsoring organizations primarily affect the
case disposition process in a criminal court versus in a drug
court?

Focusing on the first question raised above, in a criminal court, the judge plays a
significant role in the trial process (Hora 1999). But given the adversarial nature of
criminal proceedings and the tight reins criminal court judges must maintain to keep the
proceedings running effectively, the relationship between a judge and other court actors
is likely to be distant (Hora 1999). If centrality is measured by which actor has the most
direct links (referred to as “degree centrality” in network analysis parlance) with all other
court actors, the criminal court judge is likely not the most central player with the largest
number of direct links at any phase of the criminal court case disposition process. This is
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because most criminal cases are negotiated prior to actual trials (Heumann 1978). The
actors – defense attorneys and prosecutors - that negotiate such deals are likely to have
many direct relationships with other actors operating in the criminal court. However, the
number of direct relationships that prosecutors and defense counsel have with other
actors might vary depending on the phase (pre-trial, trial, or post-trial) of a criminal case
disposition (Court Visits 2006).
Conversely in a drug court, the judge seems to be an equal partner in team
meetings where decisions regarding offender punishment are decided. S/he mostly plays
the role of a facilitator in these meetings (Nolan 2001). In the courtroom, s/he freely
interacts verbally with offenders, equally encouraging them when they reach success
benchmarks and chastising them when they fail drug tests (Hora 1999).
In many drug court settings, team members generally meet prior to court hearings
(Nolan 2001). The interactions during these meetings or staffings suggest that the team
members are relatively familiar with one another, and are especially close to the judge
than they would be in a criminal court. The drug court judge who generally facilitates
these staffings relies extensively on the recommendations of the team members, and has
many direct links with the team members. Despite decisions regarding offenders’
punishment, rewards and rehabilitation being made during team meetings, the drug court
judge interacts directly with offenders during courtroom proceedings (Nolan 2001; OJP
2006). In sum, the literature would suggest that the judge is not the most central player
with the largest number of direct links in a criminal court while the judge is the most
central player with the largest number of direct links in a drug court if centrality is
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defined on basis of the number of direct links that actors have with each other. In
addition, the most central player in a criminal court might vary from one trial phase to the
next.
On the second research question above, the changes that have taken place in trial
court systems are primarily changes that expanded the systems to incorporate specialty
courts and open up many trial court systems to community-based non-traditional criminal
justice organizations. These changes are consistent with the primary organizational goal
– case disposition - of workgroup members working inside many, including criminal,
courtrooms. Plus, these non-traditional organizations such as drug treatment or drug
testing centers provide treatment and monitoring as a difference. Besides, the process of
case disposition within the criminal courtroom and the procedural methods the principal
actors used to interact with one another inside the criminal courtrooms do not seem to
have changed as a result of changes to trial court systems (DCC 2006).
Relatedly, the literature seems to indicate that interconnected workgroups or
“cliques” (in network analysis parlance) active in criminal courts will be few and consist
primarily of judge, prosecutors, and defense counsel. In addition, the literature suggests
that these primary actors will be part of the same active cliques. As for drug courtroom
cliques, the number of active cliques is likely to even be smaller than that of criminal
courts and will consist primarily of judge, prosecutors, defense counsel, probation
officers, and representatives of drug treatment and drug testing agencies. However,
similarly as in criminal court cliques, these primary actors will likely be part of the same
active cliques.
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On the last research question, scholars of drug courts such as James Nolan (2001)
and the Honorable Peggy Fulton Hora (1999) report that actors participating in drug court
team meetings or staffings include the judge, prosecutors, defense counsel, probation
officers, and representatives of treatment providers and testing centers. As Eisenstein et
al. (1988) cautioned above, there are actors such as court staff and administrators who
might not be present in the criminal courtroom but nonetheless influence events in the
courtroom. For criminal courts, ultimate decisions about offenders’ guilt and punishment
are rendered mostly on the evidence presented in the courtroom. Comparatively, because
drug court offenders are undergoing continuous treatment while participating in drug
courts, there are sponsoring organizations such as treatment facilities or testing centers
that possess crucial information necessary for determining offenders’ progress (Hora
1999). These particular sponsoring organizations do not have to have representatives
present inside the courtrooms (Hora 1999).
Furthermore, the courtrooms of today are wired for internet services and court
proceedings are conducted on-line with participating actors not physically in the
courtroom (Court Visits 2006). For instance, offenders in jails are at times
teleconferenced into their trials via satellites and by other communication means. Thus,
for drug courts, certain sponsoring organizations such as mental health facilities or
employment agencies might not send representatives to drug court staffings but the
organizations are consulted regularly by those present in the meetings via
teleconferences. These consultations are said to generate information crucial for actors
within drug courts to render ultimate decisions for offenders (Harrison & Scarpitti 2002;
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Banks & Gottfredson 2003). Hence, a sponsoring organization, even if not present
during staffings, might nonetheless be represented inside the drug court by virtue of
generating and providing information useful for representatives of other sponsoring
organizations. Thus, one would conclude from the existing literature that sponsoring
organizations in criminal courts who primarily affect the case disposition process are
those of the primary actors present inside the courts. Based on the literature, one is likely
to find that sponsoring organizations represented in drug courts who primarily affect the
case disposition process include those organizations without actors present in the courts.

Research Questions: Influence of Sponsoring and External Organizations
Trial court scholars have documented the influence of sponsoring and external
organizations in criminal courtrooms (see Eisenstein et al. 1988). Eisenstein et al. (1988)
found the structure of traditional sponsoring organizations of the internal elites (judges,
prosecutors, and defense counsel) in middle-sized criminal courts are likely to be more
hierarchical and more formal than those of sponsoring organizations in small-sized
criminal courts. In the same respect, the authors concluded that sponsoring organizations
in middle-sized courts are likely to have more moderate influence in the activities of the
courthouse. Comparatively, the authors found that in large jurisdictions traditional
sponsoring organizations are likely to have a significant influence on the activities of the
courthouse. Will this finding about the influence of traditional sponsoring organizations
still apply to a criminal court in a medium-sized jurisdiction? What about the influence
of traditional sponsoring organizations in drug courts? Given the collaborative nature of
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drug work teams, can team members decide offender punishment without pressure from
their sponsoring organizations?
In addition, Eisenstein and Jacob (1977) noted that the context in which criminal
courtroom workgroups (judges, prosecutors, defense counsel) interact is influenced by
the police, correction agencies, and other external parties. Separately, Eisenstein et al.
(1988) determined that external organizations representing media and bail bondsmen had
less influence on the activities of the courtroom workgroups in medium-sized criminal
courts when compared to the influence of similar external organizations operating in
small-sized courts. These external organizations differ from traditional sponsoring
organizations because they do not provide or sponsor representatives that are directly
traditionally part of the criminal justice system’s case disposition process. So the
question is despite the changes to trial court systems in many jurisdictions, are external
organizations still influential in criminal court case disposition process? Will external
organizations have more influence in a medium-sized drug court wherein the team
members are likely to operate much more collaboratively than workgroup members
would operate in a medium-sized criminal court?
As further explained in the Methodology Chapter, “influence” in this section is
measured in two different ways. One is “potential influence,” structurally determined by
an actor’s network position, which is the degree of control an actor has over other actors
in an organization or the extent an actor serves as a “gatekeeper” within a network
(Provan et al. 2007). The other type of influence is “perceived” or “actual” influence (see
Provan 1980) which is measured by the number of raw times a network actor is identified
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by other network players as being critical to their operations. Thus, potential influence of
an organization is determined by using a network analysis measure while perceived or
actual influence is measured using the actual data collected from network organizations.

Question 2a: Do traditional sponsoring organizations have more
influence disposing of a criminal court’s cases than they do in
disposing of a drug court’s cases?

Question 2b: Do external organizations have more influence
disposing of a criminal court’s cases than they do in disposing of a
drug court’s cases?

In their study, Eisenstein et al. (1988) found that external elites such as newspaper
reporters and bail bondsmen have high and continuous influence in small-sized criminal
courts, whereas with middle-sized courts, external elites have less comparative influence
in the actions of these courthouses. The authors found that in large-sized courts external
elites have very little and episodic influence in the actions of criminal courthouses.
Traditional sponsoring organizations in many jurisdictions assign permanent
representatives to the drug court and these representatives constitute the drug court teams
(Nolan 2001; Terry 1999). Given the collaborative nature of drug courts, drug team
members spend a lot of time together in staffing sessions assessing offenders’ progress
and deciding appropriate punishment and rewards (Taxman & Bouffard 2002). Because
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team members spend a considerable time together, they are likely to develop strong
informal working relationships that mirror the types found in small-sized criminal
workgroups (Eisenstein et al. 1988). Eisenstein et al. (1988) noted that the influence of
traditional sponsoring organizations in such situations is likely to be very little. Thus, the
literature will have us speculate that in a medium-sized jurisdiction, traditional
sponsoring organizations have more influence disposing cases in a criminal court than
they do in drug courts. In addition, according to the literature we would expect that in a
medium-sized jurisdiction, external organizations have less influence in a criminal
court’s case disposition than they do in a drug court’s case disposition.

Research Questions: Connection of Drug Courts to Criminal Courts and Criminal
Benches
Drug courts have been extensively studied and written about in recent years (e.g.,
Nolan 2001, Goldkamp 2000, Hora 1999), but most studies of drug courts examined them
as isolated structures. Of course many studies and scholars recognize that drug courts are
part of the criminal bench in many jurisdictions; there are gaps in the literature on how
drug courts interact with criminal courts or with criminal benches as entities. With
changes to trial courts and related changes to criminal benches, how does the presence of
a drug court structurally alter the organization of a criminal bench? What if a criminal
bench consists of a drug court and other specialty courts, will the drug court be
structurally affected? Will the drug court be starved of resources?
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Furthermore, the literature has not captured the relationships that a drug court
judge might have with criminal court judges serving on the same bench. We do not know
if the success of a drug court might in part depend on the relationships that a drug court
judge has with the criminal bench presiding judge, for example. What if a drug court
judge also has a criminal court calendar, does that affect the judge’s commitment to the
drug court? What if a criminal bench presiding judge is not an advocate or a fan of drug
courts, could that disinterest affect the amount of resources provided to the drug court?

Question 3a: How tightly or loosely coupled is a drug court to its
adjacent criminal courts?

Question 3b: How tightly or loosely coupled is a drug court to its
umbrella criminal bench?

In his study of the Cook County Circuit Court, Herbert Jacob (1997) found that
there were both elements of tight and loose coupling simultaneously operating in the trial
court. Jacob explained tight coupling as what occurs in one segment of the court affects
the other segment and loose coupling as all the trial court segments operating
autonomously. Jacob found that despite the presence of both tight and loose couplings at
this trial court, many trial courts’ judges are loosely coupled and thus operate
independently of each other.
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Given that judges, regardless of court assignments, are subject to rules of
professional conduct5 and procedures, it is doubtful that a drug court judge will make
decisions in her courtroom on the wishes or whims of her judicial colleagues. In essence,
judges manage their courtrooms in accordance with established rules that are bereft of the
personal relationships that they have with one another. Thus, decisions made by drug
court team members on offender punishment or rewards are unlikely to be affected by a
judge’s relationships with other judges. Hence, the connection of a drug court to other
courts on the same bench or on other benches is likely to be a weak connection as far as
drug court team decisions are concerned.
In his study, Jacob (1997) claimed that the trial court’s chief judge had some
assignment power which created some degree of tight coupling on the overall trial court
bench. However, because of the ways judges get appointed to the court and the authority
of the divisional presiding judges, there was also a degree of loose coupling on the bench.
The chief presiding judge in Jacob’s study had some influence on the overall operations
of the entire court but significantly less influence on the operations of the individual
division of the court. What Jacob’s study showed about mixed couplings on the trial
court level is likely to be repeated at the bench or divisional level in many trial courts, as
far as events happening within the courtrooms. In sum, the literature indicates that a drug
court would likely be loosely coupled to its adjacent criminal courts.
Separately, a presiding judge might have the administrative authority to assign
judges to different courtrooms or specialties but the presiding judge cannot directly

5

See e.g. Arizona Code of Judicial Conduct 1993, as amended 2004.
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dictate how cases will be disposed of inside the courtrooms (Jacob 1997). This again is
because judges subscribe to a set of procedural and judicial rules that require them to
operate their courtrooms and decide cases in specified ways. Clearly, a presiding judge
might be in a position to influence resources directed to specific courtrooms but cannot
do so in a way that tamper with how cases are decided inside the courtrooms. Thus, as
far as case disposition, the connection between a drug court and its criminal bench is
likely to be weak. Hence, according to the literature we would expect that a drug court
would be loosely coupled to its umbrella criminal bench.

Research Questions: Changes to Network Structure of Trial Courts
Previous studies of trial courts established they are organizations (e.g., Blumberg
1967; Eisenstein and Jacob 1977; Eisenstein, Flemming, and Nardulli 1988). Among
other findings, these studies demonstrated that the nature and strength of interactions
among courtroom players in the form of inter-organizational networks help determine
offender punishment (e.g. Blumberg 1967). They also established the influence of
sponsoring and external (that are not traditionally part of the criminal justice system)
organizations on various court sizes, and showed that courts are part of a community and
do respond to the community (Feeley 1979).
However, most of the seminal studies of trial courts were conducted prior to
recent reforms and changes to trial courts (like the addition of specialty courts and
expansion of criminal courts). In addition, these studies primarily concentrated on
criminal courts. With the addition of specialty courts, especially drug courts, the network
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structures of many trial courts are purported to have changed. What do the network
structures of trial courts look like given these recent reforms to trial courts? Do previous
findings of trial courts’ structure still hold true in today’s trial courts?
Separately, we learned from the literature that drug courts employ a collaborative
approach as networks and rely on both government and non-profit partners to achieve
their goals (Feinblatt et al. 2002). Comparatively, the literature suggests that many
traditional criminal courts (excluding drug courts) still utilize a much more adversarial
approach and generally do not rely on outside partners in reaching their primary goals of
case disposition (Eisenstein et al. 1988). Previous court studies (e.g. Feeley 1979)
established that criminal courts are part of a community and what they do is in part what
the community expects of them. This seems to be an interesting paradox. While the
public perceives courts as serving the community, internal courtroom actors do not see
external organizations as helping them (the actors) achieve their primary aim of case
disposition.
In sum, these past studies seem to indicate that on the one hand, external
organizations have very little influence (especially in medium and large cities) in case
disposition within criminal courtrooms. But on the other hand, institutional changes in
trial courts (such as the addition of drug courts) might affect ways criminal courts (and
presumably trial courts overall) do business. In essence, criminal courts respond to the
community by dispensing justice but specific case disposition is not influenced by
organizations from the community.
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The literature specifically tells us that in drug courts, judges and attorneys work
together with probation officers, treatment center representatives and other external
organizations from the community as inter-organizational networks to design sanctions
and rewards for offenders (Feinblatt et al. 2002). Drug courts are now a major feature in
many trial court systems. Given the influence of external organizations (that are not
traditionally part of the criminal justice system) in drug courts’ case disposition, to what
extent are these external organizations influencing events beyond the drug court? Does
the influence of external organizations extend into the larger trial court system?

Question 4a: To what extent are drug courts connected to other actors
operating in traditional trial court networks?

Question 4b: Does the influence of non-traditional criminal justice
organizations participating in the drug court case disposition process
extend to a traditional trial court?

The findings of previous studies about the network structure of trial court systems
are likely to still hold true. Although drug courts might have changed the organizational
maps of trial court systems, drug courts (as specialty courts) remain entities on their own
with distinct operational procedures different from those utilized in traditional criminal
courts (Terry 1999). Furthermore, most of the findings about trial courts were based on
studies of criminal courts (Eisenstein & Jacob 1977; Eisenstein et al. 1988). Since these
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trial court studies were conducted, drug courts have become more prominent nationwide
but structurally in many jurisdictions they have not been folded into criminal courts
(Nolan 2001). Rather, drug courts have become stand-alone entities that are part of
criminal benches. Thus, drug courts may be unlikely to have altered the overall network
structure of trial court systems or the dynamics of criminal courtroom players. In sum,
drug courts are likely to be isolated entities with weak connections to other entities
operating in trial courts.
Separately, the relationships of actors within criminal courts are likely to be more
loosely coupled than in drug courts (Nolan 2001) because cases in criminal courts do not
include repeated interactions of organizationally sponsored attorneys like prosecutors and
public defenders (Jacob 1997). However, there are repeated interactions among similar
actors working in drug courts (see Hartley 2002), plus the interactions include
representatives from external organizations such as treatment facilities and drug testing
centers. Drug courts link and expand the networks of trial court systems from relative
isolation to other organizations in the community like treatment providers and other
public organizations that are not traditionally part of the criminal justice process. These
new linkages could widen the trial court network in ways that provide additional
legitimacy to courts with the public and with sponsoring organizations that fund them.
Therefore, we should find that by virtue of non-traditional criminal justice organizations
participating in drug courts, drug courts connect trial courts to the community more than
criminal courts previously did. Hence, external organizations participating in a drug
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court’s case disposition process are likely to have extended their influence into trial
courts.

Summary
The questions posed above will help scholars to generally understand how drug
courts as specialty courts fit into trial court systems. They will enable scholars to
examine the structure of drug courts as part of trial courts, and compare the structure to
what past studies tell us about the structure of criminal courts. Specifically, the analysis
will enable scholars - using the network approach - to re-examine which actors constitute
the core of criminal and drug court workgroups, the primary sponsoring organizations
affecting the case disposition process in criminal and drug courts, and the central players
participating in criminal and drug courts.
In addition, this analysis will enable the re-examination of previous findings about
the influence of sponsoring and external organizations in medium-sized criminal courts
as provided by previous literature. Furthermore, with Questions 3a & 3b I am able to
determine how a drug court is connected to adjacent criminal courts and to its criminal
bench. Finally, based on Questions 4a & 4b, I can speak to how drug courts connect with
other actors operating in trial court systems and provide answers on whether external
organizations working in drug courts have any influence on traditional trial court
systems. In the next chapter, I explain my research methodology and provide extensive
details on my research approach, data collection methods, and usage of network analysis.
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CHAPTER 5
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This study seeks to understand the structure of a criminal court and a drug court
operating under the same trial court system. The trial court system in my study has an
organizational structure similar to other trial courts’ organizational structures in many
jurisdictions, as explained in the literature. Studying a trial court system with an
organizational structure similar to what the literature depicts as a common structure will
enable me to re-examine previous findings of court networks as reported in the literature.
Structure in this dissertation is defined as the interactions of and relationships among
organizations (as represented by individuals) operating in criminal and drug courts that
are part of a trial court system (see Hall 2002). One goal of this study was to build theory
from what past literature says about the nature of interactions among organizations within
a criminal court. To be certain, today’s criminal courts are different from past ones
studied because of recent trial court reforms like the addition of specialty courts
(Feinblatt et al. 2002). This first goal was partly accomplished by assessing the strength
of relationships among organizations represented in a criminal court, situated in a trial
court system that has a drug court. I then compared the results with what previous
studies have reported.
Another goal of the study was to build theory from what past literature tells us
about the nature of interactions among organizations represented in a drug court (as a
specialty court) given that past studies of drug courts examined them as isolated
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structures (Hora 1999; Terry 1999). I partially accomplished this goal by examining the
strength of relationships among organizations represented in a drug court that is a part of
a criminal bench, which is a division of a trial court system. Likewise, I compared the
results with what previous drug court studies tell us. Ultimately, this is an inductive
study using a case method research strategy (Eisenhardt & Graebner 2007) to build new
theory from past findings of organizational studies of trial courts (mostly of criminal
courts) and what little we know about drug courts as organizations.
My overall method of inquiry in this study was a triangular research strategy
using a case study approach that incorporated both qualitative and quantitative data
collection and analysis. My qualitative data collection methods were primarily
participant observations of drug team meetings (referred to as “staffings”) and court
proceedings, and semi-structured interviews with actors representing the various
organizations participating in both criminal and drug courtrooms. For the quantitative
data analysis, I relied on network analysis as my primary method. The research site was
the “Arizona Superior Court in Pima County,” located in Tucson, Arizona (referred to as
the Pima County Superior Court in several portions of this dissertation).

Case Study
As Robert Yin explains in Case Study Research (1989, 2003), the case method is
an appropriate research strategy when “a ‘how’ or ‘why’ question is being asked about a
contemporary set of events, over which the investigator has little or no control” (1989:
20). Those conditions clearly apply to my research wherein my focus was examining
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how the structure of a trial court or drug court is different from or similar to what the
literature tells us. Moreover, the changes that have happened to trial courts and the
advent of specialty courts are relatively recent events as to be contemporary changes.
Finally, I lacked control over the events happening in the courts studied or could not
control the activities of the court actors as I might have done in a study conducted in a
laboratory atmosphere.
Since the ultimate goal of this study was to build upon previous findings and
generate new theories of courts, I decided on the case method approach by partly relying
on Yin’s arguments on the usefulness of the approach. Yin encourages the use of case
method strategy by noting that the strategy is as rigorous as other research strategies and
can be used to “expand and generalize theories,” as in analytical generalization (2003:
10). Separately, Yin explains, “as a related but important note, the case study strategy
should not be confused with ‘qualitative research’” (2003: 14). He later elaborates,
“Case studies can be based on any mix of quantitative and qualitative evidence” (Yin
2003: 15).
In a separate section of his seminal book, Robert Yin (2003) presents five
instances wherein a single case study design is most appropriate:

1.

The case represents a critical case in testing a well-formulated theory;

2.

The case represents an extreme case or unique case of a particular situation;

3.

The case itself is representative or typical case for an everyday or
commonplace situation;
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4.

The case is a revelatory case wherein the investigator has an opportunity to
observe and analyze a situation that was not previously accessible; and

5.

The case is a longitudinal case.

Relying on most of these criteria, I decided on a single case study after an
exploratory visit to the site of my study. As an overall singular trial court system (i.e.,
one case in Yin’s parlance), the Pima County Superior Court with separate benches for
criminal and civil matters, is a typical trial court with an organizational structure that is
similar to what the past literature tells us about the structures of trial courts. The Superior
Court has several criminal courtrooms. In addition, the Superior Court has specialty
courts like drug courts. Separately, the network approach has been rarely applied to court
studies and, to my knowledge, has never been used to simultaneously study a criminal
and a drug court operating under the same trial court system. Thus, whereas the Superior
Court represents a typical case, the application of the network approach in this study
makes it a unique trial court study, different from what past literature (see e.g. Jacob
1983(a) for various approaches for studying trial courts) tells us about how trial courts are
studied.
In a section of his treatise, Yin (2003) endorses the idea that a singular case study
might entail several embedded units of analysis, a point made by Joseph Galaskiewicz
(2007) in a recent editorial about the application of multilevel analysis in organizational
research. Similarly in this study, I employed different units of analysis for a single case
study. At different times, I looked at the criminal and drug courts as networks, the
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sponsoring organizations working in each court as network organizations, and the
relationships among these organizations as represented by individual actors. Besides
relying on Yin’s and other scholars’ rationales (Flyvbjerg 2007; Eisenhardt & Graebner
2007) for using the case method as my research strategy, I was also influenced by earlier
trial court scholars who utilized the case method in many aspects of or solely as their
research strategies to generate new theories about trial courts (e.g., Blumberg 1967;
Feeley 1983).
Moreover, in a recent article, Bent Flyvbjerg (2007) notes that one can often
generalize on the basis of a single case and the case study may be central to scientific
development via generalization as supplement or alternative to other methods. Flyvbjerg
maintains that falsification of existing theories is a major way that case studies are very
useful. Separately, he notes that the case study is useful for both generating and testing
of hypotheses but it is not limited to these research activities alone.
Since my intention in this dissertation is to create generalizeable propositions or
theories of criminal and drug courts, I decided to conduct a case study of a criminal court
and a drug court operating in Pima County Superior Court. As part of that intention, I
tested previous findings on the structure of both courts. In the next section, I describe the
research site and further explicate why I chose the site for the study.

Research Site
Pima County is the second largest county in Arizona with an estimated population
of 902, 720 (as of 2005), according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county includes the
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city of Tucson with an estimated population of 507, 362 (as of 2005). Per Eisenstein et
al.’s (1988) and the two related treatises, Pima County is a medium-sized jurisdiction
since the population figures of jurisdictions used in those studies fall within the range of
200,000 to 1 million. The population of Pima County is very diverse with
Latinos/Hispanics officially constituting 32.3 % of the county population and 40.8% of
Tucson city population. However, because of the county’s proximity to Mexico and
heavy migration through neighboring counties like Santa Cruz County, Pima County is
considered to have a much larger Latino population. In fact, the National Council of La
Raza, a Latino political group, estimated the Latino population to be about 61.5% in 2002
(NCLR 2002).
The University of Arizona is located in Tucson, Arizona and, until recently, was
the largest employer in the regional area encompassing Pima County (Arizona Daily Star
online archives website, accessed 03/15/07). With an estimated 30% of the county
population with at least a bachelor’s degree, compared to 27% of the U.S. population
(U.S. Census Bureau website, accessed 03/15/07), the Pima County electorate is
considered to be a fairly educated one. On the economic front, the county’s $41, 521
median household income (in 2005 inflation adjusted dollars) is less than the U.S.
average median household income ($46, 242), plus the rate of poverty among families
living in the county ( 11.3%) is higher than that of the whole U.S. Thus, the county will
probably qualify as an “almost middle-class” county in economic terms.
Arizona has a non-unified court system consisting of limited jurisdiction courts
(justice and municipal courts), general jurisdiction courts, appellate courts, and a supreme
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court. Superior courts in Arizona are the state’s general jurisdiction courts, with
jurisdictions over criminal felony and certain misdemeanor cases; civil cases involving
amounts larger than $10,000; forcible entry and detainer cases; probate matters; family
matters; and appeals from limited jurisdiction courts. The Pima County Superior Court is
the second largest superior court in Arizona with 28 full-time judges, three full-time
judges pro-tempore (temporary judges), and 16 full time commissioners. One of the fulltime judges of the Superior Court is designated as the presiding judge by the state’s
Supreme Court and serves for a five-year term. As the chief judicial executive office in
the county, the presiding judge oversees the administrative functions of all the courts
within the county. When I began my research in 2006, Judge John Leonardo was the
presiding judge of the Superior Court, and was succeeded by Judge Jan Kearney in
January 2007.
Full-time judges in the Pima County Superior Court are nominated to office by
the Pima County Commission on Trial Court Appointments and appointed by the
governor of the state. Each full-time judge stands for retention in office during a general
election and serves a four-year term if retained by the electorate. The judges pro-tempore
and commissioners are appointed by the Superior Court presiding judge through a
selection process and their positions are subject to yearly renewals by the presiding judge.
The Superior Court is divided into five benches: criminal, civil, probate, family
law, and juvenile. Judges are assigned on a rotating basis to one of the five benches and
generally maintain their bench assignments for a period of two to five years. Each bench
is led by a presiding judge. The criminal bench of the Superior Court currently has a total
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of 13 judges, each with his/her own courtroom. Apart from the criminal courts, the
criminal bench also consists of two specialty courts, a mental health court and a drug
court.
The Pima County Drug Court, created during the 1998/1999 fiscal year, is part of
the criminal bench. The Drug Court has two different programs – the Deferred Judgment
Program (the only program offered when the court was created) and the Post-Conviction
Program (created in 2004). With the Deferred Judgment Program, drug offenders are
charged with misdemeanors and after successfully completing the drug program, their
charges are dismissed. For the Post-Conviction Program, drug offenders are charged
with drug possession crimes, plead to felonies or misdemeanors, and after successfully
completing the drug program, their sentences are reduced or dropped. During my
research period (2006-2007), Judge Barbara Sattler (a judge pro-tempore and the Drug
Court presiding judge) presided over the Post-Conviction Program while Judge Karen
Adam (a commissioner) presided over the Deferred Judgment Program.
As mentioned earlier, the Pima County Superior Court has separate benches and
each bench has its own presiding judge, similar to many trial courts in other jurisdictions.
The Superior Court also has separate administrative divisions such as offices of the Court
Clerk, the Court Management Team, the Court Administrator, and the Associate
Presiding Judge. The Court Clerk maintains court files, certifies documents, and
conducts other tasks not related to cases disposition while the court administrator
supervises the non-judicial operations of the court. All these offices are under the
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supervision of the Superior Court presiding judge and are inter-connectedly performing
distinct tasks for the entire trial court.
The Pima County Drug Court is relatively new with the Deferred Judgment
Program created in 1998/1999 and the Post-conviction Program added to the Drug Court
in 2004. Thus, I expected that actors working in the Superior Court are likely to be very
familiar with (and could expertly explain) the impact of the Drug Court on the
organizational structure of the entire trial court system. Furthermore, prior to deciding on
the Pima County Superior Court as my study site, I considered and visited both the Pima
County and Maricopa County Superior Courts to assess their candidacies for my study.
Ultimately, I decided to focus exclusively on the Pima County Superior Court because of
the belief that initially doing a case study with the application of a new methodology in a
representative case will offer useful lessons and provide propositions that could be tested
in the Maricopa County Superior Court. Moreover, “focusing on a single county court
system provides the opportunity to explore the institutions and behavior of court actors in
some depth” (Hartley 2002: 40). In the next section, I provide detailed information on
my data collection methods.

Data Collection Methods
As I alluded to earlier, although this was a single case study I used both
qualitative and quantitative collection data methods. For the qualitative portion, I
employed a combination of participant observation, documents reviews, and semistructured interviews (Yin 2003). For the quantitative data, I utilized a questionnaire
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designed to enable the application of network analysis, a copy of which is included in the
Appendix A.
Prior to the beginning of my research, I attended two sessions of the Drug Court
Post-Conviction Program’s staffings and related court sessions in the last quarter of 2006.
I also attended one session of the Drug Court Deferred Program’s staffing and related
court sessions during that same period. Separately and during the same time period
(October thru December 2006), I observed five different criminal courtrooms’ sessions at
the Superior Court. I also met with the Superior Court’s administrator and deputy
administrator to explain my study and seek permission to conduct the study at the
Superior Court. In addition, I met with the Drug Court Presiding Judge and the Drug
Court Coordinator to explain my study and seek permission to study the Drug Court.
Study access was orally granted by the Superior Court administrators, the Drug Court
Presiding Judge, and the Drug Court Coordinator. Nevertheless, as part of the University
of Arizona’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval process, I sought official site
approval from the Court’s administrators.
After obtaining IRB approval, I attended two additional sessions of the Drug
Court Post-Conviction Program staffing and one session of the Drug Court Deferred
Judgment Program staffing. I also attended their related court sessions. In addition, I
attended five other court sessions of the Post-Conviction Program and two other court
sessions of the Deferred Judgment Program. Separately, I visited four different criminal
courtrooms (presided by four different judges) at different stages of case disposition.
Furthermore, I attended five court proceedings presided by the criminal bench presiding
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judge. While attending all these staffings and courtroom sessions, I took extensive notes
about the nature of the interactions among the principal actors as well as of the
proceedings. I also jotted down notes of the actions and reactions of the offenders to the
principal actors. Early during this period (January thru March 2007), I met with the
criminal bench presiding judge to generally discuss my study. Although this initial
meeting was not a formal interview, I took notes of our conversation. Later during this
period, I formally interviewed the criminal bench presiding judge.
During my observation period, I scheduled and interviewed several
representatives of various organizations working in criminal and drug courts. The
literature (Eisenstein et al. 1988) indicates that organizations represented in all criminal
courtrooms operating under one umbrella trial court are generally the same from one
courtroom to the next, an assertion I confirmed during my participant observations. For
the criminal court portion of the study, I interviewed the criminal bench presiding judge
because of his dual roles as a criminal courtroom judge and presiding judge. I expected
that by virtue of his position as the presiding judge of the criminal bench, he could
identify organizations represented in the criminal courtroom but not readily apparent to
me during my participant observations.
Separately, I interviewed the Chief Criminal Deputy County Attorney as a
representative of the Prosecutor’s Office. Although I formally interviewed only this
high-ranking representative of the Prosecutor’s Office, I spoke informally with at least
five deputy county attorneys about their activities at the Pima County Superior Court.
Moreover, most of these junior attorneys referred me to the Chief Criminal Deputy
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County Attorney for more comprehensive explanation of the activities of the Prosecutor’s
Office. In fact, one of the deputy county attorneys formally introduced me to the Chief
Criminal Deputy County Attorney and help planned my meeting with the Chief Criminal
Deputy County Attorney.
Since defense counsels represent various sponsoring organizations – Public
Defender’s Office, Office of Court Appointed Counsel, Private Bar, and Legal
Defender’s Office - I interviewed lawyers from all four different sponsoring
organizations. I interviewed seven Public Defender‘s Office lawyers (three permanently
working in the Drug Court and four primarily working in criminal courts). I also
interviewed the supervising attorney of the Office of Court Appointed Counsel and the
head attorney of the Legal Defender’s Office. I interviewed four lawyers in the Private
Bar. In addition, I interviewed the Deputy Administrator of the Superior Court thrice to
get a different viewpoint of how the Court is structured. I also spent half a day
shadowing the Deputy Administrator to assess the nature of his relationships with others
within the Court Administrator’s Office. In addition, I interviewed one representative
each from other organizations such as the Pima County Sheriff’s Office, Criminal Bench
Presiding Judge’s Office, Office of a Criminal Court judge (three staff members), and
Superior Court Pre-Trial Services. Notably, I separated the Office of a Criminal Court
judge from a Criminal Court judge because a Criminal Court judge represents the Pima
County Bench as a distinct entity, separate from the Office of a Criminal Court judge,
which is an entity itself. Although staff members in the Office of a Criminal Court judge
work for judges, they have their own specific tasks and interact with other entities
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participating in criminal case disposition in Pima County as representatives of an
autonomous entity (Hall 2002).
Furthermore, I interviewed the four divisional heads in the following divisions of
the Superior Court Administrator’s Office - Calendar Services, Court Interpreters, Court
Reporters, and Jury Commissioner. These divisions were identified by others I initially
interviewed as playing unique roles in criminal case disposition. For these entities,
although they are part of the Court Administrator’s Office, I nevertheless treated them as
singular entities (separate from the Administrator’s Office) because they were all
identified (by many interviewees) as participating in criminal case disposition as
autonomous organizations (Hall 2002). All in all, I (and others) identified 16 distinct
entities as playing a role in criminal cases disposition at the Superior Court. These
entities were:
Pima County Criminal Court Judge(s)
Pima County Attorney’s Office
Pima County Public Defender’s Office
Legal Defender’s Office
Office of Court Appointed Counsel
Private Counsel
Superior Court Calendar Services
Superior Court Reporters

Office of a Pima County’s Criminal Judge
Criminal Bench Administrative Office
Pima County Sheriff Department
Pima County Probation Office
Pima County Pre-Trial Services
Superior Court Administrator’s Office
Superior Court Interpreters
Superior Court Jury Commissioner

Although I identified 16 entities as being part of the criminal case disposition in the
survey, some of the additional eight entities (listed below), identified as primarily
participating in the Drug Court, completed portions of the survey that were primarily
targeted at the 16 entities. Thus, a total of 24 different entities participated in the study. I
used the following acronyms for the all the entities included in the study:
Pima County Criminal Court Judge(s) (CCJ)
Pima County Attorney’s Office (CA)
Pima County Public Defender’s Office (PD)
Legal Defender’s Office (LDO)

Office of a Pima County’s Criminal Judge (OCJ)
Criminal Bench Administrative Office (CBO)
Pima County Sheriff Department (SD)
Pima County Probation Office (PO)
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Office of Court Appointed Counsel (OCAC)
Private Counsel (PC)
Superior Court Calendar Services (CS)
Superior Court Reporters (CR)

Pima County Pre-Trial Services (PTS)
Superior Court Administrator’s Office (SCAO)
Superior Court Interpreters (INT)
Superior Court Jury Commissioner (JC)

The Other Eight Entities
Pima County Drug Court Judge (DCJ)
Office of a Pima County’s Drug Court Judge (ODJ)6
Center for Life Skills Development, Inc. (CLS)
Treatment Assessment Screening Center, Inc. (TASC)

Codac Behavioral Health Services, Inc. (CODA)
El Rio Community Health Center (ELR)
Cope Behavioral Services, Inc. (COPE)
La Frontera Center, Inc. (LAFR)

After identifying these entities, I requested and interviewed representatives of
those that I did not initially interview. I also surveyed all 16 entities for the quantitative
aspect of the study and all 16 organizations completed the questionnaire used for the
quantitative aspect of the study.
For the Drug Court, I initially interviewed all the individuals I observed
representing organizations working in both the Deferred Judgment and Post-Conviction
Programs. Except for the two different judges for each program, the individuals and the
organizations represented in both programs (that I observed) were the same. Thus, I
interviewed both judges, all staff members of both judges’ offices (three staff members),
the Drug Court Coordinator, five out of the six probation officers, the three public
defenders permanently assigned to the Drug Court, the representative (and part owner) of
the treatment facility – Center for Life Skills. Although the Prosecutor’s Office was not
represented in the Drug Court, I asked questions about the Drug Court when I
interviewed the Chief Criminal Deputy County Attorney.
I also conducted one follow-up interview with the Drug Court presiding judge and
one with the Drug Court Coordinator. During my interviews with the key actors working
6

Similarly as I did for the criminal court entities, I separated the Office of the Drug Court Judge from the
Drug Court Judge because the Drug Court Judge represents the Pima County Bench as a distinct entity,
separate from the Office of a Drug Court judge, which is an entity in itself.
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in the Drug Court, Treatment Assessment Screening Center (TASC), the facility that
provides drug testing for Pima County Superior Court offenders, was identified as a
major player in the administration of both Drug Court programs. Hence, I also conducted
an interview with TASC Site supervisor.
Four mental health centers in Pima County (Cope Behavioral Services, Inc.
(Cope); Codac Behavioral Health Services, Inc. (Codac); El Rio Community Health
Center (El Rio); and La Frontera Center, Inc. (La Frontera)) were also identified by one
of the public defenders as playing a role in the administration of the Drug Court
programs. I interviewed a representative each from Cope, Codac, and El Rio, all either
working with Drug Court primary actors or having extensive knowledge of their
organizations’ participation in the Drug Court. I was unable to interview any
representative of La Frontera. Nonetheless, a representative of La Frontera working with
Drug Court primary actors completed the questionnaire for the quantitative aspect of my
study, but was unavailable for me to interview. All in all, I interviewed 18 out of 19
different entities identified as participating in case disposition in both programs of the
Drug Court (and all 19 completed the questionnaire). As I indicated earlier, all the 24
entities participating in the study had the opportunity to complete the drug court portion
of the questionnaire.
Notably, some of the entities participating in criminal courts’ cases disposition
(e.g. County Attorney’s Office, Public Defenders’ Office, and Probation Office) also
participate in the Drug Court. Hence, there were instances wherein a representative for
an entity answered my questions on both the criminal and drug courts. However, for the
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purpose of this study (and for data collection and data analysis) the drug courtroom is
treated as a separate and autonomous entity from the criminal courtroom.
Typical questions I posed during my interviews included: questions on the
operation of the courts; identification of various sponsoring organizations and
representatives working in both types of courts; relationships interviewees and their
organizations have with other organizations; and central players working in either court.
While conducting the interviews, many of the interviewees shared with me nonconfidential court documents and reports such as number of cases adjudicated on the
criminal bench, breakdown of representation by various defense counsel organizations,
the 2005 Annual Drug Court Report, the 2005 Overall Trial Court Report, all of which I
collected and extensively reviewed.
As part of IRB protocols, I scheduled each interview either by approaching
interviewees face-to-face after staffings and court proceedings or via email letters. Some
of the participants were aware of my study, but for each interview scheduled I took an
IRB-approved Consent Form and a tape recorder. At the beginning of each interview, I
had each participant sign the Consent Form and briefly explained to them the focus of my
interview and/or study.
Most of the initial set of interviews were taped and transcribed post the
interviews. In a few instances, I did not tape the initial interviews because the
participants consented to talking for a few minutes. These participants had limited time
because they were waiting for court proceedings to begin at moment’s notice when I
approached them. During the interviews, I took notes and after the interviews I
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reconciled my notes with the interview transcriptions for those that were taped. I did not
tape most of the follow-up interviews I had with some of the principal players in both
courts, the reason being that the questions I had for them were few and very specific that
setting up the tape recorder would have been too time-consuming. I also did not tape the
interviews with representatives of organizations that were identified by initial
interviewees as having limited roles in case disposition in either a criminal court or the
Drug Court.
After interviewing the actors participating in both courts, I reviewed archival data,
brochures, reports, and other materials given me by interviewees that elucidated the
operation, structure, and relationships among organizations in each court. Separately, I
examined public reports and other documents that might provide additional information
on the operation and structure of each court.
For the quantitative aspect of data collection, I administered a network analysis
questionnaire to the subjects interviewed during the qualitative phase, all having been
identified (either by me or others) as participating in some fashion in the disposition of
cases in both courts. By doing so, I was able to assess and validate the patterns
uncovered during the first phase and “collect quantitative data more accessible through
questionnaires than interviews” (Human & Provan 1997: 379). The questionnaire (a
copy is included in the Appendix) was designed to elicit information about the
characteristics as well as sociometric or network structure of each court. But before
getting into additional details on the analysis of the qualitative and quantitative data, I
elaborate on the usefulness of the network approach to my study.
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The Network Approach
Social network scholars define networks broadly “as sets of actors (nodes) and
ties (links) whose relationships have a patterned structure” (Arquilla & Ronfeldt 2001:
316). Social network theorists, then, primarily focus on the ties that do or do not exist
among individuals. Organizational network scholars, however, see a network as a
distinct organizational form. For example, a true picture of an organization is not what is
commonly seen in a hierarchical organization chart, but is instead the set of relationships
between actors who work together to achieve the mission of an organization. Achieving
the goals of an organization also necessitates examination of ties with groups or actors
outside of the formal organizational setting.
Organizational network theorists then approach networks as extending beyond the
interactions of actors within the organization to the interactions of actors across
organizations. In the same vein on the meaning of networks as inter-organizational
relationships, Rupert Chisholm defines a network as “a set of autonomous organizations
that come together to reach goals that none of them can reach separately” (1998: xxi).
Chisholm sees networks as constituting organizations that voluntarily come together to
achieve a common purpose. In an often-quoted portion of his seminal treatise on network
forms of organizations, Walter Powell (1990) notes that
Networks can be complex: they involve neither the explicit
criteria of the market, nor the familiar paternalism of the
hierarchy. Basic assumption of network relationships is that
one party is dependent on resources controlled by another,
and that there are gains to be had by the pooling of
resources.
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Echoing a similar definition of networks, Provan and Milward refer to a network as “a
collection of programs and services that span a broad range of cooperating but legally
autonomous organizations” (2001: 417).
There is debate and disagreement among social network researchers on whether
the network approach is a theoretical perspective or a collection of methods (Kilduff and
Tsai 2003). Likewise, organizational network theorists argue whether there is a network
theory of organization (Salancik 1995). Separately, social network analysis or network
analysis, as a methodology, is defined as the “disciplined inquiry into the patterning of
relationships among actors at different levels of analysis” (Breiger 2004). Although the
debate persists about the right definition of a network, organizational and social network
theorists both employ many of the methods and measures developed for network analysis
(Arquilla & Ronfeldt 2001). Hence, there is universal agreement that network analysis
offers useful concepts and analytical methods for exploring and testing predictions of
other theories (Kilduff and Tsai 2003). Notably, several organizational theories have
incorporated networks and methods of studying them in their approaches (Kilduff and
Tsai 2003).
Past studies of trial courts (or the judiciary as a whole) have examined courts as
organizations, but very few have introduced organizational study techniques like network
analysis. As mentioned in Chapter 1, Ellen Baar and Carl Baar (1977) were early
pioneers in utilizing network analysis for judicial studies. Although their study examined
the role of judges as middlemen in the judiciary’s relationship with the legislature, they
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demonstrated the usefulness of network analysis in assessing relationships in judicial
studies.
Separately, smallest space analysis (which is similar to NetDraw, a network
analysis mapping technique) was used by Heinz and colleagues to study relationships of
attorneys within a local bar at a single point in time, as well as longitudinally. As
discussed in Chapter 1, Heinz and Laumann (1994) used smallest space analysis to
examine the networks and association of elite attorneys in the Chicago Bar. In 1997,
Heinz et al. updated the earlier 1975 study with a similar survey in 1994-95 to compare
the networks of attorneys in 1994-95 to those in 1975 to see how the profession had
changed over time. These studies demonstrate how changes in relationships can be
studied over time using mapping techniques offered by network analysis.
Heinz et al. (2003) also used the network approach to study the relationships
between individuals and their constituent groups in public law settings. More related to
the subject of trial courts, was a study of networks of elites within the criminal justice
system as a whole (Heinz and Manikas 1992). Using smallest space analysis, Heinz and
Manikas (1992) found that the clusters of interaction were unexpected.
The results of my study will provide a nice start for future studies of trial courts
and the justice system using network analysis. Since courts have undergone reforms over
time, like the addition of specialized courts such as drug courts, it would be interesting to
test if the relationships between public and private organizations and the courts are
stronger now that treatment has been incorporated into the criminal justice system. As
mentioned in Chapter 1, Herbert Jacob concluded in his 1997 treatise that every large
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trial court in the U.S. is likely to have pockets of tight and loose couplings in its
operations. Notably, Jacob showed that many trial court judges operate autonomously
and that most trial courts are sometimes isolated in their interactions with sponsoring
organizations operating in the community. However, drug court judges, by virtue of drug
court operating structures, actively seek to expand and tightly couple new relationships
with external sponsoring organizations.
Some of the smallest space analysis studies mentioned above, while not directly
on trial courts, provide nice examples of the utility of a network approach to past public
law scholars. A network approach can also help us reveal much about trial courts. The
network approach discussed earlier captures some of the problems identified earlier with
existing trial court studies. By studying networks, court scholars can learn about:

(1) The interactions of all the various units and subunits as part of an overall
umbrella trial court (e.g., the relationship between benches);
(2) The relationships and the vertical linkages among different types/levels of trial
courts (e.g. general versus limited jurisdiction courts, criminal versus civil courts,
traditional versus specialty courts, etc.);
(3) Horizontal linkages among various stakeholders in a particular court
organizational structure (e.g. judge, defense attorney, prosecutor, treatment centers,
employment agencies, etc); and
(4) The interactions among the principal actors and the external actors (e.g.
legislators, county budget offices, and the media).
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Assessing these horizontal and vertical linkages is useful in helping to understand
the degree of centralization or decentralization of state court systems as well as whom
their frequent and infrequent partners are in the broader justice system. More
specifically, trial court scholars could longitudinally study the impact of reforms like the
strength of the unification of various trial courts at the local level or explore new linkages
and nodes created by specialty courts. At a single point in time, scholars could replicate
and retest hypotheses of previous court studies by examining the relationships of actors
and their sponsoring organizations working within court systems with external
organizations.
Clearly, the application of the network approach to studying trial courts indicates
a preference of the organizational model bias over other models that have been used to
study trial courts. However, as Herbert Jacob reminded us, “employing organizational
concepts to evaluate courts helps us to clarify reform obstacles and enables managers to
implement better reforms” (1983a: 214). Having established the benefits of using the
network approach to studying trial courts, I now discuss the data analysis, including
specific measures of network analysis used to analyze the quantitative data.

Data Analysis
The qualitative data gathered from my exploratory visits to the Pima County
Superior Court (including my observations of criminal and drug courtrooms), interviews
of various actors, public reports, archival documents, and information given by
interviewees, were integrated and synthesized to answer each of the questions (when
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applicable) posed in Chapter 4. Specific qualitative analyses used to answer applicable
questions are presented in the next two chapters. When applicable, quotes from specific
interviews are presented to highlight responses of actors working in either a criminal
court or in the Drug Court of the Pima County Superior Court.
In a recent editorial on organizational networks and application of network
analysis, Joseph Galaskiewicz (2007) surmises that network analysts seek in-depth
solutions to organizational problems by engaging in multilevel analysis. Professor
Galaskiewicz notes, “Multilevel analysis is not unique to network analysis and is
commonplace in organizational research” (2007: 4). To the extent that network analysis
is the primary methodological tool used to collect and analyze the quantitative data in the
study, I used a multilevel analysis to answer the questions raised in Chapter 4. For the
study, I employed three different units of analysis. Depending on the question, at times
the unit of analysis was each court as a whole network. At other times, the unit of
analysis was each organization represented in each court as a network organization. The
last set of units of analysis I used were the relationships among these organizations as the
organizational relationships. In designing the questionnaire (see Appendix) used to
capture the quantitative data, I ensured that the instrument could be used for asking
questions related to all three units of analysis. I adopted the questionnaire utilized by
Provan & Milward (1995) which was previously used for their seminal interorganizational network research. Thus, the validity and the reliability of the instrument
should be reasonably high because of its past use by Provan & Milward (1995) for
similar research. In addition, other studies in different settings (Huang & Provan 2007;
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Provan et al. 2004; and Provan et al. 2003) have adopted the same instrument for data
collection.

The Questionnaire
In addition to the credibility of questionnaires for network data on interorganizational relationships (Galaskiewicz 1979; Laumann and Knoke 1987), using a
questionnaire for my research is appropriate because it captures the participants’
subjective perceptions of their relationships with one another. Scholars (e.g. Diani 2002)
have previously argued that objective measures of inter-organizational interactions are
hard to obtain (partly because of confidentiality reasons) or are non-existent. Likewise,
in my study confidentiality rules precluded me from getting access to some objective
measures of organizational interactions (e.g., the number of times the drug court team
deliberates on a particular offender’s punishment). In addition, again because of the
many confidentiality rules that the Drug Court operates under, I had no access to offender
court files and was unable to decide if records of inter-organizational interactions related
to offender punishment existed or not.
Relying on the organizational relationship(s) as an important unit of analysis
(Provan et al. 2005), I tailored the Provan & Milward 1995 questionnaire for my specific
study of criminal and drug courts (see below for more explanation). I re-designed the
instrument to collect information that allowed for my examination and comparison of the
relationships among the organizations operating within each court. I followed the Provan
& Milward 1995 questionnaire design by asking general questions at the beginning and
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more specific questions toward the end. Separately, I relied on information gathered
during my interviews with actors participating in both courts, specifically to identify the
organizations that completed the questionnaire.
In tailoring the Provan & Milward 1995 questionnaire for my purpose, I included
three categories of questions (see Appendix). In the first category of questions
(Questions 1-8), I requested general information about each organization completing the
instrument. I asked questions such as the name of the entity, number of entity’s
employees working either at the criminal or drug court, and participation in different
phases of each court’s operation.
In the second category of questions (Questions 9-13), I directed my questions at
organizations participating in a Pima County criminal court. For the third category
(Questions 14-18), the questions were for those organizations participating in the Pima
County Drug Court. The questions in these second and third categories were similar with
the key difference being that the second category was tailored for those organizations
operating in a criminal court while the third category was meant for those participating in
the Drug Court. In this study, some entities participated in both courts and completed
both second and third categories, while some entities participated in one type of court and
only completed the second or third category.
Specifically, Questions 9 (criminal court) and 14 (drug court) focused on network
linkages, and the quantitative data utilized for this study emanated primarily from these
two questions. For both questions, the respondent was asked to indicate yes or no for
each question, or alternatively, numerically rank the nature of a particular relationship
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being questioned. Thus, I gathered data on the linkages among the actors working inside
and outside the courtrooms. Specifically, the respondents were asked to identify
relationships, the nature of relationships at various stages of cases disposition (e.g. in
criminal trials, during pretrial, trial, and post conviction), the strength of the relationships
that they have with individuals and organizations whose work affect their particular court
(“most critical” relationship links), and other characteristics that provide insights into the
nature of the relationships.
For each question (Question 9 or 14), respondents were asked to complete a grid
(see pages 2 & 4 of the questionnaire in the Appendix) with each identified participating
organization in either court listed on the vertical axis. The respondents were asked to go
through the list and identify which entities they have had working relationships with in
different phases of each court’s operations, as well as type of relationships, during the
past three to six months. For Question 9 (criminal court), the linkages were assessed for
the pretrial, trial, and post-trial phases of criminal trials. For the relationships, the
linkages were examined on the basis of “Legally-Mandated,” “Contractual,” and
“Information Exchange” relationships.
Respondents were asked to designate a “Legally-Mandated” relationship with an
entity listed on the vertical axis if the entity was part of the criminal justice system and
the respondent was legally mandated to participate in the relationship with the entity. For
“Contractual” relationship, the respondent must have had a contractual relationship with
the selected entity. As for the “Information Exchange” relationship, the respondent’s
relationship with a selected entity would not have been legally-mandated; rather the
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relationship involved just sharing information with the selected entity. The last column
in Question 9 had respondents rate the relationship quality of the working relationship.
The respondents were provided a 4 point Likert-type scale with scores ranging from 1 =
poor relationship to 4 = excellent relationship.
As for Question 14 (drug court), respondents were asked to evaluate linkages they
have had with other entities in the Deferred Court, Post-Conviction Court, and in both
courts. Similar to Question 9, respondents were asked to assess relationships on the basis
of “Legally-Mandated,” “Contractual,” and “Information Exchange” levels. The last
column on relationship quality was also similar to that of Question 9.
As noted earlier, I received back the questionnaires I sent to all of the identified
24 entities approached to complete the survey. Of these 24 entities, all the 16 entities
identified as primarily participating in criminal court case disposition at Pima County
completed the questionnaire, for a completion rate of 100%. Likewise, all 19 entities
identified as involved in case disposition at the Pima County Drug Court completed the
instrument for a response rate of 100%. I now turn to a discussion of how I coded the
data and prepared them for analysis.

Data Coding
After collecting the questionnaire from the respondents, I used Microsoft Excel to
initially store all the quantitative data gathered. Using the rows and columns features of
Excel, I then created various matrices for responses to Questions 9 and 14 on the linkages
and relationship categories discussed above. For example, a network actor A
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participating in both programs of the Drug Court might indicate the existence of a linkage
with a network actor B also participating in both programs of the Drug Court while actor
B might deny the existence of a linkage. In constructing the network matrix for linkages
of entities participating in both programs of the Drug Court, I coded the A-to-B linkage
as 1 while the B-to-A linkage was coded as 0. There were no self-nominations by
respondents and I assigned a 0 to all the diagonals (where the self-nominations would
have been). Please see the Appendix B - for an example of the Drug Court linkage
matrix for entities operating in both courts.
The defense attorneys participating in these criminal courts are sponsored by, and
represented by, four different organizations. The four sources of defense attorneys are
public defender’s office, office of legal counsel, office of court appointed counsel, and
the private bar. In answering some questions related to the centrality of the defense
counsel actors, I combined the questionnaire data collected from, and for, these four
sources of defense attorneys. To illustrate, if Organization A (which does not sponsor
defense attorneys) indicated a link with Organization B (an entity sponsoring defense
attorneys), but not with Organizations C, D, or E (other entities sponsoring defense
attorneys), A’s link with the combined entity “Organization X” (A-X) is coded as 1.
Likewise, if B in this case indicated a link with A (even if C, D, or E have no links with
A), the X-A link was coded as 1. If A indicated no linkages with B, C, D, or E, then the
A-X link was coded as 0, and vice-versa. I combined the data for the four entities
sponsoring defense attorneys in those instances so that I could assess the defense counsel
as one distinct group of actors comparable to the judge and the prosecutors.
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In addition, I combined the data so that I could compare the results obtained from
treating each entity sponsoring the defense counsel separately with the results obtained
from studying the four entities as one combined group. After creating various matrices in
Excel software, I transferred the matrices I needed for answering the questions posed in
Chapter 4 to “Ucinet 6 for Windows” (Ucinet) (Borgatti et al. 2002) for data
manipulation and analysis.
Ucinet is a standard network analysis software package used primarily to perform
network transformation, analysis, and statistics of network matrix data. Ucinet provides
various network measures of centrality, density, cliques, subgroups, and many other
measures, some of which I utilized in answering the questions posed in Chapter 4.
Ucinet also enables statistical analyses such as T-tests and core-periphery tests.
Furthermore, Ucinet offers an affiliated mapping program, NetDraw, which can be used
to generate network maps referred to as sociograms (Wasserman and Faust 1994;
Hannerman & Riddle 2005). I now turn to how I transformed the matrices in Ucinet in
order to answer the questions.

Data Manipulation
The data transferred to Ucinet were raw data collected from each respondent and
were not “confirmed” with selected entities’ choices. For example, Organization A might
indicate the existence of a linkage with Organization B while Organization B might not
indicate the existence of a linkage with Organization A. As indicated above, I coded the
A-to-B linkage as 1 while the B-to-A linkage was coded as 0. Since I did not match A’s
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choice with B’s choice or vice versa, these data are referred to as “unconfirmed” or
“directional” data (see Mardsen 1990). Clearly, it is possible that in this example that
Organization B forgot to report the linkage to A. But the literature (e.g. Marsden 1990;
Huang 2005) has already established that using unconfirmed data might be a weaker way
of measuring the existence of relationships between two organizations because confirmed
data is more likely to represent consistent and routine contacts between two
organizations.
Furthermore, I was only interested in strong, consistent, and routine relationships
(and not in the direction of the relationships) between and among entities operating in
either court, thus non-directional relationships would prove to be more useful than
directional relationships (Wasserman and Faust 1994). Since the linkage matrices I
transferred from Excel represented unconfirmed relationships, I transformed the
unconfirmed raw data to confirmed data in Ucinet.
Ucinet provides many techniques for transforming raw network data. There are
many approaches for transforming network data, two of which are the maximization and
minimization techniques. Each approach has its strengths and weaknesses. Using the
maximization criterion requires that if Organization A reports the existence of a linkage
with Organization B but Organization B does not report any linkage to Organization A,
then both A-to-B relationship cell and the B-to-A relationship cell are coded as 1. Such
data transformation will result in a denser network because the network will show more
connections existing among actors in the network than the original matrix with the
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unconfirmed data.7 Presumably, some of these connections among actors might not truly
exist and thus, falsely make the network denser than it actually is.
With the minimalist approach, if Organization A reports the existence of a linkage
with Organization B but Organization B does not report any linkage to Organization A,
both A-to-B relationship cell and the B-to-A relationship cell are coded as 0. Clearly,
there is a weakness with the minimalist criterion in that if an organization inadvertently
omitted indicating the existence of a relationship with another organization, then the
relationship would not be reflected with this approach. However, network researchers
consider it a “grave error to report findings that are not true because of a liberal inclusion
of links in a network than to report conservative findings from a restricted interpretation
of valid links” (Huang 2005: 162).
Apart from being interested in strong, frequent, and consistent links among
organizations operating in either court as I stated earlier, I deliberately designed the
questionnaire to capture a time span of three to six months, which was quite lengthy.
Thus, respondents having linkages and relationships with entities even on an infrequent
basis (e.g. once in three months) still had the opportunity to indicate the existence of a
linkage or relationship. Therefore, I used the minimalist approach to transform the raw
unconfirmed data into confirmed data for my analysis. Regardless of using the
maximization or minimization criterion, transformation of the data makes the matrix

7

I briefly note here that I occasionally used the maximization criterion when the specific aim of the
particular analysis was to detect the presence of any connection an entity had with other entities in a
network.
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symmetrical. Hence, after transforming the unconfirmed data, the data are referred to as
symmetrical or confirmed data.
After transforming the raw data into symmetrical data, I retained the isolates –
those entities without any connection to other entities within the network. An isolate in a
network matrix shows that the organization was identified during the research as possibly
being a part of a network. During transformation, the isolate was found not to have any
reciprocal linkages or relationships with any other actor in the network. Because I did
not want to create artificially dense networks, I retained the isolates after transforming the
data. Moreover, some of the research questions required that I capture the existence of
all entities participating in each network even if the entities are isolated from other
network actors. After the data have been transformed as described above, using Ucinet I
then analyzed the data in order to generate specific measures discussed below.

Ucinet Measures Utilized
Some of the key network analysis measures employed in this study include
various centrality, cliques, and subgroups measures. Centrality measures reveal which
actor (or actors) bridge gaps and provide connections among groups of actors
(Wasserman & Faust 1994). By utilizing a centrality measure, scholars can rank network
actors by position and determine which actors are the most prominent in a particular
network. There are several measures of centrality including “betweenness,” “degree,”
“eigenvector,” “closeness,” and others, but degree centrality, closeness centrality and
betweenness centrality are the most common (Freeman 1979; Hanneman & Riddle 2005).
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Degree Centrality
Degree centrality measures the number of direct ties that an actor has with other
actors in a network. A network actor with a high degree centrality is considered as being
in “the thick of things” and with access to alternative sources of resources or information
(Song 2003: 38). Thus, the actor with a high degree centrality is “likely to be highly
visible and occupy a central network position” (Song 2003: 38). For example, in trial
court systems, this measure could help scholars determine the number of direct links
between presiding judges and their colleague judges or the number of direct ties between
appointed court administrators and elected court clerks. The measure can also be used to
determine which actors within the drug or criminal court have direct access to other
actors operating in either court. I used this measure to answer Questions 1a and 1c on the
most central players and primary sponsoring organizations working in criminal and drug
courts because having direct links in case disposition process enables a court actor to
achieve its intended goals. And as most of the study participants stressed during my
interviews, achieving organizational goals is considered very important to actors
participating in case disposition in both criminal and drug courts.

Closeness Centrality
With closeness centrality, one can measure the extent to which an actor is close
to, or can easily reach all the other actors in the network. According to Provan et al., the
measure is “calculated by considering the shortest path connecting a focal organization to
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any other organization in the network. Direct connections, where A is connected to B, are
shorter than indirect ones, where A is connected to B only indirectly through ties to C,
which is tied directly to B. Unlike the case with degree centrality, in closeness centrality,
indirect connections are viewed as valuable mechanisms for exchange of network-based
resources.” (2007: 484). In a case disposition process, closeness centrality is useful for
determining which actors, by virtue of its indirect ties, can quickly exchange information
with other court actors.
However, because I retained the isolates in the networks, the closeness centrality
generated by Ucinet was meaningless since the graphs were disconnected by having one
or more isolates. Since closeness centrality is based on geodesic distances, the geodesics
from connected actors to the isolates are infinitely long and the actor closeness indices to
the isolates are thus 0. Thus, I did not use this measure for answering any questions in
my analysis. Nevertheless, I note here that scholars (for e.g., Burkhadt & Brass 1990)
have advanced other ways for calculating closeness centrality scores of actors in
networks with isolates. Because I tested the correlation of the three common centrality
measures, I used the approach recommended by Burkhadt & Brass (1990) to calculate the
closeness centrality scores.8

8

By assigning a geodesic distance to each isolate using the geodesic distance of the actor with the farthest
distance in the connected network (see Burkhadt & Brass 1990 for more details), I generated closeness
centrality figures for all the actors. Specifically, I assigned each isolate a geodesic distance consisting of
the geodesic distance of the farthest actor (in the connected network) plus one additional geodesic distance.
Then, I divided each geodesic distance of every actor, including the calculated distances of the isolates by
n-1, with n being the number of nodes (counting the location of the isolates as one node). I then took the
inverse of that number to obtain the normalized closeness centrality scores that I used for the correlation
analysis.
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Betweenness Centrality
With betweenness centrality, scholars can determine which actor (or actors)
serves as the most significant bridge connecting other actors within a particular network.
Using betweenness centrality, I can determine which actors are the most influential in the
drug or criminal court. The concept of betweenness centrality, which measures the extent
to which a node is located in an intermediate position on the paths connecting other
actors, may be regarded as an indicator of social brokerage (Freeman, 1979). Some
scholars refer to this measure as a way to determine which organization serves as a
“gatekeeper” in a network (Provan et al. 2007). The measure has a minimum of 0,
attained when the focal actor falls on no geodesics, and a maximum of 1, attained when
the focal actor falls on all the geodesics (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). In case disposition
process, betweenness centrality is useful in explaining which court actors have “potential
influence” over other actors (Wasserman & Faust, 1994).
I did not use betweenness centrality to answer the research questions on the most
central players because as Appendix C shows, the measure highly correlates with degree
centrality (as well as closeness centrality). In addition, I used the measure for answering
other questions posed in this study, specifically Questions 2a and 2b on which traditional
sponsoring organizations and external organizations have potential influence in criminal
and drug courts’ disposition processes.
Other measures and methods provided by Ucinet that I used to answer the
questions in Chapter 4 included:
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Core Periphery Structure Analysis
The model produced by core periphery structure analysis divides both rows and
columns of a matrix into two blocks (Hanneman & Riddle 2005). One of the blocks on
the main diagonal, the core, is a high density block, while the other on the main diagonal,
the periphery, is a low-density block. The model does not account for the densities in the
off-diagonal blocks. Using the core-periphery model to entity-by-entity data enables
scholars to identify which group of entities forms the core of a network (Hanneman &
Riddle 2005).
However, in order to accept a core-periphery model, it must have a reasonably
high final fitness measure. The fitness measure demonstrates “how well the observed
data approximates an ideal core/periphery structure” (Boyd et al. 2004). A high fitness
measure demonstrates that the observed data approximates an ideal model while a low
fitness measure implies that the model should be rejected. Ucinet provides core density
and fitness measure figures that the analyst can use to decide which entities constitute the
core (or central players) of a network. In this study, I initially used this analysis in
preliminarily answering Question 1a on central actors working in criminal and drug
courts, but decided against final usage because the diagnostic tests showed the results to
be unreliable.

Clique Analysis
As a reminder, previous trial court literature indicated that criminal courtroom
workgroup members constituted the judge, prosecutor, and defense lawyer (Eisenstein &
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Jacob 1977). A clique constitutes a “group of mutually connected actors within a larger
network” (Provan & Sebastian 1998). In networks, cliques constitute three or more
nodes that are directly connected to each other. “At the most general level, a clique is a
subset of a network in which actors are more closely and intensely tied to one another
than they are to other members of the network” (Hanneman & Riddle 2005). The clique
feature in Ucinet provides the number of cliques and the actors that constitute the cliques,
which I used to answer part of Question 1b.
However, scholars (e.g., Everett & Borgatti 1998) have concluded that clique
overlaps (the extent the members of a clique interact with members of other cliques) are
more useful in determining the core workgroup members in a network because they
reflect a network’s central actors. In Ucinet, clique overlaps are measured by the number
of clique co-memberships of a node. Everett & Borgatti (1998) note that nodes with the
largest clique co-memberships are high in “clique overlap centrality” and that clique
overlap centrality tends to strongly correlate with other centrality measures such as
degree centrality and betweenness centrality. Notably, Everett and Borgatti (1998)
indicate that when a network consists of several regions and multiple structural holes,
clique overlaps may not necessarily correlate with centrality measures. Although I did
not use the clique overlaps for answering any specific questions, I compared the measure
with centrality measures in the correlation analysis I conducted as part of answering
Question 1a. As shown in Appendix C, I found that the clique overlaps highly correlate
with the three most common centrality measures.
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Separately, results generated by clique analysis provide clique proximities of each
network actor to each clique. Thus, an analyst interested in quantitatively determining if
a network actor is connected to a particular clique that is a sub-division of the network,
the clique proximity measures will provide the answer.

T-test Analysis
This test allows the analyst to check the hypotheses about the means of two
groups (Hanneman & Riddle 2005). For example, if an analyst believes that
governmental entities were less likely to use both their direct connections (i.e., degree
centrality) in achieving their aim than were non-governmental organizations, then the
analyst would create a matrix with a single column dummy code and members of one
group of entities designated as 1 and the other members 0.
If the analyst designates the column containing the dummy code as the
independent variable and the column containing the normalized degree centrality, for
example, of the entities as the dependent variable, the analyst can test if the average
normalized degree centrality of the non-governmental organizations is higher than the
average normalized degree centrality of the governmental entities. In addition, the output
generated would indicate the statistical significance of the result. I used the T-test in
answering Question 1c on primary sponsoring organizations working in criminal and
drug courts, while employing degree centrality as the measure of centrality based on the
rationale discussed above.
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In the next chapters containing the results of the study, I answer each of the
questions using both qualitative and quantitative data when applicable. I also compare
my findings to what past literature tells us about the structure of each court.
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CHAPTER 6
COURT WORKGROUPS: THE INFLUENCE OF SPONSORING AND EXTERNAL
ORGANIZATIONS IN CRIMINAL AND DRUG COURTS

Introduction
In this chapter, I focus on the first two numerical sets of key questions posed in
Chapter 4 related to courtroom workgroups and the influence of sponsoring and external
organizations. Herein, I present my findings on actors constituting courtroom
workgroups in the criminal and drug courts of the Pima County Superior Court. I also
answer questions on the influence of sponsoring and external organizations operating in
these courts. Thus, in this chapter are answers to:
Question 1a: Who are the most central players in a criminal
court versus in a drug court?
Question 1b: How many interconnected workgroups or cliques
are active in criminal courts versus in a drug court and are all the
most central actors part of the same cliques?
Question 1c: Which sponsoring organizations primarily affect the
case disposition process in a criminal court versus in a drug
court?
Question 2a: Do traditional sponsoring organizations have more
influence disposing of a criminal court’s cases than they do in
disposing of a drug court’s cases?
Question 2b: Do external organizations have more influence
disposing of a criminal court’s cases than they do in disposing of a
drug court’s cases?
I will answer each of these questions by first briefly summarizing the specific
methodology applicable to the question being answered, followed by analyzing the
quantitative data gathered from the questionnaire, and then providing the qualitative
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findings for additional contextual background. In addition, I will briefly discuss whether
my findings confirm or contrast with the past literature. For the quantitative data, I
utilized Excel for coding the raw data gathered from respondents. I then used Ucinet to
generate various network measures for my quantitative analysis while using NetDraw to
create the sociograms. I also utilized SPSS 15 for Windows for other correlation and
statistical analyses for non-Ucinet generated measures and for other data gathered from
the questionnaire.
My qualitative findings are based on: Observations of criminal court proceedings,
drug court team meetings, and drug courtroom proceedings; Structured interviews with
the actors participating (or occasionally their supervisors) in these courts; and Reviews of
archival reports, organizational documents provided by the actors, and general news
accounts. At times, I present my findings by describing the integrated information
gathered from these numerous sources. Occasionally, I supplant my descriptions with
actual quotes provided by the actors that participated in the structured interviews.
To fully grasp the relationships among actors working in workgroups or their
sponsoring (and external) organizations participating in these courts, it is imperative that
one has a basic understanding of how criminal and drug court cases are processed in the
Superior Court. Hence, before presenting my findings, I first provide brief explanations
of how these cases are disposed of in the Superior Court.
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Disposition of Criminal and Drug Court Cases in the Superior Court
The Case Disposition Process in a Criminal Court9
The criminal justice process at the Pima County Superior Court starts at a lower
court after an offender is arrested. Within 24 hours of being arrested, the offender is
required to be presented before a magistrate that is either a city court judge or a justice of
the peace. Referred to as the Initial Appearance, it is during this hearing that the offender
is informed of the charges, defense counsel is appointed if necessary, and conditions of
release are set. Depending on the type and severity of the crime, the magistrate will
decide if the offender should be released on bond or held in jail (among other related
options). At times, the offender is released to Pretrial Services (a separate division of the
Superior Court) for pretrial supervision. After the initial appearance, a date is scheduled
to determine whether there is sufficient evidence (probable cause) to warrant a trial.
Probable cause is determined either by a Grand Jury or by Preliminary Hearing.
It is not common to have preliminary hearings in Pima County, but if it happens
the hearing is heard by a magistrate or a Superior Court judge acting as a magistrate for
this purpose, with both prosecutors and defense lawyers present. Based on the evidence
presented as to the probability of the crime being committed and committed by the
defendant, the magistrate will determine if there is probable cause to charge the offender
or if not, the charges are dropped and the defendant is released. If probable cause is
found, the defendant is bound over and held to answer for the charges in the Superior
9

More details about the criminal justice process at the Pima County Superior Court are available online at
http://www.sc.co.pima.az.us/ from wherein I adapted portions of this summary. During my study, I
observed several aspects of this process. For those few aspects I did not observe, I confirmed with actors
working at the Court the particulars of those aspects.
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Court. Given that preliminary hearings are uncommon in Pima County, scheduled
preliminary hearings are often vacated when a grand jury indictment is returned before
the hearing date. Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedures require that the defendant have a
preliminary hearing within 10 days if in custody, or within 20 days if released, unless the
grand jury makes an earlier determination of probable cause.
If it is the grand jury (which comprises 16 people taken from the regular juror
pool) option, the facts of the case are presented by a deputy county attorney, police
officers, and witnesses to the grand jury. The grand jury then meets after hearing the
evidence and in the absence of these presenters. If they find probable cause, they will
return a “True Bill” to a Superior Court judge. The judge issues a case number and
assigns the case to a criminal courtroom. It is at this point that the Superior Court obtains
jurisdiction over the case. If the grand jury finds insufficient evidence, they will return a
“No Bill” to the judge but the County Attorney’s Office can always present the case
again to the grand jury at any time in the future.
The defendant’s first appearance in the Superior Court is called an Arraignment.
During this hearing, a plea of not-guilty is entered to all the charges in the indictment.
The defendant is notified of his/her next court appearance (referred to as Case
Management Conference), the division of the court (i.e., the courtroom of a specific
judge) the case has been assigned to, and is warned that failure to appear at future
hearings could result in a warrant being issued and proceedings occurring in the absence
of the defendant.
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Fifty days after arraignment, a Case Management Conference will be held.
During the conference the criminal court will explore the possibility of a non-trial
disposition, and may, upon defense attorney’s request, participate in settlement
negotiations. If the case cannot be resolved without a trial, the court will set a Pretrial
Conference and order a Joint Pretrial Statement to be filed. A Pretrial Conference is
generally held 30 days after the Case Management Conference. All attorneys are
required to meet and jointly file the Joint Pretrial Statement (four days before the
Conference) with the court detailing anticipated witnesses, defenses and motions and any
issues remaining in dispute. A Trial Confirmation Conference is held each Friday at
10:30 am. This conference is designed to prioritize cases set for trial during the week
beginning on the Monday one week from the Monday following the conference.
After arraignment, the defendant might be deemed to be eligible for the county’s
Adult Diversion Program if there are no previous criminal records; the charges are for a
non-violent crime, and no objection by the arresting officer or the victim. The Diversion
Program provides counseling, education, and rehabilitation activities for defendants. It is
at this junction that defendants eligible for the Deferred Judgment Program of the Drug
Court (discussed below) are determined. If the defendant is not accepted into the
program, a finding of guilt or innocence must be made. At this time, the lawyers will
negotiate a Plea Agreement in which the defendant will plead to all or some of the
original charges, or to lesser charges acceptable to both sides. If no plea agreement is
reached, the case will proceed to trial.10

10

I refer to activities taken place prior to trial as the pre-trial phase throughout the paper.
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At trial, victims, witnesses, law enforcement officers, and expert witnesses can be
summoned to testify before the judge or a jury, who will decide the defendant’s guilt or
innocence. If the defendant is found guilty, either by plea or trial, the court will set a
time for sentencing. Sentencing dates are generally within four weeks for those in
custody, and five to six weeks for defendants not in custody.
In preparation for sentencing, the court will have the Probation Office (which
consults with Pre-Trial Services on information already gathered) prepare a pre-sentence
report.11 The report provides information concerning the offense, and the defendant’s
criminal, social, educational, employment, and mental health history. The report also
provides statements from the defendant and victims, and an evaluation by the
investigating officer. Following the defendant’s change of plea or conviction at trial, the
court instructs the defendant to report to the Probation Office for the development of a
pre-sentence investigation. Probation officers conduct investigations to assist the court in
determining an appropriate sentence. If probation is granted, it may occur under various
levels of supervision. The most common level of supervision requires the defendant to
report in person as directed, file monthly written reports, make monthly payments of
fines and fees, participate in counseling as directed, maintain employment, and desist
from violating any state, federal, or local laws. There might also be community service.
Other levels of probation supervision might require more direct or intensive supervision
encompassing additional restrictive conditions.

11

This is the beginning of the trial process referred to as the post-trial phase throughout the paper.
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In the past four years, roughly eight percent of all criminal cases (not counting
those in the Drug Court, other post conviction cases, and the like) in Pima County
Superior Court end in trials while the remaining 92% are either pleaded or dismissed.
During this period, the total number of criminal cases disposed of at the Superior Court
ranged from 4,258 to 5,580 while the number of actual trials ranged from 372 to 460.

The Case Disposition Process in the Drug Court
There are two programs in the Pima County Drug Court, one the Deferred
Judgment Program and the other the Post Conviction Program. The key difference
between the programs is that with the Deferred Judgment Program, if the defendant
successfully completes the Drug Court the charges are dropped. With the Post
Conviction Program, the defendant has already undergone the criminal case prosecution
process described above and the Drug Court is serving as a specialized probation
program as a replacement of regular probation. Thus, a defendant successfully
completing the Post Conviction Program generally does not have his/her charges
generally dropped. Occasionally, the defendant’s felony conviction may be reduced to a
misdemeanor conviction. Hence, the defendant in the Post Conviction Program is
benefiting from a specialized program designed to help rehabilitate a drug habit.
To participate in either program, an offender must have been arrested for charges
involving the unlawful possession or sale of illegal, narcotic, or prescription drugs.
Because of a recent proposition passed by Arizona voters in 2006, Proposition 301,
offenders arrested for methamphetamine possession have become no longer eligible for
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the Drug Court. Proposition 301 amended a previous Arizona law so that a person who is
convicted for the first or second time of personal possession or use of methamphetamine
can be sentenced to a term in jail or prison without the offer of a probation (Arizona
Secretary of State website, accessed 04/20/2007).
Under the previous law passed by Arizona voters in 1996 (the Drug
Medicalization, Prevention and Control Act of 1996), in most cases an offender who was
convicted for the first or second time of personal possession or use of a controlled
substance, including methamphetamine, was eligible for probation and could not be
sentenced to a term in jail or prison. Under that law, only when an offender has been
convicted three times for personal possession or use of a controlled substance (including
methamphetamine), could that offender be sentenced to jail or prison. But that offender
could be eligible for probation pursuant to the general probation laws for convicted
offenders (see Arizona Revised Statutes 13-901 et seq.).
Case disposition in both programs of the Drug Court are basically the same. In
addition, after being declared eligible for the drug court, the offender’s decision to
participate in either program of the court is voluntarily made by the offender. For a
Deferred Judgment Program participant, after being arrested for a drug offense, the
offender goes through the criminal case disposition process described above up until the
arraignment. At that time, the Pima County Attorney’s Office, in consultation with PreTrial Services, screens the offenders and decides who is eligible for the Deferred
Judgment Program.
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If the offender takes a plea offer, s/he is sent to the Deferred Judgment Program.
For offenders not deemed eligible for the Deferred Judgment Program, they proceed to
the next phase of the criminal case disposition process outlined above. These offenders
post conviction might later be deemed eligible for the Post Conviction Drug Court.
The representative of the Drug Court’s treatment provider (Center for Life Skills)
noted in my interview that “the County Attorney’s Office is very inconsistent about who
gets assigned to the Deferred Judgment Program.” When I later spoke with the Deputy
Chief Criminal Attorney in the County Attorney’s Office about this comment, he had no
specific response. As I explained later in my findings, I was told that representatives of
the County Attorney’s Office stopped participating in the Drug Court several months
prior to the study.
Separately during my study, I observed that generally the offenders in the
Deferred Judgment Program tended to be younger when compared with the offenders in
the Post Conviction Program. In a report written by the Drug Court presiding judge in
2005, she remarked:
Generally, defendants referred to the [Deferred Judgment] Program
are recreational users who have been able to hold down jobs or
attend school. They have very low risk assessment. . . . The
population being referred to PCDC [Post Conviction Drug Court]
is very different. Many of these defendants have a felony criminal
history, very dysfunctional living situations, and are at a much
higher risk to re-offend (Sattler 2005: 1).

Participants in the Deferred Judgment Program have very little time (roughly two
weeks) to decide to take the plea offer. Once the offender takes the pleas, s/he enters a
guilty plea and the sentence is suspended. Upon successfully completing the Deferred
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Judgment Program which takes about 6 months to a year, the charges are dropped. If the
participant fails to complete the Drug Court or violates the rules of the program too many
times, the prosecution for the drug possession might resume and sentencing will occur.
However, the Drug Court (because of its stated commitment to help rehabilitate drug
users) would try and first punish errant participants by either lengthening their time in the
program or subjecting them to additional drug tests.
For participants in the Post Conviction Program, post arrest for drug charges they
go through the criminal case disposition process described above. At the very end when
they have either pleaded guilty or convicted, the Probation Office assesses whether the
defendants might personally benefit from participating in the Drug Court. At that point,
the Probation Office will recommend to the sentencing judge that the defendant be sent to
the Post Conviction Program as a specialized probation program for the benefits of the
defendant. The defendants generally spend 12 to 18 months in the Post Conviction
Program. If as a participant in the Drug Court the defendant does not complete the
program or violates the rules too many times, the defendant might be sentenced to jail.
Regardless, the charges of a Post Conviction Program participant remain on the law
books, either as a felony or a misdemeanor.
Generally in both programs, the offenders participate in the Drug Court by
making weekly appearances at the courthouse, are regularly tested for drug abuse, and
obtain drug counseling at a treatment facility. The 2005 Annual Report of the Pima
County Drug Court indicates that the Drug Court facilitated drug treatment for 442
individuals during that year. The Report also specifies that 157 defendants entered the
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Post-Conviction Program and 135 defendants enrolled in the Deferred Judgment Program
that year. Furthermore, in that year the Deferred Judgment Program graduated 81
defendants (40% graduation rate) and 49 defendants completed the Post Conviction
Program (22% graduation rate). Interestingly, during my interviews with many of the
actors working in the Drug Court, they could not specify the exact numbers of graduates
in either program during 2006 or overall. In the next section, before answering the
specific research questions posed in Chapter 4, I present my initial data analysis and a
summary of the quantitative data. In so doing, I used the information collected from the
questionnaire while observing and interviewing actors (excluding offenders) who
participated in the case disposition process at the criminal and drug courts.

Initial Data Analysis and Summary of Data Collected
In this section, I present my initial analysis of the data collected from the
questionnaire and summarize the data using density and network centralization scores.
As for the initial analysis, I looked at the unconfirmed versus confirmed data. For the
summary, I separately examined the data collected for the organizational and
relationship-type links in both criminal and drug courts. I emphasize here that in this
section I only present background information and analyses used or needed to conduct
the actual analyses for answering the research questions posed in the study. I did not
provide specific answers to any of my research questions in this section.
During my observations of case disposition processes at the criminal courts, I
noticed that the participating actors differed from one stage of the criminal case
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disposition process to the other. Thus, I designed the questionnaire to gather data across
the three major (pre-trial, trial, and post-trial) phases of criminal case disposition. As
mentioned in the past chapter, I also gathered the quantitative data across relationship
types in the criminal courts.
As for case disposition in the drug courts - which primarily occurs at the drug
court team meetings (or “staffings” as it is referred to by the actors), the process could
not be divided into different phases because each offender’s case is primarily decided
during staffings by the same actors. Moreover, the drug court consists of two different
programs, each of which admits offenders at two different junctions of the pre-trial and
post-trial phases of the criminal case disposition process. Thus, measuring the two
different programs wholly is much more representative of the actual disposition process
in the drug court than trying to gather data along artificially-created phases of the
disposition process. Ironically, but not surprisingly, all the respondents of the drug court
portion of the questionnaire, indicated that their relationships with other actors in both
programs were exactly the same and not different from one program to another. Again, I
was not surprised by these data because I had observed that the actors participating in
both programs of the drug court were exactly the same (except the two different
judges).12
Thus, all results pertaining to the drug court reported from the study should be
interpreted as equally representing the Deferred Program and the Post-Adjudication
12

I note here that for the quantitative data analysis, because the drug court judges work
with the same actors, I used the aggregate of the responses provided by the two judges to
represent the data for drug court judges.
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Program of the drug court. Similarly as I did with the criminal court portion of the
questionnaire, I asked respondents participating in the drug court disposition process to
indicate their organizational linkages with other actors across relationship types.
In Table 6.1, I present a comparison of the density scores of the raw and
confirmed organization linkages at each of the three phases of the criminal courtrooms
and in the drug court. The “Number of Organizations” indicates that (as previously
explained in the methodology chapter) all 24 entities that participated in the study
completed both the criminal and the drug court portions of the questionnaire. The
“Number of Raw Links” is the number of links actually present in a network (see
network diagram) prior to transforming the data into confirmed data while the “Number
of Confirmed Links” is the number of network links after the data were transformed into
confirmed data. Density was calculated by dividing the actual number of linkages
between network members by the total number of potential linkages using the formula
2L/(g*(g-1)) where L is the number of network links and g is the number of nodes (see
Huang and Provan 2007(a)).
The results in Table 6.1 indicate that overall the raw (or unconfirmed)
organizational networks are more connected than the confirmed organizational networks.
This is not surprising because as the formula indicates, as the number of raw or
confirmed links increases, the density score increases as well. The results of the density
scores can also be visually demonstrated by comparing, for example, the raw and
confirmed pre-trial network sociograms in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 below. For instance,
because Figure 6.1 has more network links than Figure 6.2 does (with both having the
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same number of nodes or organizations), the density score (0.37) of the unconfirmed pretrial network is higher than that of the confirmed network (0.23).
TABLE 6.1
Densities of Raw and Confirmed Organization Linkages
Link Type

Criminal Pre-Trial
Phase
Criminal Trial
Phase
Criminal Post-Trial
Phase
Drug Court

Number of
Organizations

Number of
Raw Links

Raw
Density

Number of
Confirmed Links

Confirmed
Density

24

101

0.37

64

0.23

24

85

0.31

53

0.19

24

91

0.33

54

0.20

24

68

0.25

34

0.12

As I explained in the previous chapter, I used confirmed data for my analyses
because I was interested in only consistent and routine linkages among the actors
participating in both courts. Next, I summarize the overall data collected across
organizational ties as well as along relationship types in both criminal and drug courts.
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FIGURE 6.1
Raw Organization Linkages in Pre-Trial Criminal Court Phase
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FIGURE 6.2
Confirmed Organization Linkages in Pre-Trial Criminal Court Phase
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Looking at Table 6.2 below which presents the density and network centralization
scores for the confirmed organizational links across the three phases of criminal court and
the drug court case disposition process, the “Number of Organizations” for each network
once again is 24 since all 24 entities that participated in the study completed both sections
of the questionnaire. Similarly in Table 6.3 below where I present the density and the
network centralization scores for the confirmed links in both courts across relationship
types (as specified in the questionnaire), the “Number of Organizations” for each network
is 24 entities for similar reasons as above.

TABLE 6.2
Density and Network Centralization of Organizational Links
Link Type

Criminal PreTrial Phase
Criminal Trial
Phase
Criminal PostTrial Phase
Drug Court

Number of
Organizations

Number of
Confirmed Links

Density

Network
Centralization

24

64

0.23

0.36

24

53

0.19

0.31

24

54

0.20

0.36

24

34

0.12

0.29

In both Tables 5.2 and 5.3, the “Number of Confirmed Links” is the number of
network links after the collected data were transformed into confirmed data as previously
explained. Density was calculated by dividing the actual number of linkages between
network members by the total number of potential linkages using the formula 2L/ (g*(g1)) where L is the number of network links and g is the number of nodes. The scores for
the “Network Centralization” were generated from Ucinet but the measure captures the
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extent a network is centralized around one or a few actors (Freeman 1979; Wasserman &
Faust 1994; Huang & Provan 2007(a)). Network centralization scores vary from 0 to 1
with higher values indicating a greater degree of centralization around one or a few actors
(see Huang & Provan 2007(a) for formula and additional details).
The results of the density scores in Table 6.2, as previously explained, shows that
as the number of confirmed links decreases, the density score decreases as well. Thus, in
criminal courts, there were more confirmed connections during the pre-trial phase of the
case disposition process than either at the trial or post-trial phase. This result confirms
my research observations that criminal court actors tended to work closer together during
the pre-trial phase than during the trial phase when some of the actors adopt a persona
reflecting the adversarial nature of the disposition process. In Table 6.2, actors in the
drug courts have the lowest number of confirmed links and the corresponding lowest
density score. Again here, this result is not surprising given that fewer organizations are
truly involved in the case disposition process in the drug court.
As for the network centralization scores in Table 6.2, the results are not
remarkably different across the three disposition phases of the criminal court indicating
that each disposition phase is centralized across a fairly uniform number of actors. The
drug court has the lowest network centralization score and when combined with the low
density score, the results indicate that not only are there fewer organizations truly
involved in the court (as the density score shows) but the drug court is less centralized
around one or more of these organizations.
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TABLE 6.3
Density and Network Centralization of Relationship Type Links
Link Type

Number of
Organizations

Number of
Confirmed Links

Density

Network
Centralization

CRIMINAL COURTS
Legally-Mandated
Contractual
Information Exchange

24
24
24

18
0*
46

0.07
0.17

0.26
0.34

DRUG COURTS
Legally-Mandated
Contractual
Information Exchange

24
24
24

11
5
30

0.04
0.02
0.11

0.15
0.22
0.26

*There were no confirmed linkages of actors designating contractual relationships.

The results in Table 6.3 show that in the criminal courts, there were no confirmed
contractual links among organizations participating in the overall case disposition
process. Although the questionnaire was not designed for capturing the relationship-type
data along the three disposition phases, the respondents were asked to provide answers
for linkages at any phase of the disposition process. Thus, the absence of confirmed
contractual ties was not surprising given that many more relationships in the criminal
court are legally-mandated than contractually required. The information exchange
network ties in the criminal courts are the largest and are expected to be since many study
participants legally required to share information, may not have separated legallymandated ties from information-exchange ties they separately initiated on their own.
Thus, reflecting its highest number of ties, the information exchange network has
the higher density score (0.17) when compared to the density score of legally-mandated
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linkages (0.07) in the criminal courts. Of course, density (as well as network
centralization) for the contractual ties could not be calculated since there were no
confirmed links. The results further suggest that there are about two and a half times as
many information sharing ties as legally-mandated ties among actors working in the
criminal courts. As for the results of the network centralization scores in the criminal
courts, organizations with legally-mandated ties seemed to have a slightly more diffused
network (0.26) than the network of those organizations with information exchange ties
(0.34).
Looking at the results in Table 6.3 pertaining to the drug court, organizations with
information exchange ties have the highest number of confirmed links (30) when
compared to those of the other two relation-type linkages (5 and 11). Here, the density
and centralization results (of the various drug court networks across relationship types)
might again reflect that since study participants have legally-mandated obligations to
provide each other with information, organizations in the drug court networks combined
those information ties with those they initiated and maintained on their own. The
confirmed contractual ties indicate that, unlike in criminal courts, drug courts generally
have contractual relationships with non-traditional criminal justice or external
organizations such as drug treatment or drug testing centers. Interestingly, the network
centralization score for the contractual linkages in the drug court shows that although the
contractual network consists of very few confirmed ties, the ties are very concentrated
around a few actors. Comparatively, the legally-mandated linkages have more confirmed
ties but these ties are more diffuse.
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Having provided this summary of the relationship-type data collected from the
questionnaire, I now provide the explanation on why I concentrated on the
organizational-link data for answering most of the research questions. Scholars (e.g.
Provan & Milward 1995) have noted that focusing on relationship type linkages in
network methodology rather than on overall organizational linkages provides some
benefits. One, respondents are forced to provide more focused answers related to true
network linkages related to case disposition in either court along these relationship types.
Two, a major weakness of general organizational linkage network is over-representation
of actual linkages by respondents believing that any organizational linkage - irrespective
of type or nature of the relationship and whether it relates to case disposition - should
automatically be counted.
However, in this study the questionnaire emphasized that organizational ties to be
recognized or identified by the questionnaire respondents are those related only to case
disposition in either the criminal or drug court. The respondents were advised, when
completing the questionnaire, not to identify other ties not pertaining to case disposition
in either court. In addition, questions related to case disposition in either court were
separated into two distinct portions of the questionnaire. Moreover, many of the
questionnaire respondents representing various sponsoring organizations that participated
in the study actually worked in case disposition at either court. Thus, the respondents
were very familiar with the disposition processes and could focus their responses on
matters solely related to case disposition in both courts.
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Furthermore, in a study like this, there is the potential that questionnaire
respondents would select information exchange relationships even if a link with another
actor actually derives from a legally-mandated or contractual relationship, thus creating
extraneous data in the questionnaire results. In essence, many of the organizations
participating in case disposition in either court primarily engaged in legally-mandated or
contractual relationships are also likely to exchange information. Using organizationallink (rather than relationship-type) data in this study limits the impact of such potential
extraneous data. Thus, except for answering some pertinent questions, I primarily
utilized the organizational-link data (rather than the relationship-type data) for each of the
three disposition phases in the criminal court and for the data for the entire drug court
(noting again that the linkages in both drug court programs are the same). In the next
section, I begin tackling the specific research questions starting with workgroups and
sponsoring organizations working in criminal courts.
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Workgroups and Sponsoring Organizations in Criminal Courts
In this section, I provide my findings from the study of Pima County criminal
courts related to the questions on workgroups and sponsoring organizations. As stated in
previous chapters, although drug courts are technically criminal courts because they are
part of the same bench in many jurisdictions (including the Pima County Superior Court),
for the purpose of the study I treated and studied both courts as if they are two separate
and distinct courts. Hence, the findings presented herein are those related to the criminal
court aspects of the questions. In the section below, I present the findings related to the
drug court portions of the questions. The findings related to the questions on control by
sponsoring and external organizations – Questions 2a and 2b – are presented in a later
section.
I note here again that during my courtroom observations, I noticed that different
actors participated in the criminal courts across different phases of the disposition process
(i.e. pre-trial, trial, and post-trial). As a reminder, restated here is the first set of research
questions related to workgroups and sponsoring organizations in criminal courts.
Question 1a: Who are the most central players in a criminal
court?
Question 1b: How many interconnected workgroups or cliques
are active in criminal courts and are all the most central actors
part of the same cliques?
Question 1c: Which sponsoring organizations primarily affect the
case disposition process in a criminal court?
As explained in the methodology chapter, my quantitative data was collected by a
questionnaire designed to gather network analysis data. After administering and
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receiving the questionnaire from all the 16 entities identified as primarily participating in
the criminal court (plus those from the other eight entities identified as mostly working in
the drug court), I created a 24x24 matrix to code the network data. After coding the data,
I manipulated them using the minimum transformation criterion technique and retained
the isolates as fully explained in the Methodology Chapter. I then utilized the NetDraw
feature of Ucinet to graphically show the organizations found to be interacting in criminal
courts at different phases of case disposition (i.e., pre-trial, trial, and post-trial). I
concluded that graphically showing (or mapping) the interaction of the organizations will
give the reader a visual understanding of how the organizations interacted, thus enabling
a better understanding of the answers to my questions. I now turn to the mapping of the
organizations’ interactions, followed later by my answer to Question 1a and other
research questions on workgroups and sponsoring organizations.

Mapping of Organizations’ Interactions across Case Disposition Phases
In addition to designing the questionnaire to capture data across criminal court
case disposition phases, I mapped the three phases of the disposition process separately to
assess whether the interactions of the players might look different across phases. For the
pre-trial phase, mapping of the raw data produced the diagram (i.e. sociogram) in Figure
6.3 (same as Figure 6.2 above). The sociogram shows that only 15 of the 16 originallyidentified organizations as primary entities in the criminal courts actually belong to the
network. As experienced during multiple observations of different criminal courtrooms,
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FIGURE 6.3
Network Plot – Confirmed Pre-trial Links
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the entity that dropped out is the Probation Office (PO) which does not participate
in the pre-trial phase of case disposition, as I observed.
Eyeballing the sociogram in Figure 6.3, we notice that the County Attorneys (CA)
and the Criminal Court Judge’s Office (OCJ) seem to be the most central and most
connected entities to other organizations within the network. The sociogram shows that
eight other entities such as the Drug Court Judge’s Office (ODJ), Drug Court Judges
(DCJ), and the Drug Treatment Center (CLS) (all identified as primarily working in the
drug court) in addition to the Probation Office, are isolates (no connection to other
entities within the network). Other organizations such as Pre-Trial Services (PTS),
Criminal Bench Office (CBO), and Superior Court Office (SCAO) seem to be in the
periphery of the network. I must caution here that sociograms only enable us to identify
potential central actors in the network (Heinz & Manikas 1992; Paik et al. Working
Paper); however, the analyst must rely on other network measures to determine the
central actors in the network.
Subjecting the trial and post-trial matrix data to transformation and retaining the
isolates, I obtained the sociograms in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 (below). For the trial phase of
criminal case disposition (Figure 6.4, 14 of the original 16 entities observed in the
courtrooms actually belong to this network. As expected (based on these observations),
the Probation Office (PO) and Pre-Trial Services (PTS) (an agency that primarily
participates in pre-trial phase of criminal case disposition) are isolates in the trial phase
network. Further eye-balling the sociogram reveals that four entities (County Attorneys CA, Criminal Court Judges’ Office - OCJ, Criminal Court Judges - CCJ, and Court
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FIGURE 6.4
Network Plot – Confirmed Trial Links
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Interpreters - INT) seem to be central players. Notably, the defense counsel entities
(OCAC, LDO, PD, and PO) all appear to be on the periphery in this network.
As for the post-trial phase shown in Figure 6.5, all the original 16 entities
identified during the qualitative research phase appear to belong to this network. Of
course, the Probation Office (PO) seems to be part of this network since it is primarily
responsible for offenders sentenced to probation. Pre-Trial Services - PTS (on the
network periphery) also appears to be part of the network, although with only one
confirmed link to the Probation Office. This one linkage appears to confirm my
courtroom observations that the Probation Office works with Pre-Trial Services in the
preparation of pre-sentence reports. Further eyeballing the sociogram indicates that the
Criminal Court Judges’ Office and the County Attorneys are likely central players while
the defense entities remain as periphery actors in this network similarly as they were
during the trial phase.
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FIGURE 6.5
Network Plot – Confirmed Post-trial Links
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Thus, these three sociograms (Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5), especially the trial and
post-trial network diagrams, seem to indicate that neither one of the four defense entities
is likely to be one of the most central actors at any phase of the criminal case disposition
process. Clearly, specific Ucinet measures will provide more definitive and accurate
answers. Relatedly, the literature (e.g. Eisenstein & Jacob 1977; Nardulli et al. 1988)
does not appear to distinguish the impact of different defense counsel entities. The
literature (e.g. Eisenstein et al. 1988) generally treats the entities sponsoring defense
counsel as one combined group. Thus, I compared the criminal court networks both
without and with combining the defense entities when I began answering the specific
research questions in the next section.

Central Players in Criminal Courtrooms
The first research question (pertaining to the criminal court) was: Who are the
most central players in a criminal court? I used degree centrality to answer this question.
As fully explained in the methodology chapter, degree centrality accounts for direct
connections actors have with one another. The literature (e.g. Song 2003) sees degree
centrality as a good measure of high visibility and direct access. Direct access is very
much valued in the criminal case disposition process because direct access enables an
actor to achieve its intended goals, as some of my interviewees repeatedly told me during
my research. And as I learned during my research, court actors consider the achievement
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of intended goals highly important. Thus, I used degree centrality measure to answer this
question. 13
In Table 6.4 below, I present the degree centrality scores (the number of direct
links each organization has in the network) obtained from Ucinet for all the three
disposition phases in the criminal court. I have the four entities representing the defense
attorneys in bold letters because later below I compare these results with when I
collapsed the data for the four entities into one (as I fully explained in the methodology
chapter). I note here that because of space limitation, only the pre-trial degree centrality
scores are ranked in descending order. However, it was important for my analysis that I
present the results for all the three phases together. Moreover, the rankings did not
substantially change across phases. Thus, the entries for the trial or post-trial phase have
to be read closely to accurately rank the entities on the basis of their degree centrality
scores.
Looking at the pre-trial results in Table 6.4, the top two entities (County
Attorneys and Criminal Court Judges’ Office) have 13 direct links with other network
actors and are followed by the next ranked entity (Criminal Court Judges) with 11 direct
links. I decided, similarly as some scholars (e.g. Hanneman & Riddle 2005), that since
degree centrality measures the number of direct links, the cutoff score for determining the
most central network players will be the total of the mean and one standard deviation.
Thus, any actor with a degree centrality above this cutoff degree centrality score will be
13

The results generated by the other two centrality measures – closeness and betweenness – were very
similar, not surprising since the three centrality measures of the organizational links in the study are
significantly correlated as shown in Appendix C. Likewise the clique co-memberships of the actors
strongly correlate with all the centrality measures as suggested by the literature (e.g. Everett & Borgatti
1998).
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TABLE 6.4
Central Players in Criminal Courts’ Case Disposition Using Degree Centrality
(Uncombined Defense Entities)

County Attorneys
Criminal Court Judges’ Office
Criminal Court Judges
Court Interpreters
Sheriff Department
Court Appointed Counsel
Private Counsel
Public Defender
Calendar Services
Criminal Bench
Pre-Trial Services
Jury Commissioner
Legal Defenders
Court Reporters
Superior Court
Probation Office
Drug Treatment Center
CODAC
COPE
EL RIO
LAFRONTERA
Drug Court Judges’ Office
Drug Court Judges
Drug Testing Center

Pre-Trial
13
13
11
10
10
10
9
8
8
7
7
6
6
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Trial
11
11
11
10
8
6
5
7
5
7
0
9
7
6
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Post-Trial
12
12
10
9
8
5
8
7
8
6
1
2
5
6
3
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

MEAN
STANDARD DEVIATION

5.33

4.42

4.50

4.59

4.17

4.06

CUTOFF SCORE FOR MOST
CENTRAL PLAYERS

9.92

8.59

8.56
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regarded as one of the most central players. I note here that for other portions of this
dissertation I used similar criteria for selecting the most central players.
Thus, using the criteria above, the county attorneys, criminal court judges’ office,
criminal court judges, court interpreters, sheriff department, and court appointed counsel
were the most central players during the pre-trial phase (since their degree centrality
scores exceeded the cutoff score of 9.92 shown in Table 6.4). During the trial phase, the
county attorneys, criminal court judges’ office, criminal court judges, court interpreters,
and jury commissioner turned out to be the most central players since their degree
centrality scores were above the 8.59 cutoff score. As for the post-trial phase, the county
attorneys, criminal court judges’ office, criminal court judges, and court interpreters
emerged as the most central players since they had degree centrality scores above the
8.56 cutoff score.
Except during the pre-trial phase (where court appointed counsel emerged as one
of the most central players), the entities sponsoring defense attorneys did not register as
part of the group that consists the most central players in criminal court case disposition
process. This result is a departure from the literature (e.g., Eisenstein & Jacob 1977)
which notes that the most central players in a criminal court case disposition process are
likely to be the county attorneys, defense attorneys, and the judges. Notably, the
literature does not differentiate the most central players across disposition phases.
Clearly, the criminal court judges registered as one of the most central players
during all disposition phases. In addition, the criminal court judges did not have the
largest number of direct links as the literature will likely to predict. Separately, staff
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members of the criminal court judge’s office, sponsored by the judges and thus proxies
for the criminal court judges, also were identified as the most central players. This result
should not be surprising since the judges’ staff work for and serve at the pleasure of the
judges, thus they represent the judges’ professional interests whenever interacting with
other network actors. Hence, missing from the list of the most central players are defense
attorneys, a departure from what the literature says.
These results coupled with the observations from the sociograms above indicate
that without collapsing the data for the defense counsel entities into one combined score,
no one defense attorney entity is likely to be very central in criminal court case
disposition process. In addition, not combining the data for the defense entities might not
truly reflect events taking place in the criminal courts. Because each defense entity
handles only a portion of all the cases passing through the Pima County criminal courts
(as discussed later in this chapter), it is very unlikely that other network actors will
interact with actors from every defense counsel entity. Thus, in answering the first set of
research questions as well as a few others, I utilized the combined network data of the
defense counsel entities, treating a link with any defense counsel entity as one link for the
combined defense counsel entity.
Briefly explaining how I obtained the combined score, if an organization A (non
defense counsel entity) has a link with Organization B (a defense counsel entity) but not
with Organizations C, D, or E (also defense counsel entities), that link is treated as a link
with the combined defense counsel entity X. Likewise, if Organization A has a link each
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with Organizations B, C, D, or E, only one link was counted for A and the combined
entity X.
FIGURE 6.6

Network Plot – Confirmed Pre-trial Links with Combined Defense Entities
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FIGURE 6.7
Network Plot – Confirmed Trial Links with Combined Defense Entities
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FIGURE 6.8
Network Plot – Confirmed Post-trial Links with Combined Defense Entities
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After combining the defense counsel data, I reviewed the sociograms containing
the combined defense counsel entity. Not surprisingly and as shown in Figures 6.6, 6.7,
and 5.8 above, the combined entity (“COMB”) appears to be one of the most central
players at each phase of the criminal case disposition process. Again, I caution the reader
here that more specific network measures of the data collected on the actors’
relationships are needed to determine which actors are the most central. This is because
depending on the number of links and nodes in a sociogram it might be too difficult to
read, plus the measures provide more precise results of which actors are the most central.
I now return to the first research question on the most central players.
In Table 6.5 below, I present the degree centrality scores (the number of direct
links each organization has with other network actors) obtained from Ucinet for all the
three disposition phases in the criminal court after combining the data for the defense
attorney entities. To compare the results with what I previously obtained when the
defense counsel data were not combined, I highlight the combined defense entity in the
table. Again here because of space limitation, only the pre-trial degree centrality scores
are ranked in descending order.
Looking at the pre-trial results in Table 6.5, and using the criteria established
above for selecting the most central players, the criminal court judges’ office, county
attorneys, combined defense attorneys, and criminal court judges (with degree centrality
cutoff scores above 7.94) were the most central players during the pre-trial phase.
Expectedly, the defense attorneys became one of the most central players during the pretrial phase.
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TABLE 6.5

Central Players in Criminal Courts’ Case Disposition Using Degree Centrality
(Combined Defense Attorney Entities)

Criminal Court Judges’ Office
County Attorneys
COMBINED Defense Attorneys
Criminal Court Judges
Sheriff Department
Court Interpreters
Criminal Bench
Calendar Services
Jury Commissioner
Superior Court
Pre-Trial Services
Court Reporters
Probation Office
Drug Treatment Center
CODAC
COPE
EL RIO
LAFRONTERA
Drug Court Judges’ Office
Drug Court Judges
Drug Testing Center
MEAN
STANDARD DEVIATION
CUTOFF SCORE FOR MOST
CENTRAL PLAYERS

Pre-Trial
10
10
10
8
7
7
7
7
6
5
5
4
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

Trial
9
8
8
8
7
7
7
5
8
3
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Post-Trial
9
9
9
7
7
7
6
8
2
3
1
4
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4.10
3.84

3.52
3.61

3.71
3.56

7.94

7.13

7.27
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Looking the trial phase in Table 6.5, five organizations - the criminal court
judges’ office, county attorneys, criminal court judges, jury commissioner, and the
combined defense attorneys - turned out to be the most central players since their degree
centrality scores exceed 7.13, the cutoff score. As for the post-trial phase, four entities the criminal court judges’ office, county attorneys, calendar services, and the combined
defense attorneys - emerged as the most central players since their degree centrality
scores exceed the 7.27, the cutoff score.
The results in Table 6.5 confirms what the literature (e.g., Eisenstein & Jacob
1977) tells us about the most central players in the overall criminal court case disposition
process as likely to be the county attorneys, defense attorneys, and the judges. Again, the
criminal court judges did not have the largest number of direct links, but they were very
central in the disposition process. However, other entities – jury commissioner in the
trial phase and calendar services in the post-trial phase - also emerged as part of the most
central players group, which is a slight departure from what the literature tells us. I
consider it a slight departure since the literature speaks to the overall case disposition
process and not to different disposition phases. In the next section, I look at the second
question related to the number of cliques at each disposition phase and the number of
cliques containing all the most central actors in this section.
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Clique Analysis of Criminal Court Data
Again, the second question was: How many interconnected workgroups or cliques
are active in criminal courts and are all the most central actors part of the same cliques?
I remind the reader here that this question was raised to assess the literature’s suggestion
that the number of cliques active in criminal courts is likely to be few, and that the few
active cliques are likely to consist primarily of the judge, prosecutors, and defense
attorneys. Hence, using clique analysis will enable me to determine if the number of
interconnected workgroups or cliques in criminal court case disposition process are few,
and whether those cliques primarily consist of the most central players found above. In
answering the question, I subjected each of the confirmed criminal court networks (for
each of the three phases and after combining the defense counsel entities data) to the
clique analysis provided by Ucinet (see methodology chapter for additional details) and
used the figures provided by Ucinet.
In Table 6.6 below which features the “Number of cliques,” as well as the
“Number of cliques with all the most central actors” both provided by Ucinet and across
each disposition phase of the criminal courts. In addition, Table 6.6 shows the “Number
of the most central actors” obtained from the results in Table 6.5 above and across each
disposition phase of the criminal courts. Lastly, Table 6.6 features the “Number of
cliques with literature’s core group” which is explained below.
For the pre-trial phase, the results in Table 6.6 show over half (6) of the active
cliques (11) contain all the most central actors identified above. This seems to confirm
what the literature suggests to be the result. Although the number of cliques (11) appears
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TABLE 6.6
Number of Cliques in Each Phase and Number of Cliques with All Central Actors
(Criminal Courts)

Number of cliques
Number of the most central actors
Number of cliques with
all the most central actors
Number of cliques with
literature’s core group

Pre-Trial

Trial

Post-Trial

11
4

7
5

7
4

6

1

2

6

3

5

to be larger than expected,14 but a better assessment might be that the majority of the
active cliques contain all the most central players previously identified by the literature as
the core of criminal court case disposition process.
As for the trial phase, the results in Table 6.6 indicate that only one of the active
cliques contains all the actors identified as the most central players. Likewise, during the
post-trial phase the results show that only two of the active cliques contain all the central
players.
Recognizing that since the core group (judges, prosecutors, and defense attorneys)
identified by the literature (e.g. Eisenstein et al. 1988) were accurately identified in all the
three phases above, I decided to check the number of active cliques with only these three
actors (counting the judges’ staff as proxies for the judges). I did so to further confirm or
contradict what the literature tells us about the prominence of this core group. The results
are shown in Table 6.6 below as the “Number of cliques with literature’s core group.”
They indicate that for the pre-trial (expectedly, since the core group members were only
14

I admit that it is difficult to determine what is “few” in absolute terms.
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the most central players identified) and post-trial phases, the number of cliques
containing the literature’s core group constituted the majority of the active cliques. As
for the trial phase, the number of cliques containing the literature’s core group constituted
slightly less than half of the active cliques. Overall, what these results indicate are that
although other actors might be active as central actors in the criminal court case
disposition process, the core group identified by the literature as the most central players
remain the same.
I now turn to the final research question related to court workgroups. In the
succeeding section, I provide additional discussion on what I observed and gathered from
my interviews of all the network actors as it relates to this and other questions relating to
workgroups.

Sponsoring Organizations Affecting Criminal Courts’ Case Disposition Process
The last research question is: Which sponsoring organizations primarily affect the
case disposition process in a criminal court? For the first research question, the
emphasis was determining which actors constituted the most central members in the
criminal courts. Here, the focus is on the sponsoring organizations that send these actors
to criminal courts. More importantly, this question enables the confirmation or
contradiction of what the literature suggests regarding whether the presence of
sponsoring organizations’ representatives affects the criminal court case disposition
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process. To answer this question, I used the T-test15 of network analysis (explained in the
methodology chapter).
Based on my observations of criminal courtroom activities, I was able to divide
the participating entities into two major groups – those with representatives present inside
the courtroom and those without representatives present in the courtroom. I also noticed
that those representatives present seemed to primarily drive the disposition process at
each phase. Therefore, I hypothesized that using the T-test analysis offered by Ucinet,
the average centrality scores of all the network actors physically present inside the
courtrooms would be higher than the average centrality scores of those absent.
I continued to use the degree centrality scores for the centrality measure since it
shows direct links. As I alluded to earlier, direct access is very much valued in criminal
case disposition process because direct access enables an actor to achieve its intended
goals. Moreover, any of the three common centrality measures would have sufficed since
they highly correlate as shown in the Appendix C. Therefore, I used the degree centrality
scores of the actors directly generated by Ucinet, but the standardized or normalized
scores (also provided by Ucinet) as required by the T-test Analysis.
The results of the T-test Analysis are shown in Tables 5.7 (pre-trial phase), 5.8
(trial phase), and 5.9 (post-trial phase). In each table, I list the organizations present and
absent from the proceedings, as well as the “Means” (average normalized degree

15

It is important to note that when using statistics to describe network data, scholars are describing
properties of relationships among entities or actors and not properties of the distribution of independent
attributes across actors (Hanneman and Riddle 2005). Thus, the traditional tools of standard statistics and
interpretation do not apply directly to network data.
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centrality scores) and “SD” (standard deviation of the normalized degree centrality
scores) of each group.
For the pre-trial phase, of the 21 respondents (using combined defense counsel)
eight entities were regularly present in the criminal courtrooms (e.g., Sheriff’s
Department, Court Interpreters) while thirteen were regularly absent (e.g., Calendar
Services, Probation Office). As shown in Table 6.7 below, the average normalized
degree centrality scores of entities with representatives present in the courtroom was
higher than the one for those with representatives absent, and the result was statistically
significant.
TABLE 6.7
Sponsoring Organizations in Criminal Courts’ Pre-Trial Phase

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Mean*
SD
N

Organizations Present During
Case Disposition

Organizations Absent During
Case Disposition

Defense Attorneys
Criminal Court Judges’ Office
County Attorneys
Criminal Court Judges
Sheriff Department
Court Interpreters
Pre-Trial Services
Court Reporters

Criminal Bench
Probation Office
Superior Court Office
Calendar Services
Jury Commissioner
Drug Treatment Center
CODAC
COPE
EL RIO
LAFRONTERA
Drug Court Judges’ Office
Drug Court Judges
Drug Testing Center

38.13
9.62
10.88
14.61
8
13
*Difference in means significant at p<.01 (2-tailed test)
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As for the trial phase (Table 6.8), of the 21 respondents, seven entities were
regularly present (e.g., County Attorneys, Defense Attorneys) while fourteen were
regularly absent (e.g., Pre-Trial Services, Superior Court Office). The average degree
centrality of entities with representatives present was higher than the one for those
without representatives and the result was statistically significant.
TABLE 6.8
Sponsoring Organizations in Criminal Courts’ Trial Phase

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Mean*
SD
N

Organizations Present During
Case Disposition

Organizations Absent During
Case Disposition

Defense Attorneys
Criminal Court Judges’ Office
County Attorneys
Criminal Court Judges
Sheriff Department
Court Interpreters
Court Reporters

Pre-Trial Services
Criminal Bench
Probation Office
Superior Court Office
Calendar Services
Jury Commissioner
Drug Treatment Center
CODAC
COPE
EL RIO
LAFRONTERA
Drug Court Judges’ Office
Drug Court Judges
Drug Testing Center

36.43
8.21
7.42
13.97
7
14
*Difference in means significant at p<.01 (2-tailed test)

During the post-trial phase (Table 6.9), of the 21 respondents, eight entities were
identified as present (e.g. a Criminal Court Judges) and thirteen were absent (e.g., Pre-
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Trial Services). The average normalized degree centrality of entities with representatives
present in the courtroom was higher than the one for those without representatives and
the result was also statistically significant.
TABLE 6.9
Sponsoring Organizations in Criminal Courts’ Post-Trial Phase

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Mean*
SD
N

Organizations Present During
Case Disposition

Organizations Absent During
Case Disposition

Defense Attorneys
Criminal Court Judges’ Office
County Attorneys
Criminal Court Judges
Sheriff Department
Court Interpreters
Court Reporters
Probation Office

Pre-Trial Services
Criminal Bench
Superior Court Office
Calendar Services
Jury Commissioner
Drug Treatment Center
CODAC
COPE
EL RIO
LAFRONTERA
Drug Court Judges’ Office
Drug Court Judges
Drug Testing Center

36.25
7.7
8.2
12.65
8
13
*Difference in means significant at p<.01 (2-tailed test)

Thus, based on the T-test analyses provided above, the quantitative data show that
sponsoring organizations with representatives physically present in the criminal
courtroom (during any of the three disposition phases) primarily affected the case
disposition process. The results confirm what the literature suggests that sponsoring
organizations with representatives present during the disposition process primarily affect
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the criminal court case disposition process. In addition, this finding also confirms my
research observations. I now turn to a discussion of lessons learned from those
observations, and other lessons from interviewing workgroup actors and their sponsoring
organizations participating in criminal case disposition process.

Discussion of Workgroups and Sponsoring Organizations in Criminal Courtrooms
My observations of different criminal courtrooms at all three phases of the
criminal case disposition process, interviews of most of the participating actors, and
review of various archival records, confirmed some of the quantitative data. When I
began the research, I immediately noticed that although the actors participating in the
criminal courtrooms differed, the organizations sponsoring these actors in each
courtroom were the same. This finding confirms what previous scholars like Eisenstein
& Jacob (1977) and Eisenstein et al. (1988) found about organizations working in
criminal courts – the sponsoring organizations represented in each courtroom under one
trial court system are the same even if the representatives are different.
Uniformly in each criminal courtroom and at each phase of the disposition
process (pretrial, trial, or post trial), I observed a judge, a prosecutor, a defense attorney,
a defendant, a sheriff’s deputy, a court reporter, a bailiff (a staff member of a judge’s
office), and court observers. Specifically, during the pre-trial phase of the disposition
process (i.e., before jury selection) I mostly observed a judge, a prosecutor, a defense
attorney, a defendant, a sheriff’s deputy, a court reporter, a bailiff, and occasionally,
victims, court interpreters, and court observers. During the trial phase, the pre-trial actors
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were joined by jury members (if a jury trial) and by witnesses. After trial and during the
post-trial phase, I observed that the pre-trial actors (excluding the additional actors from
the trial phase) were mostly joined by probation officers. During my interviews with
participating actors, most of the interviewees indicated that although some of the entities
participating at each trial phase might not have been present inside the courtrooms, these
absent entities were nevertheless involved in the entire disposition process. In sum, many
of the interviewees did not distinguish the entities across the three phases of criminal
court case disposition.
At each proceeding, three actors – a judge, a prosecutor, and a defense attorney
primarily did most of the talking. Occasionally the defendant would speak either when
asked a direct question by a judge or when testifying. Other actors that spoke semioccasionally were witnesses called by either side; an interpreter when needed; a probation
officer if asked questions by a judge (and mostly during the post-trial phase); and a court
bailiff who called the court to session when a judge entered and exited the room, and who
occasionally whispered directions to some of the other actors or court observers.
Consistently silent at every proceeding were jury members (if a jury trial), sheriff’s
deputies, court reporters, and court observers.
During my interview with the presiding judge of the Criminal Bench, he showed
me a recent report indicating that the defense counsel appearing in criminal courtrooms
(February 2007) came from four different organizations – Pima County Public
Defender’s Office (41%), Office of Court Appointed Counsel (35%), Legal Defender’s
Office (10%), and the Private Bar (14%). The Pima County Public Defender’s Office
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provides legal defense to indigents charged with felony and juvenile offenses in the
county. Established in 1970, the Public Defender’s Office consists of 70-80 lawyers and
other support staff such as investigators and social workers. The organization is
subdivided into five different trial teams, one of which is the Felony Trial Team that
concentrates on felony cases at the Superior Court. Another subdivision, the Spanish
Trial Team, concentrates on felony cases with Spanish-speaking defendants while the
Specialty Team focuses on cases in both the Deferred Judgment and Post Conviction
Drug Courts. The Legal Defender’s Office, established in 1987 by the Pima County
Board of Supervisors, provides legal defense to indigents charged with felonies. The
organization handles indigent cases when the Public Defender’s Office has legal or
ethical conflicts with those cases. The organization is also responsible for over flow
cases from the Public Defender’s Office.
The Office of Court Appointed Counsel works with the Superior Court in
assigning indigent defense cases to the appropriate defense counsel’s office - Public
Defender, Legal Defender, or private contract attorneys. The Office determines who is
financially eligible for court appointed counsel, and assesses defendants’ charges to
defray part of the cost of providing indigent defense services. It manages contracts with
attorneys and other litigation specialists who provide counsel and support services in
indigent defense cases. Lawyers in the Private Bar (as well as lawyers in other three
defense counsel entities) are regulated by the State Bar of Arizona, but they practice in
law firms of various sizes or solo, and might specialize (and have clients) in other areas
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of law besides criminal law. Notably, private lawyers participate in only 14% of criminal
cases making it to trial at the Superior Court.
I also noticed during my observations that different persons rotated through the
prosecutor’s chairs during proceedings in many of the courtrooms. I later confirmed
during my interview with the Chief Criminal Deputy County Attorney that the County
Attorney’s office has a “division coverage” system for assigning prosecutors to criminal
courtrooms. He explained:
During the course of a typical trial, several prosecutors are used to
cover different phases of the trial…but one prosecutor is assigned
the case as the primary prosecutor. Thus, at different phases of a
criminal trial, a prosecutor assigned to cover a particular courtroom
(division coverage) does the procedural things like filing
continuances while the primary prosecutor comes in to handle
more substantive matters.
His explanation clarifies why I observed prosecutors exchanging seats with other
prosecutors in the middle of court proceedings. The Criminal Division of the Pima
County Attorney’s Office has about 60 lawyers and prosecutes murder, armed robbery,
thefts, among other felony cases, in the County. The Division is divided into 13
prosecution units, a team of detectives and an administrative operation. Each prosecution
unit has its team of prosecutors, legal assistants, legal secretaries and clerical staff.
Elaborating more on my findings, I noticed during many courtroom observations
that the criminal court judges (as the literature indicates) primarily facilitated the
proceedings, reading the charges and the procedural rules governing the disposition
process. They mostly talked to the prosecutors and the defense attorneys. At times, the
judge (especially during bench trials) asked specific questions of witnesses or defendants.
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The defense attorneys occasionally talked with their clients, but more frequently, they
engaged the prosecutors and the judge during the disposition process. I noticed in many
of the courtrooms I visited, the proceedings were formal but there were occasional
friendly banter among the judges, prosecutors, and defense attorneys. The judges seemed
to know most of the prosecutors very well but the defense counsel not as well. As I
indicated above, the prosecutors represented the Pima County Attorney’s Office. The
defense counsel came from four different organizations - Pima County Public Defender’s
Office, Office of Court Appointed Counsel, the Private Bar, and the Legal Defender’s
Office. Having the defense counsel from four different organizations seems to explain
why the judges did not seem to know the defense counsel well. Conversely, the judge
seemed to know the prosecutors better because the prosecutors were more likely to be
more repeat players (coming from a single organization) than the defense counsel.
As for the rest of the entities, their representatives did not seem to have significant
impact on any of the court proceedings I observed. Although the bailiffs represented the
Office of a Criminal Court Judge, they informed me that they performed additional
administrative tasks when the court is not in session. As for the other four entities
represented inside the courtrooms (Sheriff’s Department, Probation Office, Court
Reporters, and Court Interpreters), I observed that their representatives performed
specific but limited roles.
The sheriff’s deputies brought in the jailed defendants (in handcuffs and shackled
to other defendants) prior to the beginning of court proceedings and returned them to jail
afterwards. Probation officers prepared the pre-sentence reports and presented them to
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the judge prior to sentencing. Court reporters, using specialized equipment, recorded the
courtroom proceedings including words spoken and movements made within the
courtroom. When requested, the court reporters read back previously recorded spoken
testimony during court proceedings to actors. Meanwhile, the interpreters translated the
proceedings for defendants, witnesses, or victims that were non-English speakers.
However, while interviewing the divisional head of the Court Interpreters, she
asserted that the entity’s participation in the case disposition process mattered
significantly. She maintained that given Pima County’s demographics, there were many
defendants, witnesses, and victims needing interpreters. She noted that without proper
language interpretation, a defendant or a witness could give wrong or false testimonies,
or alternatively, a defendant could be subjected to unfair trials. Separately, the criminal
bench presiding judge surmised that certain actors present in the courtroom but seemingly
not participating in the disposition process (e.g. the sheriff’s deputies), actually played
important roles “not visible to the naked eye.” He explained that in the case of the
sheriff’s deputies, if they were late in getting defendants to the courtroom, the rest of the
actors could not start the case disposition process.
I did not see any representatives of the remaining five entities (Criminal Bench
Administrative Office, Pre-Trial Services, Superior Court Administrator’s Office,
Calendar Services, and Jury Commissioner) during my observational visits, but I was
informed by some of the other actors that these entities impact (even if limitedly) the case
disposition process. The representatives of two of these five organizations later
confirmed their limited roles. The criminal bench presiding judge emphasized that the
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Bench’s Administrative Office is primarily an administrative entity and does not get
involved in any way with case disposition in courtrooms. He explained that the
Administrative Office mostly serves as an administrative organ for requesting and
gathering resources needed by judges serving on the Bench, among other administrative
tasks. Likewise, the Deputy Administrator of the Superior Court clarified that his office
primarily serves in an administrative capacity for judges serving in the Superior Court.
He claimed that his office does not in any way have any impact on actual case disposition
in any courtroom within the Superior Court.
As for Pre-Trial Services, I confirmed from my interview of the agency’s
representative that the organization’s participation in case disposition process is mostly
during the pre-trial phase. The agency staff members are responsible for screening all
adults arrested for release suitability before or at the initial appearance hearing. At times,
the agency is assigned third-party custody of defendants who are otherwise eligible for
release but have been determined by the magistrate to require staff supervision and
monitoring (i.e. defendants have to regularly report to staff) and/or social-service
referrals. Furthermore, for defendants held on bond at their initial appearance, they are
afforded an additional and more thorough evaluation of their release eligibility. The
agency prepares these evaluation reports showing new information or changed
circumstances that warrant a reconsideration of a defendant's release conditions.
Referring to her group as “the infantry of the court system,” the head of Calendar
Services explained that as a division of the Court Administrator's office, the division
maintains the database used for calendars, reports and statistics for the entire Pima
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County Superior Court. She added that the division also monitors cases to ascertain that
they are processed accurately and efficiently at the Superior Court. Because the
division’s database is on-line, some of the actors I interviewed (especially the defense
counsel) noted that they considered the division critical to their work during case
disposition. The Jury Commissioner’s Office, another division of the Superior Court
Administrator Office, is primarily responsible for providing juries for trials at the
Superior Court, as well grand juries for the county and state courts. The division
assembles jurors daily and bailiffs come to the Jury Assembly Room to randomly select
jurors for the day.
After observing the criminal courtroom proceedings, talking with, and listening to
actors representing the various entities involved in case disposition process, I found that,
like past studies and as confirmed by the network data, a judge, a prosecutor, and a
defense attorney (not distinguishing the sponsoring organizations) primarily constituted
the most central or core members in criminal courtrooms of the Pima County Superior
Court. The results of my observations at all three different phases of case disposition did
not change across phases.
Clearly, other actors were active during the disposition process but the decisions
made by these key actors mostly determined case outcomes for offenders being
prosecuted at the Superior Court. This finding, buttressed by the quantitative data,
confirms what Eisenstein and Jacob’s (1977) study found thirty years ago about core
workgroup membership consisting of judges, prosecutors, and defense counsel.
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Separately, I could not discern from my verbal interviews of the actors which
sponsoring organization’s work they thought was needed for the disposition process to
adequately function. Most of the actors thought that their organization’s work was
crucial to the case disposition process. Thus, when I conversed with most of these actors,
there was little unanimity among the actors on the organizations critical to making the
process function.
As I mentioned earlier, I had no difficulty determining the core players in a
criminal court if disposition phases were not taken into account. The criminal bench
presiding judge (a former prosecutor as well as a former defense attorney and now a
criminal court judge), who manages a full criminal docket, remarked:
I see the [criminal court] judge as a facilitator of the adversarial
process between the lawyers. Given that 92% or so of the cases
are settled or pled, those defendants that are tried and convicted
will end up being sentenced under statutory guidelines. Hence, the
lawyers are just trying to negotiate the ideal sentence for the
defendant. Thus, for those cases that are going to be pled, I want
the lawyers to plead them earlier rather than later. Therefore, I see
my role as a manager of the [criminal case disposition] process.
The judge’s comments confirmed my conclusions from observing courtroom
proceedings. In all proceedings I observed, I noticed the judge facilitating the courtroom
process and refereeing the lawyers when necessary. However, I observed that the
lawyers on both sides easily interacted and conversed regularly with each other outside of
the formal courtroom proceedings. In addition, lawyers on both sides informally and
regularly conferred with other courtroom players such as the bailiffs, court interpreters,
and even the sheriff’s deputies. In sum, my observations confirmed what the judge said
above. Lawyers on both sides in the process of negotiating defendants’ punishment
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seemed to create and maintain solid and informal relationships with many of the other
actors in the criminal courtrooms. In essence, the lawyers seemed very familiar
interacting with these actors. Comparatively, the judge, who must facilitate an orderly
courtroom process, had mostly formal relationships with the other actors in the courtroom
and did not seem to have the same level of familiarity with these actors as the lawyers
did.
As I indicated in the methodology chapter, if centrality is defined as having direct
ties (referred to as “degree centrality” in network analysis parlance), then the lawyers
seemed to have the largest number of direct ties with other actors operating in a criminal
courtroom. On the other hand, my observations seemed to indicate that while the judges
were very central in the disposition process, they seemed to have less direct ties with
other network actors. This qualitative finding is in accord with what the literature (Hora
1999) suggests, which is that judges are unlikely to have the largest number of direct
links to other courtroom actors, and the finding also confirms what the network data
showed. I note here that during my courtroom observations, except for the familiarity of
the judges with the county attorneys that I noticed, I did not detect any significant
differences among the defense attorneys participating in criminal case court disposition
process.
Separately and as I indicated earlier, many of the actors during my interviews
insisted that while some entities had no representatives present during different phases of
courtroom proceedings, these entities were nonetheless crucial in disposing of cases in all
phases of the trial process. However, some of the interviewees declined to distinguish
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participating players across trial phases. I now turn to my research findings related to
workgroups and sponsoring organizations working in the drug court.

Workgroups and Sponsoring Organizations in Drug Courts
In this section, I provide my findings from the study of Pima County Drug Court
related to the questions on workgroups and sponsoring organizations posed in Chapter 4.
As previously noted, the findings presented herein are those solely related to the drug
court portions of the questions. I also remind the reader here that primary case
disposition in the drug court occurs during drug team staff meetings, popularly referred to
as staffings.
Restated here are research questions related to workgroups and sponsoring
organizations in a drug court.
Question 1a: Who are the most central players in a drug court?
Question 1b: How many interconnected workgroups or cliques
are active in a drug court and are all the most central actors part
of the same cliques?
Question 1c: Which sponsoring organizations primarily affect the case
disposition process in a drug court?
As I previously explained, I was only interested in confirmed relationships
because they generally reflect routine and consistent relationships. First, I coded the raw
data and obtained a 24x24 matrix since all 24 entities participating in the study were
asked to complete the drug court portions of the questionnaire. Then, I transformed the
raw data gathered from the drug court portions of the questionnaire using the minimum
transformation criterion technique to get the confirmed relationships and kept the isolates.
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Prior to transforming the raw data, I combined the defense counsel entities into one entity
but the network matrices did not change since three of the four entities (except Public
Defender) do not participate in the drug court and the respondents indicated as much.
Thus, I had 21x21 matrix for the confirmed drug court organizational network that I used
for the rest of my quantitative analysis.
Similarly as I did while answering the criminal court portions of the questions, I
detour here to graphically show the organizations found to be interacting in the drug
court. Thus, I first turn to the mapping of the organizations’ interactions, followed later
by answers to questions on workgroups and sponsoring organizations.

Mapping of Organizations’ Interactions in the Drug Court
All the entities completing the drug court portion of the questionnaire claimed to
work with both programs of the court – the Deferred Program and the Post-Conviction
Programs. Hence, although the questionnaire was designed to collect data for each
separate program and for both programs separately, the results showed almost all the
respondents completing the sections for both programs. Thus, I used the linkage data for
both courts for all the quantitative analyses of the drug court data.
A visual inspection of the sociogram (Figure 6.9 below) indicates that about six
entities (Drug Court Judges’ Office (ODJ), the Drug Court Judges (DCJ), All Defense
Attorneys (COMB), Probation Department (PO), the drug testing center (TASC), and the
treatment center (CLS)) seem to constitute the core of the network. I note here that the
sociogram in Figure 6.9 is not different from the one in Figure 6.10 (below) where the
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FIGURE 6.9

Network Plot – Confirmed Drug Court Links with Combined Defense Entities
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FIGURE 6.10
Confirmed Drug Court Links without Combined Defense Counsel Entities
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defense counsel entities were not combined into one. The COMB in Figure 6.9 just
replaced the position of the Public Defender (PD) in Figure 6.10. In addition, Figure 6.10
confirms that the remaining defense counsel entities (LDO, OCAC, and PC) are isolated
from the drug court network. As I previously noted, the respondents (including the
defense counsel entities themselves) indicated that these other three entities do not
participate in the drug court.
But back to the sociogram in Figure 6.9, it shows that only 12 organizations
actually belonged to the network. Six entities (COMB – All Defense Attorneys; CLS –
Drug Treatment Center; TASC – Drug Testing Center; ODJ – Drug Court Judges’ Office;
DCJ – Drug Court Judges; and PO – Probation Office) seem to be the most central or
core players in the drug court network. All the entities associated with the criminal
courts,16 most of the mental health providers (COPE, ELR, and LAFR) as well as the
Criminal Bench (CBO) and the Superior Court (SCAO) are isolated (i.e., no connection
to any other network actor) from the network. Seemingly on the periphery (i.e.,
connected to other network actors but unlikely to be most central players) are six entities
- Sheriff’s Department (SD), Codac (CODA), Pre-Trial Services (PTS), Court
Interpreters (INT), Calendar Services (CS), and Court Reporters (CR).
The sociogram seems to reflect what I observed during staffings except that it
shows two organizations (the Drug Court Judges’ Office and TASC) that I did not see
directly participating in staffings. However, as I fully explained in other portions of this
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Most of these entities indicated on the questionnaire that they were not involved in the Drug Court.
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chapter, the judge’s staff worked closely with the judge while TASC’s website
information was regularly accessed by the participating actors (who are collectively
referred to as the “Drug Court Team”).
The sociogram also seems to confirm what the literature tells us about the actors
participating in the drug court (Terry 1999; Hora 1999). However, I remind the reader
again that sociograms only enable us to identify potential core or most central network
members but the analyst must rely on other specific network measures to accurately
determine them. Therefore, I now turn to the next section wherein I begin to answer
specific research questions.

Central Players in Drug Courts
As I did above in the criminal court section, I answer the questions in the order
presented in Chapter 4. Thus the first question was: Who are the most central players in
the drug court? I obtained the answer by looking at the results of the degree centrality of
the actors participating in the drug court using the same rationale when analyzing the
criminal court data. Degree centrality measures the direct links actors have with each
other in a network and court actors see direct access as a means of achieving their
intended goals, with goal achievement being considered highly important to these actors.
It was not necessary to compare the results of the combined defense counsel data
with the uncombined data since the combined entity reflected solely the data of the Public
Defender, since only the Public Defender is represented in drug court staffings. In Table
6.10 which shows the degree centrality scores of study participants in descending order
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TABLE 6.10

Central Players in Drug Courts’ Case Disposition Using Degree Centrality
(Combined or Uncombined Defense Counsel Entities)

Organization

Degree Centrality

All Defense Attorneys
Drug Court Judges’ Office
Drug Court Judges
Probation Office
Drug Treatment Center
Drug Testing Center
Court Interpreters
Calendar Services
Pre-Trial Services
Sheriff Department
Court Reporters
CODAC
Criminal Court Judges’ Office
County Attorneys
Criminal Court Judges
Criminal Bench
Jury Commissioner
Superior Court
COPE
EL RIO
LAFRONTERA

9
9
8
7
7
7
5
4
4
3
3
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

MEAN
STANDARD DEVIATION
CUTOFF SCORE FOR
MOST CENTRAL PLAYERS

3.24
3.32
6.56
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and using the criteria I previously established (mean of degree centrality scores plus their
standard deviation), the most central players in the drug court included all defense
attorneys (i.e., the public defenders), drug court judges’ office, drug court judges,
probation office, drug treatment center, and drug testing center.
The results confirm what scholars of drug courts (e.g. Nolan 2001; Hora 1999)
have previously found about the inner working of drug courts; in addition to defense
attorneys and judges, the most central or core workgroup members included probation
officers and treatment providers. Although the literature identifies county attorneys as
very central in drug court case disposition process, as I further explained below, court
attorneys do not participate in drug court staffings at the Pima County Superior Court.
Thus, they did not appear as having any direct links in the drug court case disposition
process.
The results also partially contradict the literature’s suggestion that drug court
judges are likely to have the largest number of direct links. The quantitative data
demonstrate that the drug court judges, although very central (8 direct links) in the
disposition process, do not have the largest number of direct links (9 direct links) in the
network. Separately, I did not expect that the judges’ staff (i.e., drug court judges’ office)
would be as directly linked to other network actors (9 direct links) because they have
limited roles during staffings.17 However, this result could be a reflection of the judges’
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I observed during the study that in the post-conviction drug court, a staff member of the judge’s office
was always present but the person never participated in the disposition process. I did not see any member
of the judge’s staff during the staffing sessions of the deferred judgment court.
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staff serving as proxies for the judges in carrying out the responsibilities of the drug
court.
The results were also a little surprising in another way; all the respondents during
my interviews indicated (see additional discussion below) that the most central player in
the drug court was the drug court coordinator, a probation officer. Thus, I expected based on my interviews - that the probation office will have the largest number of direct
ties. However, I believe that the difference between the quantitative result and the verbal
responses offered by the interviewees is because the questionnaire asked questions about
entities and not about specific individuals. In a separate section below and in conjunction
with answers to related questions, I provide additional details on what I observed when I
visited staffings and drug court courtrooms. For now, I turn to the clique analysis of the
data from the drug court portion of the questionnaire.
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Clique Analysis of Drug Court Data
As for the second question: How many interconnected workgroups or cliques are
active in drug courts and are all the most central actors part of the same cliques? I
remind the reader here again that this question was raised to assess the literature’s
suggestion that the number of cliques active in drug courts (similar to criminal courts) are
also likely to be few, and that the few active cliques are likely to consist primarily of the
judge, prosecutors, defense counsel, probation officers, and representatives of drug
treatment and drug testing agencies. Thus, using clique analysis will enable me to
determine if the number of interconnected workgroups or cliques in drug court case
disposition process are few, and whether those few active cliques primarily consist of the
most central players identified above. As I previously explained, in answering this
question, I subjected the confirmed drug court network to the clique analysis provided by
Ucinet and used the figures provided by Ucinet.
Looking at Table 6.11 below, which shows the “Number of cliques,” as well as
the “Number of cliques with all the most central actors” and both measures provided by
Ucinet. In addition, Table 6.11 presents the “Number of the most central actors”
obtained from the results in Table 6.10. Unlike Table 6.6 (see clique analysis of the
criminal courts above) which features the “Number of cliques with literature’s core
group,” I did not include this measure here since the results of the most central players
above fairly confirmed what the literature tells us about the core group in the drug court
(except the absence of the county attorneys).
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TABLE 6.11
Number of Cliques in Each Phase and Number of Cliques with All Central Actors
(Drug Courts)
Drug Courts
Number of cliques
Number of the most central actors
Number of cliques with
all the most central actors

8
6
1

The results in Table 6.11 indicate that only one of the active cliques contains all
the most central actors identified earlier - defense attorneys (i.e., the public defenders),
drug court judges’ office, drug court judges, probation office, drug treatment center, and
drug testing center. The number of cliques - compared to the number in the pre-trial
phase of the criminal court case disposition process - is fewer (8 versus 11), but it is
larger than the numbers in the remaining two phases of the criminal court case disposition
process. Again, I admit that it is difficult determining what is “few” as I indicated earlier.
However, the finding that only one active clique contains all the most central players
does not seem to match the literature’s suggestion, that is, most of the active cliques will
primarily consist of the most central players. Nonetheless, this finding seems to confirm
what I observed at the Superior Court during my research: The drug court team (similarly
as the clique constituting the most central players) primarily disposes of drug court cases
during staffings. I now turn to the third research questions on sponsoring organizations
working in the drug court.
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Sponsoring Organizations Affecting Drug Court Case Disposition Process
The third research question was: Which sponsoring organizations primarily affect
the case disposition process in a drug court? For this question, I used the T-test analysis
explained in the methodology chapter and utilized the degree centrality measure as I did
with the criminal court data relying on the same rationale. Court actors value direct
access because it ultimately enables them to achieve their intended goals.
Here, I hypothesized that sponsoring organizations with representatives present
during staffings primarily affected the disposition process in the drug court. Unlike in the
criminal courts wherein my hypothesis was on “physical presence,” herein I limited the
definition to “presence,” because I observed during staffings that the other drug team
members regularly accessed the drug testing center’s (TASC) website numerous times
during their meetings.
I then compared the average normalized degree centrality of organizations with
representatives present at staffings (five entities counting the drug testing center) with
that of those without representatives at staffings (16 entities), all listed in Table 6.12. In
addition, Table 6.12 provides the “Means” and “SD” (standard deviation) of both groups.
I found that the average normalized degree centrality of entities with representatives
present during staffings was higher than the average normalized degree centrality of
entities with representatives absent during staffings. The difference between the means
of both groups was statistically significant. This result indicates that organizations with
representatives present during staffings primarily affect the disposition process.
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TABLE 6.12
Sponsoring Organizations in Drug Courts

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
Mean*
SD
N

Organizations Present During
Case Disposition

Organizations Absent During
Case Disposition

Defense Attorneys
Drug Court Judges
Probation Office
Drug Testing Center
Drug Treatment Center

County Attorneys
Criminal Court Judges
Criminal Court Judges’ Office
Drug Court Judges’ Office
Pre-Trial Services
Criminal Bench
Sheriff Department
Court Interpreters
Superior Court Office
Calendar Services
Jury Commissioner
Court Reporters
CODAC
COPE
EL RIO
LAFRONTERA

38.00
9.375
4.00
12.73
5
16
Difference in means significant at p<.01 (2-tailed test)
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This finding also confirms what scholars such as Harrison & Scarpitti (2002) and
Banks & Gottfredson (2003) found about the influence of certain organizations such as
treatment or drug testing centers. Although such entities might be absent at staffings,
they nonetheless affect case disposition in drug courts. Unlike criminal courts where the
adversarial system forces case disposition to primarily take place when all the relevant
actors are present; in drug courts, although the participating actors dispose of cases
during staffings, they make many decisions based on how offenders are fairing in their
drug treatment and in other aspects of their lives. Thus, drug court actors rely
significantly on other external parties such as drug treatment centers or employment
agencies that might or might not have representatives physically participating in staffings.
Based on my observations, I was not surprised by the results of the quantitative
data given that the decisions regarding drug cases were made during staffings by four of
these five entities while they heavily relied on the drug testing center’s (the fifth entity)
website during their deliberations. Thus, the network data confirms my observations that
sponsoring organizations with representatives present (physically or otherwise) during
staffings primarily affected the case disposition process in the drug court. In the next
section, I provide additional explanation for my findings about central players, cliques,
and, sponsoring organizations in the drug court.

Discussion of Workgroups and Sponsoring Organizations in the Drug Court
Unlike criminal court case disposition process which takes place inside the
courtroom, case disposition in the Pima County Drug Court occurs mostly during drug
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court team meetings or staffings.18 Both programs of the drug court – Deferred Judgment
and Post Conviction – operate similarly and constitute majority of the same actors. The
only difference in the participating actors is that the presiding judge of the drug court
chairs the Post-Conviction Program, while another judge operates the Deferred Judgment
Program. My observations and interviews of both programs revealed that staffings and
court proceedings of the drug court mirrored what the literature tells us about how drug
courts operate.
During staffings, the participating actors deliberated on each offender’s status and
came to consensus on appropriate rewards, sanctions, or punishment. Actors regularly
present during staffings were the judge, the drug court coordinator (an employee of the
Pima County Probation Office), six other probation officers, three lawyers from the
Public Defender’s Office Specialty Team, a representative (and also the co-owner) of
Center for Life Skills Development, Inc., the drug treatment provider. The drug court
coordinator and the other six probation officers were permanently assigned to the drug
court. The drug court coordinator, in partnership with the presiding judge, oversaw the
entire drug court. He coordinated the various agencies working with the court and served
as a liaison between the drug court and the Probation Office. Among other duties, he
applied for grants for the drug court and ensured that organizations such as the treatment
provider are paid for services provided to the court. As part of the drug court team, the
six probation officers did what regular probation officers at the county do, which is

18

Please refer to the early section of this chapter for an extensive discussion of the case disposition process
in the Pima County Drug Court, including when in the criminal prosecution process drug court
participation is offered to offenders.
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monitoring probated offenders and ensuring that offenders are making positive
improvements in their lives.
The three lawyers from the Public Defender’s Office worked almost exclusively
with the drug court. One was permanently assigned to handle all the cases in the
Deferred Judgment Program, another to all the cases in the Post-Conviction Program,
while the third lawyer handled some of the cases in the Post-Conviction Program, in
addition to her work in the mental health court at the Superior Court. Noticeably absent
during staffings and court proceedings were representatives from the County Attorney’s
Office. I learned from interviews with the drug court judges that the County Attorney’s
Office previously sent representatives to the Deferred Judgment Program but the
representatives stopped participating several months prior to my study.
When I queried the Chief Criminal Deputy County Attorney on this absence, he
indicated to me that his organization does not see the value of participation because “drug
courts are just an attempt to delay the inevitable. . . . These guys are going to end up in
the system anyway, so we give them a break to try and give others a chance to do
something to save them.” As I indicated previously, I was unable to locate the
previously-assigned prosecutors to the drug court. In addition, the Chief Criminal
Deputy County Attorney assured me that he could answer any drug court question I had.
The drug treatment provider, Center for Life Skills, became part of the drug court
team in January 2006, replacing the previous treatment provider, Cactus Counseling
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Associates19, deemed by the drug court team as having a “disappointing performance.”
Center for Life Skills, a for-profit and privately-owned entity, uses highly-trained
therapists to counsel drug court participants. Licensed by the Arizona Department of
Health Services as an outpatient clinic, it “incorporates a motivational enhancement
program with traditional substance abuse treatment methodologies” (Life Skills Interview
2007).
After staffings, both programs held court sessions wherein deliberations made
during staffings were passed out as sentences by the judges to the offenders. During
court sessions, the judges interacted informally and easily with the offenders, asking
questions, cheering and encouraging offenders making progress, and chastising errant
offenders. At times during my observations, the judges handed out baked goods (that the
drug court judges baked themselves) to celebrate offenders’ anniversaries of “being clean
and sober for X days.” Days were specifically set aside for graduations of offenders from
the drug court. Generally, during court sessions most of the other actors involved in
staffings (e.g. the drug treatment center’s representative) did not formally participate in
the courtroom proceedings but attend the proceedings. Occasionally, staff members were
asked specific questions by the judges. However, these same actors that participated in
staffings, especially the probation officers and the defense attorneys mingled with their
clients either at the back of the courtrooms or outside the courtrooms. One of the defense
attorneys told me when I interviewed her: “I really do not see my clients until court

19

I tried to interview this former treatment provider but was unsuccessful reaching the person I was
directed to by the entity’s receptionist.
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sessions, so I have to make sure that I handle whatever business needs taken care of
during court sessions.”
During court sessions, other actors from the traditional criminal courtrooms
joined the actors from staffings. These actors included sheriff’s deputies, court
interpreters, court recorders, and a bailiff from a drug court judge’s staff. I was told by
one of the judge’s staff members that there were other entities “behind the scene20” not
formally part of the drug court team but nonetheless influencing case disposition in the
drug court. After my observations and interviews with the actors participating in the drug
court, 19 entities were identified by actors as organizations participating in case
disposition either during staffings or in court sessions. The 19 entities were:

Pima County Drug Court Judge(s)
Pima County Drug Court Judge’s Office
Center for Life Skills Development, Inc.
Treatment Assessment Screening Center
Pima County Public Defender’s Office
Pima County Attorney’s Office
Pima County Probation Office
Superior Court Administrator’s Office
Superior Court Calendar Services
Superior Court Reporters

Codac Behavioral Health Services, Inc.
El Rio Community Health Center
Cope Behavioral Services, Inc.
La Frontera Center, Inc.
Criminal Bench Administrative Office
Pima County Sheriff Department
Pima County Pre-Trial Services
Superior Court Jury Commissioner
Superior Court Interpreters

After identifying organizations working in the drug court, I sought and interviewed
representatives of entities that I did not initially interview. Although I concluded that the
actors at staffings seemed to be the primary parties driving the disposition process, I
nonetheless included all 19 entities in my survey of actors participating in the drug court.

20

Upon further interviewing her, she identified TASC, the drug testing agency.
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Of course, as previously explained I had a total of 24 entities that completed the
questionnaire and were asked to note their participation in the drug court.
I found out from my interview with a representative of Treatment Assessment
Screening Center (TASC), the drug testing center, that the drug court team considered the
entity as “the epicenter of activities in the drug court.” A non-profit entity, the
organization has a state-of-the-art testing laboratory onsite to provide high quality drug
testing analyses. Offenders participating in the drug court, as well as other probated
offenders in Pima County, stopped by the testing center regularly “to drop” urine for drug
testing. The TASC representative claimed that the agency is constantly investing in
sophisticated equipment to detect new drugs and “new methods for catching offenders
that are determined to cheat drug tests.”
My interviews with representatives of Codac Behavioral Health Services, Inc.
(CODAC), El Rio Community Health Center, Cope Behavioral Services, Inc. (COPE),
and Lafrontera Center, Inc. (LAFRONTERA) showed that these organizations, all mental
health treatment providers, did not have meaningful participation in the activities of the
drug court Team. The COPE representative asserted that his organization “really did not
do much with the drug court because its clients are regularly sent to the mental health
court.” Although the CODAC representative claimed that they had contacts with some
members of the drug court team, “they are very miniscule.” I concluded from my
interview notes that since all these organizations were identified by a lawyer from the
Public Defender’s Office Specialty Team who works in the drug court, as well as in the
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mental health court. This lawyer probably did not differentiate whether the linkages with
the mental health providers were based on her work in the drug or mental health court.
In addition, several of the mental health treatment providers’ representatives I
interviewed indicated that the Superior Court tried very hard to separate offenders with
mental health problems from those with strictly drug problems. These representatives
claimed that any offender with a hint of mental problems is generally sent to the mental
health courts. They also emphasized that mental health treatment providers do their work
almost exclusively in the mental health court.
Separately, prior to analyzing the quantitative data, I initially concluded from my
observations and interviews of the participating actors that the core workgroup members
in the drug court were the judges, public defenders, probation officers, and the drug
treatment provider. Clearly, this finding confirms what the data shows in that all these
entities were identified as core members driving the drug court case disposition process.
However, as for the specific issue of the most central player in the drug court, my
interviews with the participating actor revealed that the drug court coordinator was
overwhelming the choice of many respondents. Every actor on the drug court team
claimed that without the coordinator, the drug court could not function. For example, a
team member claimed:
[The Coordinator] is the key player. The judge leans on him; the
probation officers lean on him…He is very smart…He is very
concerned about the program and his past experience with the
court is invaluable… Without him, there is no drug court.
Another team member thought that “the coordinator was the most important
figure but the rest of the probation officers were less important. He solely could run the
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court.” I observed the coordinator interacting frequently with all the other players both in
staffings and during court proceedings. In addition, the remaining drug court team
members confirmed that they had regular informal meetings with the drug coordinator
almost on a weekly basis.
The results of the quantitative data cannot be perfectly compared with this
qualitative finding. During my interviews, the drug court actors identified individuals
rather than organizations. In addition, some of the interviewees in completing the
questionnaire might have regarded the drug court coordinator as part of the drug court
judge’s office staff or the probation office. Regardless, the probation office which
sponsored the drug court coordinator was qualitatively identified as the single most
central individual in the drug court. Notably, my finding regarding the most central
individual in the drug court differs from what the previous literature tells us about drug
courts. Nolan (2001) and other scholars suggest that the drug court judge is the most
central individual.
As for my observations and interviews related to the question of sponsoring
organizations primarily affecting the case disposition process in the drug court, the
quantitative data confirmed what I found. I noticed that the entities represented during
staffings seemed to be the organizations primarily driving the case disposition process.
Thus, both the quantitative data and my qualitative observations and interviews indicated
that in the Pima County Drug Court, sponsoring organizations primarily affecting case
disposition were those with representatives physically present during staffings or those
providing needed information during staffings such as the drug testing center. This
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finding of the effect of sponsoring organizations on case disposition confirms what the
literature (Nolan 2001; Hora 1999) tells us. In addition, compared to criminal courts
where physical presence of sponsoring organizations’ representatives was necessary to
influence the disposition process; in the drug court, there are sponsoring organizations
without representatives present, but are nevertheless affecting the disposition process.
After discussing my findings on the core workgroup members and sponsoring
organizations in both criminal and drug courts, I now examine the control or influence
maintained by sponsoring and external organizations in both courts.

Control by Sponsoring and External Organizations in Criminal and Drug Courts
In this section, I focus on comparing the influence maintained by sponsoring and
external organizations in case disposition in both courts. The questions here are: Do
traditional sponsoring organizations have more influence in disposing of a criminal
court’s cases than they do in disposing of a drug court’s cases? Do external
organizations have more influence in disposing of a criminal court’s cases than they do
in disposing of a drug court’s cases?
As a reminder, I posed these questions partly because past scholars (e.g.
Eisenstein et al. 1988) claimed that traditional sponsoring organizations operating in
middle-sized courts like Pima County Superior Court are likely to have moderate
influence in the activities of the criminal courtrooms. The literature (Eisenstein & Jacob
1977; Nardulli et al. 1988) identifies the Bench, County Attorney’s Office, and Defense
Counsel entities as the traditional sponsoring organizations. Separately, Eisenstein et al.
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(1988) argued that external organizations (i.e. non-traditional criminal justice
organizations) had little influence in medium-sized criminal courts such as those of the
Pima County Superior Court.
As for drug courts, the literature (e.g. Taxman & Bouffard 2002) indicates that
because actors in drug courts tend to be collaborative, external or non-traditional criminal
justice organizations participating in the disposition process are likely to have
considerable influence. The literature (Hora 1999) also suggests that external
organizations in general are likely to be more influential in drug courts than they are in
criminal courts. Thus, I decided to test whether these hypotheses still hold true in light of
recent changes to trial courts, and also to assess the level of influence sponsoring or
external organizations have in a drug court where team members are much more
collaborative than criminal court workgroup members are.
To answer the question, I initially used betweenness centrality, which captures the
extent an actor acts as a gatekeeper or power broker in a network. It is frequently used to
explain an actor’s influence over other actors (Wasserman & Faust 1994). In fact, Hawe
et al. (2004) define betweenness centrality as “a measure of the potential for control as an
actor who is high in ‘betweenness’ is able to act as a gatekeeper controlling the flow of
resources between the alters that he or she connects” (974). However, Hawe et al. (2004)
caution that “measures of centrality are purely structural measures” and that for example,
an actor may “wield power while being on the boundary of the network” (2004: 974).
More specifically on the issue of potential versus actual influence, Provan and
Milward in their 1995 seminal work (see also Provan 1980) argue that “although past
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studies have relied on linkage-based measures of centrality to assess power [or influence]
within the network . . . this approach assumes that structural position is equivalent to
actual influence, which may not be true” (1995: 14). Provan and Milward used the
aggregate number of times an actor “whose needs, goals, decisions, and/or expectations .
. . are generally taken into consideration” (1995: 15) by other network actors as a
measure of actual influence of the particular actor. I note here again that one of the
questions in the questionnaire asked respondents to identify up to five “most critical”
relationship links for each relationship type (i.e., legally-mandated, contractual, and
informational exchange). These “most critical” relationship links are similar to the
influence measure used by Provan and Milward (1995).
Thus, I analyzed the data for both “potential” and “actual” influence in answering
the questions. For potential influence, I used the betweenness centrality scores presented
in Tables 5.13 and 5.14. For actual influence, I used the “most critical” scores gathered
from the questionnaire and shown in Table 6.15. I also note that the betweenness
centrality scores are the confirmed organizational links while the “most critical” scores
are the raw data gathered from the questionnaire. As scholars (e.g. Huang & Provan
2007) have reminded us, “influence and reputational relationships are more likely to be
unreciprocated in social life” (178), thus using raw numbers provided by the
questionnaire respondents is an acceptable approach for measuring actual influence.
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TABLE 6.13
Betweenness Centrality Scores of Organizations in Criminal Courts

Pre-trial

Trial

All Defense Attorneys
Criminal Court Judges’ Office

2.75
2.25

County Attorneys

2.25

Criminal Court Judges
Sheriff Department
Calendar Services
Jury Commissioner
Superior Court
Criminal Bench
Court Interpreters
Pre-Trial Services
Probation Office
Court Reporters
Drug Treatment Center
CODAC
COPE
EL RIO
LAFRONTERA

0.98
0.75
0.67
0.65
0.61
0.41
0.41
0.39
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Drug Court Judges’ Office
Drug Court Judges
Drug Testing Center
Mean
Standard Deviation
Network Centralization Index

0
0
0
0.58
0.81
2.3%

Jury Commissioner
Sheriff Department
Criminal Court Judges’
Office

Post-Trial
2.25
1.99

Calendar Services
Probation Office

7.77
5.79

1.92

Sheriff Department
Criminal Court Judges’
Office
County Attorneys
All Defense Attorneys
Court Interpreters
Criminal Court Judges
Superior Court
Criminal Bench
Pre-Trial Services
Court Reporters
Jury Commissioner
Drug Treatment Center
CODAC
COPE
EL RIO
LAFRONTERA
Drug Court Judges’
Office
Drug Court Judges
Drug Testing Center

2.70

County Attorneys
Criminal Court Judges
All Defense Attorneys
Calendar Services
Court Interpreters
Criminal Bench
Superior Court
Probation Office
Pre-Trial Services
Court Reporters
Drug Treatment Center
CODAC
COPE
EL RIO
LAFRONTERA
Drug Court Judges’
Office
Drug Court Judges
Drug Testing Center

0.81
0.81
0.81
0.66
0.53
0.16
0.08
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Mean
Standard Deviation
Network Centralization
Index

0.48
0.71

0
0
0

1.9%

Mean
Standard Deviation
Network Centralization
Index

2.51
2.51
2.51
0.91
0.56
0.44
0.09
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.23
2.07
6.9%
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TABLE 6.14
Betweenness Centrality Scores of Organizations in Drug Courts

Organization

Score
21

Drug Court Judges’ Office
All Defense Attorneys
Drug Court Judges
Drug Treatment Center
Drug Testing Center
Probation Office
Calendar Services
Court Interpreters
Sheriff Department
Pre-Trial Services
Criminal Court Judges’ Office
County Attorneys
Criminal Bench
Criminal Court Judges
Superior Court
Court Reporters
Jury Commissioner
CODAC
COPE
EL RIO
LAFRONTERA

4.68
4.47
2.26
2.21
2.21
1.10
0.88
0.51
0.34
0.29
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Mean
Standard Deviation
Network Centralization Index

0.90
1.42
4.0%

Looking at Table 6.13, which ranks the betweenness centrality scores (obtained
from Ucinet) from top to bottom, the three traditional sponsoring organizations (all
defense attorneys, county attorneys, criminal court judges, and counting the criminal
court judges’ office as an extension of the judges) ranked at the very top of the list during

21

I remind the reader here that the questionnaire for the quantitative data was purposely designed to treat
criminal and drug courts judges’ offices as distinct entities in order to detect any relationships these offices
separately have with other entities operating in these courts. However, in interpreting the results and in
accordance with the literature, these offices’ staff members are treated as extension or proxies for judges
since they are sponsored by the judges.
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the pre-trial phase. However, I note here that scholars (e.g. Hanneman & Riddle 2005)
when using betweenness centrality scores as a measure of “power” or influence, regard
all actors with better than mean scores as being influential. I adopt this approach in
analyzing the betweenness scores presented in Tables 5.13 and 5.14.
Hence, during the pre-trial phase of the criminal court case disposition process,
four other organizations besides the traditional sponsoring organizations - sheriff
department, calendar services, jury commissioner, and the superior court office – turned
out to be influential since they have betweenness centrality scores above the mean score.
Likewise, during the trial and post-trial phases, all the three traditional sponsoring
organizations (since their betweenness centrality scores exceed the mean score) surfaced
as being influential in criminal court case disposition process. The same was true for the
drug court (Table 6.14), the two participating traditional organizations – drug court
judges and all defense attorneys - had centrality scores exceeding the mean score,
indicating that thee organizations had influence in the drug court case disposition process.
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TABLE 6.15
Organizations Selected as Critical for Different Relationships in Criminal & Drug Courts
Criminal Courts
Leg
Con

Info

Total

Drug Courts
Leg
Con

Info

Total

County Attorneys

8

0

8

16

Probation Office

4

0

4

8

Probation Office

5

0

11

16

Drug Treatment Center

0

4

3

7

Criminal Court Judges
Criminal Court Judges’
Office

8

0

7

15

Drug Testing Center

0

3

3

6

5

0

5

10

3

0

2

5

3

0

1

4

3

0

1

4

Public Defender

4

0

6

10

Public Defender
Drug Court Judges’
Office

Sheriff Department

3

0

6

9

Drug Court Judges

Calendar Services

3

1

4

8

County Attorneys

1

0

1

2

Pre-Trial Services

1

2

5

8

Calendar Services

1

1

0

2

Court Appointed Counsel

1

0

3

4

CODAC

0

0

2

2

Criminal Bench

2

1

1

4

LAFRONTERA

0

0

2

2

Jury Commissioner

2

1

1

4

Criminal Bench

0

0

1

1

Legal Defenders

2

0

1

3

Superior Court

0

0

1

1

Private Counsel

0

1

1

2

Court Interpreters

0

1

0

1

Court Interpreters

0

1

0

1

Pre-Trial Services

0

0

1

1

Court Reporters

0

0

1

1

COPE

0

0

1

1

Superior Court

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Drug Treatment Center

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CODAC

0

0

0

0

Legal Defenders
Criminal Court Judges’
Office
Court Appointed
Counsel

0

0

0

0

COPE

0

0

0

0

Criminal Court Judges

0

0

0

0

EL RIO

0

0

0

0

Sheriff Department

0

0

0

0

LAFRONTERA

0

0

0

0

Private Counsel

0

0

0

0

Drug Court Judges’ Office

0

0

0

0

Court Reporters

0

0

0

0

Drug Court Judges

0

0

0

0

Jury Commissioner

0

0

0

0

Drug Testing Center
0
0
0
0
EL RIO
0
0
0
0
Mean
4.63
Mean
1.96
Key: Leg = Legally-Mandated Relationships; Con = Contractual Relationships; Info = Information Exchange Relationships
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As for external organizations, which in this study were the mental health
providers (CODAC, COPE, EL RIO, and LAFRONTERA), the drug testing center, and
drug treatment center, none of them had potential influence in the criminal courts at any
phase of the disposition process (see Table 6.13). In the drug court (Table 6.14), the drug
treatment and drug testing centers had influence in the network (since their centrality
scores exceeded the mean scores), but not any of the mental health providers.
To summarize, using betweenness centrality scores in Tables 5.13 and 5.14 as a
measure of “potential influence” in criminal courts, traditional sponsoring organizations
had potential influence in disposing of criminal court cases at all phases of the disposition
process. Likewise in the drug court, the traditional, but participating, sponsoring
organizations had potential influence in disposing of drug court cases. Thus, in both
courts, the participating traditional sponsoring organizations had potential influence in
disposing cases. However, one cannot conclude that all the three traditional sponsoring
organizations had potential influence in the drug court, since county attorneys do not
have any, even if the true qualitative reason is because they do not participate in that
court.
As for external organizations, again using betweenness centrality scores in Tables
5.13 and 5.14 as a measure of “potential influence” in criminal courts, the data revealed
none of the external organizations having any potential influence at any phase of the
criminal court case disposition process. Comparatively, two external organizations – the
drug treatment and drug testing centers – were shown as having potential influence in the
drug court.
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As for measure of actual influence captured in Table 6.15, since the questionnaire
was designed to elicit responses on relationship-type ties, I used the aggregate
relationships ties. Specifically in Table 6.15, I present the number of links for the listed
organizations (by relationship types) that the questionnaire respondents identified as
being the “most critical” to the respondents. The relationship types, as listed in the
questionnaire, were legally-mandated, contractual, and information exchange ties. Thus,
for example in Table 6.15, county attorneys were identified as having eight most critical
legally-mandated relationship ties by and with questionnaire respondents. Likewise,
county attorneys had 0 contractual ties and 8 information exchange ties with
questionnaire respondents. Again, I used the aggregate number of ties for each entity.
I recognized as I discussed earlier that there might be potential double-counting of
actual linkages. However, I concluded that that possibility is reduced herein since
respondents were asked not to pick more than five most critical relationship links, and
thus were forced to seriously ponder their choices. Moreover, examining the data
gathered from the questionnaire revealed that many of the respondents selected fewer
than five critical entities.
Looking at the results in Table 6.15, and using similar criteria as above (scores
higher than the mean scores), in the criminal courts two of the three traditional
sponsoring organizations (county attorneys and criminal court judges) were perceived as
having actual influence in the criminal courts since their aggregate ties (16 and 15,
respectively) exceed the mean number of ties (4.62). As for the defense attorneys, only
the public defender was perceived as having actual influence in the criminal court. The
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other defense counsel entities (court appointed counsel, legal defender, and private
counsel) did not fare as well when compared to the mean. Since I did not ask the
respondents for assessment of a combined defense counsel entity, I could not compare
this particular result with one featuring a combined defense entity. It will also be
incorrect to combine the critical scores of the defense counsel entities as it might not truly
reflect how the respondents truly value the importance or unimportance of the entities.
Nonetheless, it will not be incorrect to say that all the three traditional sponsoring
organizations had actual influence in the criminal court case disposition process, since at
least one defense counsel entity registered as having actual influence.
As for the drug court, both of the traditional sponsoring organizations
participating in case disposition (the public defender and the drug court judges) were
perceived as having actual influence since their aggregate number of ties exceeded the
mean number of ties. The county attorneys do not participate in drug court case
disposition process, as well as the remaining defense counsel entities. Hence, I was not
surprised by the results in Table 6.15 related to drug court case disposition process.
As for external organizations, the result of using actual influence as a measure of
influence did not alter their position on the list of influential organizations. In fact, the
results in Table 6.15 regarding external organizations mirror those of Tables 5.13 and
5.14. In Table 6.15 (just as in Tables 5.13 and 5.14), both the drug treatment and drug
testing centers ranked near the bottom in criminal courts but near the top of the list of
critical sponsoring organizations in drug courts. Although two mental health treatment
providers (CODAC and LAFRONTERA) seemed perceived as having actual influence in
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the drug court, this result only reinforced the notion that external organizations are
perceived as having actual influence in the drug court. In sum, the quantitative data show
that external organizations were not perceived as being influential in criminal courts
while they were regarded as influential in drug courts.
Hence, using “actual influence” as a measure of influence in both courts, the
confirmed network data indicate that the three traditional sponsoring organizations had
more influence in disposing of criminal court cases than they did in disposing of drug
court cases. This finding, similar to the results of “potential influence” measure,
confirmed what the literature (Eisenstein et al. 1988; Nardulli et al. 1988) tells us at least
about the influence of traditional sponsoring organizations in criminal courts. As for
external organizations, the network data demonstrate that they had more influence
(potential or actual) in disposing of cases at the drug courts than they did in the criminal
courts. This finding confirms what drug court scholars such as Terry (1999) and Nolan
(2001) previously found about the influence of external organizations in drug courts, as
well as the literature (Eisenstein et al. 1988) on the lackluster influence of external
organizations in criminal courts.
The results above regarding influence maintained by sponsoring organizations
working in criminal courts differed slightly from remarks provided by the study
respondents. When I verbally posed the question on sponsoring organizations having
significant influence in the criminal court disposition process, there was little consensus
among the respondents. The interviewees disagreed on which entities have had
significant influence on their work in criminal courts.
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Separately, I noticed during my courtroom observations that external
organizations remained distant in their influence on criminal case disposition at the
Superior Court. During my study, I observed that traditional external organizations such
as media and bail bondsmen (identified by Eisenstein et al. 1988) continued to exhibit
little influence in criminal courtrooms. I also noticed that they were mostly absent from
many of the criminal court proceedings. Of course, I could not truly assess the level of
presence exhibited by external organizations (including mental health providers and drug
testing/treatment centers) at the Superior Court in the past. The literature indicates that
there is an increased presence of certain rehabilitative entities such as drug testing
centers, drug treatment facilities and mental health providers in criminal courtrooms
(Terry 1999). However, during my study I observed that such rehabilitative entities
mostly participated in the specialty courts such as mental health and drug courts.
When queried about my observation, the Deputy Administrator of the Superior
Court noted that the specialty courts were created for problems that manifested in
increased presence of external organizations at the Superior Court. However, he thought,
cases arising in criminal courts with any semblance of issues handled by specialty courts
are shuffled over to the specialty courts. He then added that since judges are responsible
for managing their courtrooms, it is unlikely that external organizations will show up in
regular criminal courtrooms. Thus, he claimed that external organizations had very little
influence in criminal court case disposition at the Superior Court.
Clearly, external organizations such as the drug testing center and the treatment
providers were active in the drug court. I observed the treatment facility’s representative
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actively participating in both programs of the drug court. He was usually present at
staffings where drug courts primarily disposed of its cases. Separately, I wondered
whether the treatment provider being a privately-owned and for-profit agency might
impact the treatment of patients. But I was told while interviewing the entity’s
representative that as an agency licensed by the state licensing authorities, the entity’s
staff is bound to do things ethically. Thus, the entity’s staff members are not influenced
by the need to make profit when treating patients. Hence, asides from the network data,
my observations and interviews revealed that external organizations exerted more control
or influence in disposing of a drug court’s cases than they did in disposing of a criminal
court’s cases. In the next section, I summarize the results obtained in this chapter and
compare them with what we would expect to find based on the literature.

Summary and Conclusion
Below I summarize my findings and explain why occasionally the quantitative
data did not confirm what I learned from observing the courts and interviewing
participating actors. I also compare my results with what the literature would predict to
be my findings. In the last chapter, I will discuss the policy implications of my findings
and speculate on what these findings mean to the future study of criminal and drug
courts. First, a restatement of all the questions:
Question 1a: Who are the most central players in a criminal
court versus in a drug court?
Question 1b: How many interconnected workgroups or cliques
are active in criminal courts versus in a drug court and are all the
most central actors part of the same cliques?
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Question 1c: Which sponsoring organizations primarily affect the
case disposition process in a criminal court versus in a drug
court?
Question 2a: Do traditional sponsoring organizations have more
influence disposing of a criminal court’s cases than they do in
disposing of a drug court’s cases?
Question 2b: Do external organizations have more influence
disposing of a criminal court’s cases than they do in disposing of a
drug court’s cases?

Most Central Players and Cliques in Criminal and Drug Courts
Looking at the network data collected from respondents working in the criminal
courts, the most central players were county attorneys, defense attorneys, and the judges,
as well as the judges’ staff who serve at the pleasure of the judges. The most central
players did not change significantly from one disposition phase (pre-trial, trial, and posttrial) the other in the criminal court disposition process. Separately, the sociogram for
each disposition phase gave mostly accurate depictions of which actors were likely the
most central members in the criminal court case disposition process. However, relying
on centrality measures is preferable to eyeballing sociograms when deciding which actors
constitute core or central network members.
The quantitative data confirmed what the literature tells us (Eisenstein & Jacob
1977; Eisenstein et al. 1988) about core workgroup or central members in criminal
courts. Although at the Pima County Superior Court, the defense attorneys are
fragmented into four separate entities (public defenders, office of legal counsel, office of
court appointed counsel, and the private counsel). I obtained the results identifying
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county attorneys, defense attorneys, and judges as the most central players in criminal
courtrooms when I combined the data for the defense counsel entities into one set of data.
When I did not combine the data, the quantitative analyses showed that individual
defense counsel entities were not perceived by criminal court actors as very central in the
criminal court case disposition process. Of course, one can speculate that the
fragmentation of the defense counsel into separate entities might be a reason why actors
perceived them as less central. But another reason could be that most of the criminal
cases in the County continued to be settled and the prosecution has more influence in that
scenario (Cruikshank 2007). Moreover, the judges, as I observed during the study,
seemed to have closer relationships with the prosecutors because the prosecutors were
likely to be repeat customers of the judges since they came from one entity.
Comparatively, in the drug court, I observed that the most central players were
drug court judges, public defenders, probation officers, and drug treatment providers, all
participating at drug court staffings. The network data I collected from the questionnaire
reflected my observations and identified these same actors as the most central players in
the drug court case disposition process. Both my qualitative and quantitative findings
confirmed what the literature (Hora 1999, Nolan 2001; Terry 1999) tells us about key
decisions being made during court staffings. However, the literature identifies the county
attorneys as very central in the drug court case disposition process, which was not the
case at the Pima County Drug Court. I did not observe representatives of the county
attorneys’ office participating in the drug court, which the network data readily
confirmed.
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While interviewing drug court actors, the drug court coordinator was unanimously
identified as the most central individual player in the drug court. However, the
quantitative data did not show this to be the case. But the difference in the results could
be attributed to the differences in measures. While the interviewees focused on
identifying the most central individual players, the questionnaire for the quantitative data
requested information on entities. Nonetheless, one would expect that if the
questionnaire respondents lumped the drug court coordinator with the probation office,
the data would reveal this. But that was not the case. However, the drug coordinator
could have been considered as part of the drug court judges’ office, which might be the
reason while the drug court judges’ office scored very highly in my centrality measure.
Scholars (e.g., Nolan 2001) might be surprised about my finding regarding the
drug court coordinator, but not the judge, as being the most central individual player in
the drug court. Apart from the difference in the qualitative and quantitative measures
mentioned above, the absence of the judge as the most central individual player in the
drug court might also be because the drug court operated as a team effort wherein the
judge had only one vote (even if judges preside over the staffing sessions). I suspect that
the judge will be the most central individual player in a trial court system where the
coordinator is a member of the judge’s staff rather than that of probation office, or where
there is no full-time coordinator.
The clique analysis on the data collected from the criminal court portion of the
questionnaire confirmed the prominence of the central players in the criminal court case
disposition process. Counting the cliques containing the most central players, I found
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that for the most part, majority of the active cliques in the criminal court networks
contain the most central players. This was the case during the pre-trial and post-trial
phases of the disposition process, and almost the case during the trial phase. As for the
data from the drug court portion of the questionnaire, the clique analysis did not reveal
much. Only one out of eight cliques contained all the most central actors, but this finding
in itself is a confirmation of what I observed during my research. The interconnected
workgroup disposing of cases in the drug court consists only the most central players as
members.

Sponsoring Organizations in Criminal and Drug Courts
Based on the quantitative data, I found that in criminal courts sponsoring
organizations with representatives physically present primarily affected the disposition
process. This was true at every phase of the criminal case disposition process. Primarily
consisting of seven to eight entities depending on the disposition phase, these sponsoring
organizations included defense attorneys, criminal court judges’ office, county attorneys,
criminal court judges, sheriff department, court interpreters, pre-trial services, court
reporters, and the probation department. The results were also statistically significant.
Interestingly, when I interviewed the participants, there was little agreement on which
organizations were crucial in the case disposition process. Each of the participating
entities perceived its work as primarily affecting criminal court case disposition.
In the drug court, my observations during visits to staffings and drug court
sessions were confirmed by the network data. The data indicated that sponsoring
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organizations with representatives present, as well as represented in other ways, during
staffings primarily drove the case disposition process. The organizations included the
defense attorneys, drug court judges, probation office, drug testing center, and drug
treatment center. Statistically significant, the finding was a confirmation of the literature
(Harrison & Scarpitti 2002; Banks & Gottfredson 2003) that noted the influence of
organizations not physically present at staffings but affecting case disposition in drug
courts.
Unlike in the criminal courts where I found that physical presence of
representatives was necessary for sponsoring organizations to affect the case disposition
process, that was not the case in drug courts. The drug testing center did not have
representatives physically present during staffings, but its website was regularly accessed
by other networks. Thus, its “presence” by virtue of having information needed by other
network actors at staffings made the center an important member of the drug court
network.

Control by Traditional Sponsoring Organizations in Case Disposition
Using “potential influence” as a measure of influence, the confirmed network data
showed that the traditional sponsoring organizations (the judge, county attorneys, and
defense attorneys) had more influence in disposing of criminal court cases than they did
in disposing of drug court cases. I note here that the result from the drug court should be
treated as a function of the absence of the prosecution, rather than as a true reflection of
the influence of prosecutors in drug court case disposition process. This was primarily
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because county attorneys (prosecutors) did not participate in the disposition process at the
drug court. The result did not change regardless of the disposition phase of the criminal
court case disposing process. Nonetheless, this result confirmed what the literature
(Nardulli et al. 1988) tells us about the influence of traditional sponsoring organizations
in criminal court case disposition process.
If the measure is actual influence based on how the participating actors perceive
which entities were critical to their operations, the raw data similarly indicate that
traditional sponsoring organizations had more influence in disposing of criminal court
cases than they did in disposing of drug court cases. This finding of actual influence by
traditional sponsoring organizations also confirmed the literature’s (Eisenstein et al.
1988; Nardulli et al. 1988) assertion that traditional sponsoring organizations had at least
moderate influence in criminal courts. The quantitative results of both the potential or
actual influence measures seem to indicate that the dynamics of the traditional court
actors in a criminal court have not changed, despite the increase in drug and specialty
courts that are part of the same bench criminal courts belong to.

Control by External Organizations
External organizations (i.e., non-traditional criminal justice organizations such as
drug testing agencies and drug treatment centers) had more influence in case disposition
in the drug court than they did in the criminal courts of the Pima County Superior Court.
The result did not change whether the measure employed was potential or actual
influence. With potential influence, external organizations had more control in the drug
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court than they did in the criminal courts. If the measure was actual influence, external
organizations still had more control in disposing of drug court cases than in disposing of
criminal court cases.
The quantitative data from the criminal courts suggested that external
organizations had very little influence in disposing of cases in the criminal courts, a
confirmation of what previous scholars (e.g., Eisenstein et al. 1988) found. During my
observations of drug court staffings and interviews with participating actors, I noticed
that external organizations had significant influence in the disposition of cases. Thus, the
quantitative data seemed to confirm what I learned during my observations and
interviews. This finding also confirmed what previous scholars (Nolan 2001; Terry
1999) found about the influence of external organizations in the drug court. In the next
chapter, I present my findings on the connection of the drug court to its adjacent criminal
courts and the umbrella criminal bench. I also present the research results on whether
external organizations are extending their influence in the drug court to the overall trial
court.
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CHAPTER 7
DRUG COURTS’ CONNECTION TO CRIMINAL COURTS AND INFLUENCE OF
EXTERNAL ORGANIZATIONS ON NETWORK STRUCTURE OF TRIAL COURTS
Introduction
In this chapter I tackle the last two sets of questions posed in Chapter 4 on the
connection of drug courts to criminal courts and the extension of external organizations’
(active in drug courts) influence to trial court systems. The questions are:
Question 3a: How tightly or loosely coupled is a drug court to its
adjacent criminal courts?
Question 3b: How tightly or loosely coupled is a drug court to its
umbrella criminal bench?
Question 4a: To what extent are drug courts connected to other actors
operating in traditional trial court networks?
Question 4b: Does the influence of non-traditional criminal justice
organizations participating in the drug court case disposition process
extend to a traditional trial court?
The first two questions are important because previous drug court studies (Hora
1999; Goldkamp 2000; Nolan 2001) examined drug courts as isolated structures but did
not explore how drug courts might structurally fit into the organization of a criminal
bench. Likewise, the last two sets of questions are necessary because previous studies of
the influence of external (i.e. non-traditional criminal justice) organizations on trial court
systems (e.g., Eisenstein & Jacob 1977; Eisenstein et al. 1988) were conducted when the
systems did not include specialty courts like drug courts.
As I did in the past chapter, I initially report the results obtained from analyzing
the network data gathered from the questionnaire. I then provide additional contextual
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background information by relying on lessons learned from my observations of the
criminal and drug courts, as well as from interviewing actors working in both courts.
First, I answer the questions on the connection of a drug court to its companion
traditional criminal courts that are part of the same criminal bench, and on the drug
court’s connection to the criminal bench. At the Superior Court, as well as in many other
jurisdictions, the drug court is a separate entity from the traditional criminal court but
both are organizational placed under the “criminal bench.” As I explained in previous
chapters, in this study I treated criminal courts separately from drug courts.
Second, I provide my findings regarding the connection of the drug courts to other
actors operating in the overall trial court system. Lastly, I assess whether non-traditional
criminal justice (i.e. external) organizations operating in drug courts are extending their
influence from the drug courts onto the overall trial court as the literature (Terry 1999;
Nolan 2001) suggests. These second sets of questions are different from those in the last
chapter. In the previous chapter, I assessed the influence of organizations operating in
the criminal and drug courts. Again, I remind the reader here that “trial court” or “trial
court system” in my study is the umbrella Superior Court and it has several benches such
as the civil, family law, juvenile, and criminal benches. The criminal bench separately
consists of many criminal courtrooms, a mental health court, and the drug court. Thus at
the Superior Court, the drug court is a distinct entity on its own, separate from the
criminal courts, but both sets of courts are organizationally part of the criminal bench.
Hence, both sets of courts by being part of the criminal bench are also part of the overall
trial court.
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In seeking answers to the questions posed in this chapter, I had structured
interviews and informal conversations with administrative supervisors (some of whom
are also participating actors) of the entities studied. Hence in this chapter, I supplant my
discussion with actual quotes from those interviewed. For the analysis of the network
data, I continued to rely primarily on Ucinet (see methodology chapter) to perform
relevant network analysis. For additional analysis, I also used some of the raw data from
the questionnaire sent to all the 24 entities that participated in the study, as well as the
confirmed data obtained after using the minimum transformation technique provided by
Ucinet. In addition, I employed the maximum transformation technique to detect any
connections among certain entities in the networks studied.
Unlike in the previous chapter, rather than relying solely on the confirmed
connections among the entities (as fully discussed in the methodology chapter), I also
examined weak connections among the entities. This was necessary, specifically for
answering Questions 3a and 3b, because the task was to detect if and whether drug courts
have strong or weak connections to the criminal courts and the criminal bench. As
elaborated in Chapter 4, Herbert Jacob, in his 1997 article about the Cook County Circuit
Court, employed the term “loose coupling” to explain weak connections among different
courtrooms operating in that circuit court. Jacob also used the term “tight coupling” to
reference strong connections among the different courtrooms. For this study, confirmed
links are considered strong connections while unconfirmed ties are considered weak
connections among entities working at the Superior Court. I now turn to the first two
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questions on the connection of the drug court to the criminal courts and the criminal
bench.

Drug Courts’ Connection to Criminal Courts and Criminal Bench
In this section, I present my findings from the study of Pima County Drug Court
related to questions on the connection of the drug court to its adjacent criminal courts and
its umbrella criminal bench. As a reminder, the questions are:
Question 3a: How tightly or loosely coupled is a drug court to its
adjacent criminal courts?
Question 3b: How tightly or loosely coupled is a drug court to its
umbrella criminal bench?

As fully detailed in the methodology chapter, my quantitative data was collected
via the questionnaire. However, before answering these questions, I take a detour to
further elaborate on the collection of data related to both Questions 3a and 3b. First,
looking at the listing of entities in the criminal court portion of the questionnaire in
Appendix A, 16 entities were listed as part of the criminal court networks. As for the
drug court portion of the questionnaire, 19 entities were listed as part of the drug court
networks. I decided on the entities listed in each portion of the questionnaire after
observing actors working at the Superior Court, attending drug court staffing sessions,
visiting several criminal and drug court proceedings, and interviewing many of the
participating actors. More importantly, the listings also reflect what some of the principal
court actors I interviewed at the beginning of the study (e.g., presiding judges of the
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criminal and drug courts) identified as organizations active in these courts case
disposition processes.
Nonetheless, during the quantitative aspect of the study, all the 24 entities
identified as participating in either or both courts were asked to complete both the
criminal court portion and the drug court portion of the questionnaire. I purposely made
the request to confirm both what I had observed and what was identified by the
interviewees. In addition, the questionnaire asked respondents to identify other entities
providing resources such as “funding and administrative support.” I included such a
statement to ensure that respondents to the drug court portion of the questionnaire, for
example, will identify the criminal bench or the Superior Court Administrative Office as
providers of funding or administrative support for the drug court. Furthermore, I
personally met with several questionnaire respondents and explained the questionnaire to
them prior to their completing the questionnaire.
Thus, for example, in Appendix D showing the matrix of the data collected for the
pre-trial phase of criminal court case disposition phase, although 16 entities (for example,
LDO on the horizontal line) were originally listed as target agencies in the criminal
portion of the questionnaire, all 24 entities (for example, TASC on the vertical line)
completed the entire portion. When I met with the questionnaire respondents, I asked
them to list any of the remaining eight entities as target agencies if the respondents had
any ties with any of the eight entities. In addition, questionnaire respondents were asked
to identify additional target agencies, including their sponsoring entities, in the
questionnaire. Hence, each of the 24 entities had the opportunity to identify its ties to the
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other 23 entities for all the three phases of the criminal court case disposition, as well as
for the drug court case disposition phase. Therefore, each resulting matrix of the three
phases of the criminal court and of the drug court case disposition process was a 24x24
matrix. The sociogram reflecting this matrix, Figure 7.1, is shown here again as Figure
6.1.
To further elaborate on the results in Appendix D, under the TASC’s (not
originally listed in the criminal portion of the questionnaire) horizontal listing in the
matrix, all the remaining 23 agencies reported no ties with TASC. However, TASC
claimed relationship ties with all 16 agencies originally listed in the questionnaire,
because it (as well the remaining 23 agencies) was asked to complete the criminal portion
of the questionnaire. As confirmed by my observations and by my many of these
agencies’ representatives during my interviews, these 23 agencies did not report any ties
because they did not have any true relationships with TASC.
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FIGURE 7.1
Raw Organization Linkages in Pre-Trial Criminal Court Phase
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Drug Testing Center
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FIGURE 7.2
Confirmed Organization Linkages in Pre-Trial Criminal Court Phase
(Using Minimum Transformation Technique)
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As earlier explained, I used the minimum transformation technique to confirm the
data, the results of which are shown in Appendix E and mapped in Figure 7.2 above
(same as Figure 6.2). In Appendix E, TASC dropped out of the matrix because no other
organization confirmed the ties, making TASC an isolate in the pre-trial network as
shown in Figure 7.2. I emphasize here taking this detour to explain the data collected is
to help the reader understand my actual analysis of the research questions in this section,
to which I now turn.
Now focusing on the research questions posed above: How tightly or loosely
coupled is a drug court to its adjacent criminal courts? And how tightly or loosely
coupled is a drug court to its umbrella criminal bench?, I relied on two different
analytical methods. One was to operationalize the confirmed organizational links as
strong ties and non-confirmed ones as weak ties in a manner, similar to the work of some
social network scholars (e.g. Perry-Smith & Shalley 2003; Perry-Smith 2006). PerrySmith and Shalley contend that strong ties are “direct relationships that involve relatively
frequent interactions, high emotional closeness, and reciprocity” (2003: 93). In
comparison, these scholars note that weak ties are “not necessarily reciprocal and involve
less frequent interactions” (2003: 92). For determining the strong ties, I simply counted
the number of confirmed (using the minimization transformation technique as previously
explained) organizational links that each actor has with other network actors at each
phase of the criminal court disposition process, as well as in the drug court. The results
are shown in Table 7.1 below. Thus, looking at TASC (Drug Testing Center) for
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example in Table 7.1, the entity has no confirmed organizational links with any entity
participating at any phase of the criminal court case disposition process.
For the weak ties, I counted the number of unconfirmed organizational links that
each actor has with other network actors at each criminal court case disposition phase, as
well as in the drug court. Here, the unconfirmed organizational links are the aggregate of
links that respondents identified as ties that they have with target agencies when they
completed the questionnaire. For example, looking at Appendix D, the matrix with the
raw data for the criminal pre-trial phase, no respondent identified ties with TASC. Thus
the column under the horizontal listing of TASC shows all zeros. Therefore, TASC had
no organizational unconfirmed links. The results for each network are shown in Table
7.2.
Looking at Table 7.1, the drug court judges and the drug court judges’ office
(which represented the drug court as an entity in my study) had no confirmed
organizational links at each phase of the criminal court case disposition phase. Likewise,
the criminal court judges and the criminal court judges’ office (entities that represented
the criminal courts in the study) had no confirmed organizational links at the drug court.
As for Table 7.2, neither the drug court judges nor the drug court judges’ office had any
unconfirmed organizational links at each phase of the criminal court case disposition
phase. Similarly, the criminal court judges and the criminal court judges’ office had no
unconfirmed organizational links at the drug court. Thus, it appears that there are no
organizational links (strong or weak) between criminal courts and the drug court at the
Superior Court.
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Examining Table 7.1 for potential “common friends”22 (Wasserman and Faust
1994) active in the criminal courts and in the drug court, only the public defender seems
to strongly belong (using the number of links as a criteria) to each disposition phase of
the criminal court process, as well as to the drug court case disposition process.
However, as I previously explained, representatives of the public defender active in the
drug court are part of a specific sub-group within the public defender’s office. Thus, it is
unlikely that the influence of these representatives in the drug court, via the public
defender’s office, extend to the criminal courts.
Similarly looking at Table 7.2 for common friends, there were many entities
participating in both courts, but the table shows mostly weak connections among the
entities, plus most of the weak connections were not confirmed by the common friends.
For example, the Superior Court (a common friend) in Table 7.2 had 5 unconfirmed links
in the drug court, but none of these links were confirmed links as seen in Table 7.1.
Hence, the preliminary23 answer to the first research question in this section (using this
analytical method) was that the drug court did not appear to be connected to its adjacent
criminal courts.
As for the second question in this section regarding the criminal bench and using
the same analytical method, Table 7.1 shows that the criminal bench had no confirmed
links in the drug court. I note here that the criminal bench was listed on both portions of
the questionnaire. In Table 7.2, there were eight unconfirmed organizational ties between
22

Network scholars have surmised that identifying “common friends” enables the analyst to establish
indirect connections that could be studied.
23
I note here (per Dr. Keith Provan’s advice) that I refer to this quantitative result as “preliminary” in case
some scholars, despite my explanation above, remain doubtful of the result because the representative
entities of the courts were not listed across both portions of the questionnaire.
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the criminal bench and the drug court. Of the criminal bench’s eight weak ties shown in
Table 7.2, none of the ties appears to be confirmed (as seen in Table 7.1), demonstrating
that the criminal bench seemed to have a weak connection to the drug court. Thus, the
answer to the second research question was: the drug court appeared to be loosely
coupled to the criminal bench.

TABLE 7.1
Confirmed Organizational Links

Legal Defenders
Criminal Court Judges’ Office
Court Appointed Counsel
County Attorneys
Criminal Bench
Criminal Court Judges
Probation Office
Public Defender
Sheriff Department
Superior Court
Private Counsel
Calendar Services
Court Interpreters
Pre-Trial Services
Court Reporters
Jury Commissioner
Drug Treatment Center
CODAC
COPE
EL RIO
LAFRONTERA
Drug Court Judges’ Office
Drug Court Judges
Drug Testing Center

Pre-Trial
6
13
10
13
7
11
0
8
10
5
9
8
10
7
5
6
0
0
0
0
0
0

Trial
7
11
6
11
7
11
0
7
8
3
5
5
10
0
6
9
0
0
0
0
0
0

Post-Trial
5
12
5
12
6
10
6
7
8
3
8
8
9
1
6
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Drug Court
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
9
3
0
0
4
5
4
3
0
7
2
0
0
0
9
8
7
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TABLE 7.2

Unconfirmed Organizational Links

Legal Defenders
Criminal Court Judges’ Office
Court Appointed Counsel
County Attorneys
Criminal Bench
Criminal Court Judges
Probation Office
Public Defender
Sheriff Department
Superior Court
Private Counsel
Calendar Services
Court Interpreters
Pre-Trial Services
Court Reporters
Jury Commissioner
Drug Treatment Center
CODAC
COPE
EL RIO
LAFRONTERA
Drug Court Judges’ Office
Drug Court Judges
Drug Testing Center

Pre-Trial
14
17
14
16
10
15
11
16
11
7
14
11
13
14
12
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Trial
11
14
10
14
9
14
6
13
9
5
11
11
13
7
12
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Post-Trial
12
16
11
15
8
15
15
13
9
5
12
11
12
9
13
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Drug Court
0
0
0
11
8
0
11
9
7
5
1
8
7
4
5
3
7
6
6
5
6
10
10
7
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The second analytical method I used to determine the strength of the connection
between the drug court and its adjacent criminal courts was examining the average
quality ratings of the network actors provided by the actors themselves (see Huang &
Provan 2007(b)). In the questionnaire (Appendix A), respondents were asked to rate the
quality of their relationships or ties (referred to as “Relationship Quality”) with target
agencies on a scale of 1 to 4 (see last columns of each table in both the criminal court and
drug court portions). The relationship quality scores were to be assigned, as perceived by
the respondents, based on the overall quality of the working relationships between the
respondents and each target agency.
Thus, for each target actor A participating in each network (the three criminal
court phases and the drug court), I computed its average perceived quality score by using
the average of quality scores provided by the respondents having confirmed ties with
actor A. For example in Table 7.3 below, which shows the average perceived quality
scores for each 24 entities that participated in the study, Legal Defenders had a score of
3.33 in the pre-trial phase while CODAC had a score of 0. To arrive at the 3.33 score, I
determined that 6 organizations had confirmed links with Legal Defenders (see Table
7.1) and those organizations ranked the links with Legal Defenders as 4, 2, 3, 3, 4, and 4
making a total of 20 perceived quality score. I divided the total score of 20 by 6 and
received the average quality score of 3.33. CODAC did not have any confirmed links
during the pre-trial phase; hence, the average perceived quality score was zero.
Looking at Table 7.3, both the criminal court judges and the criminal court
judges’ office had no perceived quality scores in the drug court column. Again, this
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TABLE 7.3
Perceived Quality of Confirmed Organizational Links

Legal Defenders
Criminal Court Judges’ Office
Court Appointed Counsel
County Attorneys
Criminal Bench
Criminal Court Judges
Probation Office
Public Defender
Sheriff Department
Superior Court
Private Counsel
Calendar Services
Court Interpreters
Pre-Trial Services
Court Reporters
Jury Commissioner
Drug Treatment Center
CODAC
COPE
EL RIO
L0AFRONTERA
0Drug Court Judges’ Office
Drug Court Judges
Drug Testing Center

Pre-Trial
3.33
3.54
3.60
3.23
3.86
3.45
0
3.50
3.20
3.20
3.11
3.86
3.60
3.67
3.75
3.80
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Trial
3.14
3.45
3.33
3.18
3.86
3.45
0
3.43
3.25
3.67
2.80
4.00
3.60
0
3.75
3.63
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Post-Trial
3.20
3.42
3.20
3.00
3.83
3.40
3.50
3.29
3.25
3.67
3.00
3.71
3.67
3.00
3.75
4.00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Drug Court
0
0
0
0
0
0
3.71
3.63
3.33
0
0
3.75
3.80
3.50
4.00
0
3.67
3.00
0
0
0
3.75
3.75
3.00
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result occurred because there were no confirmed links between criminal courts and the
drug court at the Superior Court. Likewise, there was no perceived quality score for the
criminal bench in the drug court column, due to an absence of connections between the
criminal bench and the drug court. Hence, the preliminary answer to research question 3a
(using a different analytical method) in this section was that the criminal courts were not
tightly connected to the drug court. As for research question 3b, the answer also was that
the criminal bench was not tightly connected to the drug court.
Separately but not related to answering any specific research questions, I was
interested in determining whether there were any correlation between the centrality
scores of the actors working in these courts and the strength of their ties. My interest was
based, in part, on my observations during the study that some of the less central actors
(e.g., Pre-Trial Services) also seemed to be weakly connected to the disposition processes
in both courts. Thus, I subjected the perceived quality scores in Table 7.3 to further
analysis. I decided to correlate the quality scores with the centrality measure scores for
each confirmed network to determine if the data (collected from the questionnaire) would
confirm my observation.
As the results in Appendix F indicate, there were no significant correlations
between any of the centrality measures and the quality scores within each type of
network. This was true for all the criminal court networks and for the drug court
network. These results confirmed Perry-Smith’s admonition that “centrality is not
synonymous with having many strong ties.” (2006: 88).
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Based on my observations and interviews of the key actors participating in the
drug or criminal courts, I was not surprised by the results of the network data. Judicial
rules, which all judges are sworn to uphold, require that judges make decisions on the
bases of facts presented to them inside the courtrooms. When queried about the
relationship of his criminal courtroom to the drug court, a criminal court judge (also the
bench presiding judge) emphatically responded, “None.” He later elaborated that
although criminal judges on the criminal bench informally lunched regularly and met
formally once a month, their relationships did not translate to specific case decisions. He
said that judges on the criminal bench might seek each other’s advice on how to handle
matters procedurally that arose during the course of trials, but not on what decisions to
render in particular cases.
The presiding judge of the drug court, who managed the Post Conviction program
of the drug court, confirmed this assessment: “The other criminal judges do not have any
impact on what happens in my courtroom. Even if they do not believe in the ideals or
goals of the drug court, there is really nothing that they can do about it.” When asked
about the previous presiding judge of the Superior Court who was commonly known as a
non-supporter of the drug court’s existence, the drug court judge responded: “I don’t care
because it does not matter nor affect how cases are disposed in my courtroom.” On her
position as not being a retained judge on the Superior Court (she was a commissioner)
and whether that impacted her courtroom decisions, she responded: “Not at all. . . In fact,
my compensation comes from a federal grant to the Superior Court independent of my
being a drug court judge.”
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Evidence demonstrating how judges ethically guard their independent judicial
decision-making powers surfaced during my interview with the judge of the Deferred
Judgment Court (also a non-retained judge). She stressed:
I am bound by judicial rules that require me to make decisions on
my own. Even though both programs of the drug court are
operated on a non-adversarial basis with the same team members, I
do not consult with the judge of the Post Conviction Drug Court,
or with other judges that handled criminal matters in the Superior
Court. I consult and collaborate on policy decisions affecting the
drug court with the other drug court, but not on specific judicial
decisions regarding case outcomes.
Although the presiding judge of the drug court was regularly assigned criminal
cases, most of the cases directed to her division were drug cases that eventually ended in
the drug court. As attested to by many actors during the study, the drug court presiding
judge handled almost all the drug cases at the Superior Court, even if those cases were
still under criminal case designation when sent to her. One drug court team member
surmised, “Very few drug court offenders came from other judges, they primarily came
from the drug court presiding judge’s criminal docket.”
Therefore, at the early stages of criminal drug prosecution even before drug
offenders were sent to the drug court, they were already familiar with the drug court
judge. On the drug court judge’s part, that meant that she did not have to coordinate with
her criminal court peers on the prosecution of such offenders, and thus did not have the
opportunity to connect with them. From the viewpoint of the criminal court judges, the
assignment process meant that they did not frequently handle drug cases and were
unfamiliar with the drug court activities. On the flip side, if the drug court judge did not
handle non-drug criminal cases, she was very unlikely to engage her colleagues on
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criminal case matters, even if informally, as alluded to by the criminal bench presiding
judge. Therefore, another opportunity for the drug court to connect to its adjacent
criminal courts even for informal information sharing by judges is foreclosed. Hence, it
seems that in disposing of cases the drug court was only loosely connected, or was an
offshoot, of the overall structure of the criminal courts of the Superior Court.
Even from a non-case disposition view point, the drug court was not connected to
criminal courts of the Superior Court. For example, the drug court coordinator claimed
that funding for the drug court came from several sources, some outside of the Superior
Court. He explained that the funds for the Post Conviction Program came from these
sources: the Arizona Administrative Office of the Courts; general probation fees paid by
all offenders in the state; and specific fees paid by drug court offenders. He elaborated
that initial federal funds for the Deferred Judgment program ran out; “state funds were
non-existent;” and the program was funded by probation fees paid by drug court
offenders and probation fees paid by all county offenders.
Another way of discerning whether there was a connection between the drug court
on one hand and the criminal courts on the other was to examine their “common friends”
(Wasserman & Faust 1994). By looking at such commonality, we could at least establish
that they had indirect connections. I looked at the common relationships that the drug
and criminal courts had with other entities within the Superior Court (e.g., Court
Calendar Services and Court Interpreters). When I interviewed the representatives of
many of those entities, except for the Court Interpreters, many claimed not to have any
relationships with the drug court. Thus, I concluded that in addition to key actors
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working in these courts claiming very little connection between the two courts, other
ways of examining the connection did not provide contrary results. Therefore, the
network data confirmed what I learned during my observations and interviews: the drug
court probably had little, if any, connection to its adjacent criminal courts.
My observation and interviews also indicated that the connection of the drug court
to the criminal bench was considered very weak by the actors themselves. As I have
indicated earlier, the criminal bench was largely an administrative entity on paper. When
I asked the presiding judge of the bench for an organizational chart, the judge remarked:
“There is no chart because there is no hierarchy among the judges on the bench. The
bench is very much an administrative organ that liaisons on behalf of the judges with me
serving as the representative. I am not responsible for any criminal courtroom’s budget
and have no control over any other judge’s personnel except my own staff.”
The Deputy Administrator of the Superior Court also maintained that the drug
court had very weak to no connection to the criminal bench as an entity. He noted that if
the drug court were not part of the criminal bench, it could easily be organizationally
placed as a division of the Probation Office. He claimed: “The Administrator’s Office
played a significant role in the creation of the drug court but lately has deferred to the
Probation Office to run it because it is more matured…I call it a case of benign neglect.”
I found it interesting that this a senior administrator of the Superior Court saw the drug
court as an organ of the Probation Office rather than a part of the criminal bench.
Thus, from my interviews of these actors I surmised that although the drug court
was structurally part of the criminal bench; its connection to the criminal bench, if any,
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was weak. I now move to my findings on if and how the drug court, fits into the network
structure of the Superior Court.

Drug Courts Connection to Trial Court Networks
In this section, I present my findings related to the impact of adding a drug court
to a trial court system. This question will enable me to assess the extent to which
specialty courts are connected to trial court networks. Past literature indicates that
criminal courts dominate the organizational structure of most trial court systems. Thus,
the focus here was to assess how the drug court, as a specialty court operating as part of
the criminal bench, is connected to other actors operating in the Pima County Superior
Court.
The question here again was:
Question 4a: To what extent are drug courts connected to other actors
operating in traditional trial court networks?
I acknowledge here that I did not gather the necessary quantitative data that would
have enabled me to provide the most complete quantitative answer to this question.
Since the question was about trial court networks, the questionnaire needed to have
included a different section (separate from the two sections on criminal and drug court
case disposition processes) asking specific questions of respondents about their linkages
with other actors working with the Superior Court Administrator’s Office. Since in this
instance, the trial court network would have consisted of organizations working directly
with the Superior Court (as represented by the Superior Court Administrator’s Office) to
achieve the Superior Court’s specific goals. For instance, an organization that
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participates in the criminal or drug court case disposition process but has no working
relationship with the Superior Court Administrator’s Office does not qualify as a member
of the trial court network.
Clearly, the drug court is organizationally connected to the Superior Court, but the
drug court (as represented by the drug court judges or the drug court judges’ office)
might have limited or no connection with other actors working with the Superior Court
Administrator’s Office to achieve the Superior Court’s goals. Thus, I relied on my
observations and other qualitative data to answer this question to which I now turn.
My interviews with actors working at the Superior Court who had institutional
memories of the Superior Court before the addition of the drug court provided solid
answers to the question. Many of the actors I interviewed felt that the organizational or
network structure of the Superior Court had changed to a certain degree because actors
working in judicial systems were continuing to recognize the importance of specialty
courts. However, the presiding judge of the criminal bench cautioned:
Don’t read too much to changes seen on paper especially as
it concerns the expansion of the Superior Court to
accommodate specialty courts. People working in the
system see specialty courts as a way to help people deal
with a particular problem, but they very much still believe
that criminal courts’ function is to do something to the
defendant using an adversarial system that we have in
place.
Other actors I interviewed commented that the organizational or network structure
of the Superior Court might be different from what past literature (e.g., Eisenstein et al.
1988) indicates because of professional management of the Superior Court that was not
previously in place. They noted that with professional management and technological
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innovation in today’s society, trial courts as systems are probably more efficient “but not
necessarily more effective” than in the past. One interviewee pointed to the ability to get
the calendars of various courtrooms on-line as an example of technological innovation
that was making the Superior Court better, but the innovation did not emanate from the
addition of specialty courts to the Superior Court.
The organizational chart of the Superior Court seems to indicate that at least on
paper, the Superior Court recognized other benches beside the criminal bench. In
addition, the chart demonstrates that other divisions of the Superior Court besides
criminal courtrooms were featured prominently. The Deputy Administrator explained
that the organizational structure of the Superior Court was complex regardless of what
the organizational chart showed. He said that one constant taking hold in recent years
was less bureaucracy and a lot more decentralization in trial court systems when
compared to the past. Using the Trial Services Division (which he supervised) as an
example, he noted that he was not involved in the daily activities of various units in the
division. Thus, the units operated semi-autonomously and had relationships with entities
inside and outside the Superior Court.
The organizational chart did not even show that the Superior Court had a drug
court or a mental health court (both specialty courts and both part of the criminal court
bench). To be fair, the chart did not show the different courts belonging to each bench (6
total benches) of the Superior Court. However, if the addition of specialty courts to the
Superior Court has appreciably altered the organizational structure of the Superior Court
from when specialty courts were not part of the Superior Court, one would expect that the
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chart will reflect these specialty courts. In addition (as I mentioned earlier), the criminal
court bench did not have an organizational chart or map that showed that these courts
existed. Of course, on the Superior Court website,24 (accessed 01/15/07) are information
about both specialty courts but they are profiled as autonomous or isolated entities. To be
fair, the information about both courts can easily be accessed on the Superior Court
website. However, part of the information related to the drug court did not contain
sufficient information showing that the drug court has a strong structural connection to
the Superior Court.
From these conversations and other results of this study, I concluded that the Pima
County Drug Court did not change the network structure of the Superior Court very
much. I also concluded that since the drug court was operated as a team effort consisting
of actors cobbled from different entities, it was treated as an isolated structure working on
its own by the criminal bench and the Superior Court. Thus, based on the qualitative
findings, it seems that the drug court was not highly connected to other actors operating
on the network level of the Superior Court. Clearly, as I have previously explained, some
of the actors that are part of the Superior Court Administrative Office (e.g., Court
Interpreters, Court Recorders) participate in drug court proceedings, but not in drug court
case disposition process. In sum, the drug court appeared not to have significantly
changed the structural landscape, network or otherwise, of the Superior Court. Relying
mostly on the qualitative data, the specific answer to the research question was: drug
courts were not strongly connected to other actors operating in traditional trial court

24

See http://www.sc.co.pima.az.us/.
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networks. In the next section, I turn to the last question posed in the study, the influence
of external organizations on the Superior Court.

Influence of External Organizations in Drug Courts on Trial Courts
In this section, I present my findings from the study related to how external (or
non-traditional criminal justice) organizations participating in drug court case disposition
process are extending their influence to a traditional trial court. This question is
important because non-traditional criminal justice or external organizations such as drug
testing centers and treatment facilities are very prominent in the drug court (Terry 1999;
Nolan 2001; Hora 1999). Moreover, earlier we learned from this study that external
organizations had more influence in the drug court case disposition process than they do
in the criminal court case disposition process. However, we do not know if their
influence extends beyond drug courts (or other specialty courts) and reaches into trial
court systems. In essence, scholars have not studied how the prominence and influence
of these non-traditional criminal justice organizations are coupling the court more to the
community. The question here again was:
Question 4b: Does the influence of non-traditional criminal justice
organizations participating in the drug court case disposition process
extend to a traditional trial court?
Again, I acknowledge here that the most complete quantitative answer would
come from asking questionnaire respondents specific questions related to their work in
the overall trial court. Hence, I relied mostly on the results of my observations and
interviews with participating actors to answer this question.
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Turning to the discussions I had with many actors working in either the drug or
criminal courts, some of whom I have previously quoted, it certainly does not seem that
external organizations participating in drug court have any influence in the trial court.
Many interviewees, including those from external organizations, felt that although these
external organizations were participating in case disposition at the drug court and at other
specialty courts like the mental health court, their overall participation was still largely
limited to the specialty courts of the Superior Court. In previous pages, I have discussed
at length how the two major external organizations participating in the drug court (the
treatment facility and the drug testing facility) were active in the drug court, but their
activity did not carry over to the entire Superior Court.
The part-owner of the treatment facility, who participated in drug court staffings,
quipped: “I don’t deal with anyone in the Superior Court or in the Administrator’s Office;
I work with the drug court coordinator and that is it.” The Deputy Administrator added:
“As part of the management of this Superior Court, there is no need to collaborate with
external organizations. They play a role in the specialty courts and might continue
playing this role, but they don’t get a seat at the table if I am meeting with the County
Attorney’s Office or the Public Defender’s Office.”
Separately, many of the mental health facilities’ representatives alluded to the fact
that although they were participating in case disposition at the Superior Court, their
participation was limited to the mental health court. Based on this evidence, the answer
appears to be the drug court had not extended its influence to the Superior Court.
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Given the lessons gathered from my interviews, I suspect that the appropriate
quantitative data would have shown the same result. Although external organizations
were prominent in the drug court, the drug court was treated as an isolated entity by the
umbrella Superior Court. Time and time again, interviewees in administrative capacity of
the Superior Court confirmed that treatment. These administrators indicated that the drug
court and other specialty courts were treated as almost independent entities from the
Superior Court. Maybe, that is why scholars (Hora 1999, Terry 1999) have studied them
as such. In the next sections, I summarize my findings on the questions posed in this
chapter before going to the next chapter wherein I elaborate on these findings and discuss
their policy implications.

Summary and Conclusion
For some of the questions posed in this chapter, I found that the preliminary
quantitative data confirmed what I learned from my courtroom observations and the
interviews I had with participating actors in both criminal and drug courts. For other
questions, I relied mostly on my observations and the interview results. Below I
summarize my findings for each question and compare them with the anticipated findings
based on what the literature tells us. In the next chapter, I will elaborate more on these
findings and discuss their policy implications. First, a list of all the questions posed in
the chapter:
Question 3a: How tightly or loosely coupled is a drug court to its
adjacent criminal courts?
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Question 3b: How tightly or loosely coupled is a drug court to its
umbrella criminal bench?
Question 4a: To what extent are drug courts connected to other actors
operating in traditional trial court networks?

Question 4b: Does the influence of non-traditional criminal justice
organizations participating in the drug court case disposition process
extend to a traditional trial court?

Connection of the Drug Court to Criminal Courts and Criminal Bench
The preliminary data seems to indicate that the Pima County Drug Court, when
carrying out its case disposition role, appears to be weakly (if at all) connected to its
adjacent criminal courts at the Superior Court. Even the drug court’s funding mechanism
was not connected to that of the criminal courts, as one would expect given that both
courts are under the same criminal bench. The results also indicate that the drug court
had no indirect working connection (through “common” friends) with the criminal courts.
These results appear to confirm what the literature (e.g. Jacob 1997) would
predict to be the result. Herbert Jacob (1997) had previously theorized that despite the
presence of both tight and loose couplings among judges in a trial court, many judges are
loosely coupled and operate independently. Jacob’s study of a large trial court system
focused on the relationships among the system’s judges. Expectedly, given that judges
preside over courtrooms and constitute a very significant piece of court operations,
judges’ relationships with one another are likely to impact the connections of their courts.
Thus, my preliminary findings confirmed the assumptions in the literature (see
Feeley 1983) that the addition of specialty courts to the criminal bench (or to the overall
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trial court) probably would not alter ways more traditional courts like criminal courts
operate. In addition, Jacob (1997) theorized that loose connection among judges does not
bode well for court innovation or reform. Hence, specialized courts like drug courts are
innovations to trial court systems, but they remain either unconnected or weakly
connected to criminal court brethren (which traditionally dominate trial court systems).
How then will specialized courts help reform trial court systems if they have weak to no
connections to criminal courts?
Separately, the results of my research also show that that the drug court had a
weak, if any, connection to the criminal bench. Although the drug court was structurally
part of the criminal bench, the bench itself was more of an administrative organ used to
represent the collective administrative interests of judges belonging to the bench. Thus,
given the preliminary findings on the connection of the drug court to criminal courts,
these results were not totally surprising.
In addition, my qualitative findings confirmed the assumptions of the literature
that trial courts are loosely coupled systems (e.g., Jacob 1997). Judges operate very
autonomously and are governed by a set of ethical rules that require them to manage their
courts independently. In addition, the criminal bench in this instance was very much an
administrative organ and less of a full-bodied entity. Moreover, my findings suggest that
efforts to bring more innovative programs such as therapeutic jurisprudence into trial
court systems via specialized courts (see Baar and Solomon 2000) are unlikely to change
the relationships that the specialized courts have with more established criminal courts.
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One then wonders if the relationships are unchanged, how will the addition of
these specialized courts influence the more established criminal courts? My findings also
present challenges for court innovators (e.g., Winick & Wexler 2003; Fruin & Borys
2002) who desire for court reform to change the administration of justice or for trial
courts to restructure themselves and be more accommodating of society changes. The
fact that specialty courts may not be impacting the overall trial court system is not lost on
some advocates of specialty courts and therapeutic justice. Some have advocated for
these techniques to be added to traditional court procedures because of the lack of impact
of therapeutic techniques on most criminal cases (Farole et al. 2004).

Drug Courts’ Connection to Trial Court Networks
The qualitative research results seemed to demonstrate that the drug court
probably has not changed the network structure of the Superior Court. I found that the
drug court was not strongly connected to other actors working directly with the Superior
Court. This finding adds to the literature. The literature tells us very little about the
connection of drug courts to trial courts. Scholars such as Terry (1999) and Nolan (2001)
studied drug courts as isolated structures and did not elaborate much on their connection
to trial courts. Separately, my preliminary finding (coupled with others in this study)
reflect what Feeley (1983) argued about in his assessment of the difficulty of court
innovation. Early drug courts were considered innovative (Hora 1999; Terry 1999) when
created and some scholars (e.g. Winick & Wexler 2003) thought they would structurally
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and fundamentally change the way trial courts operate. But court reform, Feeley (1983)
argued, is very difficult to make.

Influence of External Organizations in Drug Courts on Trial Courts
According the qualitative research results, I found that non-traditional criminal
justice organizations participating in the drug court have not extended their influence in
drug courts to the Superior Court. Non-traditional criminal justice (or external)
organizations had significant influence in the drug court. However, the influence was
very much limited to the Drug Court and did not extend into the larger Superior Court.
Surprisingly, these findings are contrary to what we would expect to find from the
literature. Feinblatt et al. (2002) contend that drug courts are very much connected to the
community and seemed to infer that by virtue of that connection, umbrella trial courts are
being influenced by drug courts to do better. However, my preliminary findings
indicated that although external entities (presumably more community–oriented) are
influential in the drug court, their influence is still very much limited to the drug court.
In a way, maybe a different interpretation of the existing literature might predict
what my findings were. The literature (Nolan 2001; Hora 1999) treats drug courts as
isolated entities, which could mean that participating entities within them are also
isolated and are thus unable to leverage their influence beyond drug courts. This
rationale might explain why such external entities are not able to extend their influence to
trial courts. In the next chapter, I further elaborate on these findings. I also integrate the
results of the study and generate ideas for future research that could be used by scholars.
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Finally, I discuss the limitations of the study and present some policy implications of my
findings.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION

The findings of this research represent an attempt to add to the past findings of
organizational studies of trial courts and to studies of drug courts as autonomous
organizations. I accomplished this by asking old questions again, posing new questions,
and using analytical methods that were not used by scholars in the past. The purpose of
this inductive study of one trial court was to answer several questions about the structure
of criminal and drug courts given recent changes to trial courts. The answers to these
questions are intriguing and help us suggest some new avenues for future study.
Some of the key questions I asked were: What do the interactions of actors
working in a criminal court versus in a drug court look like? Who are the most central
players in a criminal court versus in a drug court? How tightly or loosely coupled is a
drug court to its adjacent criminal courts? How tightly or loosely coupled is a drug court
to its umbrella criminal bench? To what extent do drug courts connect to other actors
operating in trial court networks? Does the influence of external organizations on the
drug court case disposition process extend beyond drug courts to criminal courts and to
the overall trial court?
For my method of inquiry, I employed a triangular research strategy using a case
study approach that combined both quantitative and qualitative data collection and
analysis. While using participant observations, interviews, and archival data for my
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qualitative analysis, I utilized network analysis as the primary quantitative method of
analysis. Although popular in organizational studies, network analysis has not been
featured prominently in trial court studies (but see Heinz & Manikas 1992; Baar & Baar
1977).
The results of this study provide a foundation for additional study of structures of
criminal and drug courts in many United States jurisdictions that have implemented
recent changes to their trial court systems. With the results of this study, court scholars
now have preliminary data and a different methodology for determining the central and
influential players in courts, examining the connections and relationships among courts
under one trial court system, studying the impact of new court entities to the structure of
trial court systems, and assessing the influence of external organizations in trial courts.
In this final chapter, I present the most important findings and theoretical inferences,
discuss the policy and heuristic implications, explain the limitations of the study, and
recommend future directions for similar trial court research.

Workgroups and Sponsoring Organizations in Criminal and Drug Courts
Previous scholars like Eisenstein & Jacob (1977) and Eisenstein et al. (1988)
established that actors in criminal courtrooms work in common workgroups. Eisenstein
and Jacob (1977) theorized that key workgroup members or the most central players in
criminal courts primarily consist of judges, prosecutors, and defense counsel. The
authors acknowledged that criminal court workgroups consist of other players such as
bailiffs and court reporters but insisted that these other actors play less significant roles.
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Likewise, Eisenstein, Flemming, and Nardulli (1988) argued that judges, prosecutors, and
defense counsel are central to criminal court case disposition but recognized that other
actors (both internal and external) might influence the criminal case disposition process.
These authors also elaborated on the influence of sponsoring organizations providing key
representatives to criminal courts.
However, these scholars studied trial court actors as a whole but did not get at the
possibility that different actors may be more or less important at different stages of the
entire case disposition process. Not clear from their findings was whether the core
workgroup members or the minor ones differ from one phase (pre-trial, trial, and posttrial) of the criminal case disposition process to another. Using the various quantitative
structural measures provided by network analysis, I discovered that most of the actors
constituting the most central players did not change from one phase to the other,
regardless of which structural measure utilized. I found, as previous scholars, that the
core workgroup players in criminal court case disposition process consisted of judges,
prosecutors, and defense attorneys, irrespective of the disposition phase. I also
discovered that other criminal court players sometimes emerged as part of the core
workgroups in the disposition process. Although the most central players did not
significantly change from phase to phase, measuring them at different stages is important
because it gives a more accurate picture of the entire criminal court networks working to
dispose cases at various stages. Therefore, I recommend that scholars should pay
attention to different disposition phases because doing so enables them to assess whether
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actors thought to be core work group members at one phase might turn out not to be.
Thus, I propose that:
Proposition 1: Although the most important central
actors across all phases of the criminal court case
disposition process are judges, prosecutors, and
defense attorneys, measuring core workgroup actors
across all phases give a more accurate picture of the
criminal court case disposition process.
Separately, my results suggest that the defense counsel when diffused into many
entities might not be very central at any phase of the criminal court case disposition
process or to the overall process. This was slightly different from what the literature
indicates about the centrality of defense attorneys (Eisenstein & Jacob 1977; Eisenstein et
al. 1988), but the literature does not distinguish the central players across various phases
of the criminal court disposition process. At the Superior Court, the defense attorneys
were sponsored by four different entities – Public Defender’s Office, Office of Legal
Counsel, Office of Court Appointed Counsel, and the Private Bar. In my study, I
discovered that when the defense counsel entities’ network data were not combined, the
defense counsel at each of the individual entities did not register at the top of the list of
the most central players in the criminal courtrooms. However, when I combined these
entities together as “defense counsel,” the combined entity retained top status among the
most central players in the criminal courtrooms, as the literature states, regardless of
disposition phase.
Clearly, the results of my study are a reflection of the diffusion of the defense
counsel into several entities. This finding is important. The fragmentation of the defense
counsel might be precluding other actors in the courtrooms from developing closer
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relationships with defense attorneys. Hence, the initial results showed that courtroom
actors did not perceive individual defense attorneys as being very central players in the
case disposition process.
Defense attorneys as a group are a significant part of court workgroups. But
defense attorneys come from multiple organizations, while the prosecution comes from
one entity. By examining the entities sponsoring defense attorneys separately, the result
might be that the prosecution may be more familiar overall to judges and to other court
actors, as repeat players. This may even make prosecutors more powerful as some
scholars suggest. Because defense attorneys can come from different sponsoring
organizations, they may be less familiar to other court actors because there are fewer
opportunities in medium to large courts to interact with other players in the justice
system. However, because prosecutors come from one source or one sponsoring
organization, I propose that:
Proposition 2: Defense attorneys may be less
familiar to court actors than prosecutors because
they may enter the criminal justice system from
many different sponsoring organizations.
In the drug court, the literature (Hora 1999; Terry 1999; Nolan 2001) contends the
judge is the most central individual player in the drug court. My results indicate
otherwise. I found that the drug court coordinator at the Pima County Superior Court was
the most central individual player. All the participating actors considered the coordinator
as the most important person in the drug court. At the Superior Court, in addition to
other responsibilities, this coordinator worked closely with the judge in the management
of the drug court, handled the court budget, as well as supervised the probation officers
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participating in staffings (where case disposition primarily took place). The results could
differ in a different drug court where there is no coordinator or in smaller jurisdictions
where drug courts have less administrative staff and organization. Nonetheless, this
finding offers an opportunity to propose:
Proposition 3: The most central player in the drug
court will be determined by management and other
responsibilities assigned actors participating in the
drug court case disposition and not by the role of
actors in this process.
Separately, when I examined the influence of sponsoring organizations and
external organizations participating in criminal court and drug court networks, I found
that traditional sponsoring organizations in criminal courts appeared to have more
influence than those operating in the drug courts. In comparison, external organizations
appeared to have more influence in drug court networks than they did in criminal court
networks. Both findings confirmed the assertions of the literature (Nardulli et al. 1988;
Nolan 2001). Interestingly, the results were the same whether I measured influence using
network structural positions (“potential influence”) of actors or utilized the actual raw
data provided by the actors themselves (“actual influence” or “perceived influence”). As
a result, I propose that:
Proposition 4: In criminal court or drug court case
disposition networks, measures of actors’ potential
influence are strong predictors of the actors’ actual
influence.
Proposition 5: Traditional sponsoring organizations
(the bench, county attorneys’ office, and defense
counsel’s office) have more influence on traditional
criminal courts than they do on drug courts.
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Connection of Drug Court to Criminal Courts and Criminal Bench
The preliminary results of my study showed that the Pima County Drug Court
probably had no connection to its adjacent criminal courts, as well as weak to no
connection to the umbrella criminal bench. These findings, especially the qualitative
data, confirmed what the literature (Jacob 1997) says about the connection of judges
working in trial courts – trial court judges are loosely coupled with one another.
Although this drug court is nominally part of the criminal bench, it is treated as an
autonomous entity by administrators both on the bench level and at the trial court level.
Notably, the drug court is administratively co-managed by a coordinator who is a
probation officer. Thus, the administrators of the Superior Court might not see the drug
court as a specialized court designed to bring changes to the ways criminal courts operate
overall. From their perspective, the drug court is just another criminal courtroom in the
overall criminal bench, but one that focuses on certain offenders or specializes in drug
cases. Thus, my findings suggest the following proposition for future research:
Proposition 6: Drug courts, as court reforms, have
little overall connection to, or influence on, the
overall criminal court organization.
If that is the case, then my results (if confirmed in other jurisdictions), do not
bode well for drug court advocates who see drug courts as larger court reforms or
innovations that will change criminal courts as a whole. In his last major treatise, The
Governance of Trial Judges, Jacob (1997) established that loose coupling among judges
in trial courts make it difficult for trial court innovations to have the desired impact once
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implemented. Hence, if drug courts are supposed to be an innovative court in the
Superior Court that helps reform criminal courts or the criminal bench, then the drug
court’s non-connection to the criminal courts is unlikely to help reform criminal courts
overall. In addition, my findings regarding the existence or strength of the drug Court’s
connection to its criminal bench illustrate problems with institutionalization of new
theories and approaches to justice such as restorative justice and therapeutic
jurisprudence techniques (Farole et al. 2004; Winick and Wexler 2003) in trial courts. In
the next section, I elaborate further on these problems.

Influence of External Organizations in Drug Courts on Trial Courts
Relying mostly on the results of my qualitative data, I found that the Pima County
Drug Court was an isolated structure operating independently of the Superior Court. It
did not appear that the addition of the drug court has altered the organizational or
network structure of the Superior Court. My preliminary results appear to confirm the
literature’s (see Baar and Solomon 2000) assertion that innovative programs such as
therapeutic jurisprudence (designed to help change the ways trial courts operate) are
unlikely to change trial courts. That is because I found that the drug court actors had very
little or almost no interactions with other actors in the trial court systems.
In addition, my qualitative findings confirmed Malcolm Feeley’s (Court Reform
on Trial: Why Simple Solutions Fail, 1983) conclusion that court reform is very difficult
to implement and institutionalize. Feeley noted in this treatise that courtroom actors
themselves have flawed understanding of how courts operate and tend to have unrealistic
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expectations of what courts can do. Thus, relying on Feeley’s cautionary words, court
actors implementing some of these innovative programs might have unrealistic
expectations of the impact of these programs.
Therefore, what does this mean as far as institutionalizing drug or specialty
courts, or incorporating new theories such as restorative justice and therapeutic
jurisprudence (Winick & Wexler 2003)? If drug or other specialty courts do not alter the
structure of trial courts or interact much with them, will these specialized courts survive?
For example, lack of interactions between the drug court and the rest of the trial court
could deny the drug court the benefits of institutionalization such as access to adequate
resources or political support from other branches of government. Scholars such as
Winick & Wexler (2003), as well as Fruin & Borys (2003), have championed efforts to
re-structure courts and make them more accommodating of changes in the larger society.
These scholars have urged the expansion of the application of new theories (such as
therapeutic jurisprudence) in traditional courts to help confront underlying problems of
crime like drug abuse and mental health disorder. My preliminary findings indicate that
these efforts (especially if true in other jurisdictions) may not be bearing fruits. Even if
drug courts are strongly connected to treatment facilities and other government and nonprofit agencies, these findings suggest that these connections do not necessarily impact or
touch the rest of the court.
Separately, scholars such as Nardulli et al. (1988) and Flemming (1998) have
argued that the environment outside trial courts must be considered while studying them.
Implicit in their arguments is the importance of the impact of actors external to the
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courthouse community to trial courts’ operations. In my study, the qualitative results
show that external organizations operating in the drug court do not appear to have any
influence in the Superior Court. Other findings in my study suggest that non-traditional
criminal justice or external organizations were perceived as having significant influence
on case disposition in the drug court, but the influence seemed limited to the drug court
and not extended to the Superior Court.
These findings appear to be different from what the literature (Feinblatt et al.
2002; Terry 1999) will indicate to be the case that drug courts by virtue of their
connection to the community via these external agencies, are extending their influence to
trial courts. Therefore, I offer another proposition:
Proposition 7: Non-traditional criminal justice or external
organizations participating in drug court case disposition process
networks are perceived as influential in drug courts by other
network actors.

In the next section, I offer a few policy and heuristic implications of the study’s findings.

Policy and Heuristic Implications
The results of my preliminary research show that calls to institutionalize different
and new theories for the way trial courts conduct business are not having significant
impact as of yet (Farole et al. 2004). Clearly, drug courts which rely on alternative
criminal justice theories such as therapeutic jurisprudence have proliferated in the United
States in recent years. Furthermore, some specialty courts and therapeutic jurisprudence
advocates expect the use of therapeutic techniques to impact trial courts.
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However, drug courts are isolated structures used to solely address societal problems for
which they are specifically created. It does not appear that trial courts have fully
institutionalized (within the entire trial courts) some of the theories and therapeutic
techniques that advocates of these specialty courts are calling for.
That the drug court was an organization on the periphery of the rest of the trial
court means that what influences the drug court does not necessarily influence the overall
court. It also means that the drug court as an organization may not be influencing or
changing the traditional system we have. Thus, it calls into question just how much
therapeutic justice, as a social movement (see Nolan 2001), has influenced society
through our court system. Policy wise, it might be superficially beneficial to create drug
courts but it is not useful if the underlying trial court systems that drug offenders have to
pass through are resistant to change. Thus, if the underlying theories of drug courts such
as therapeutic jurisprudence are not being institutionalized as part of the theories utilized
in trial courts generally, drug courts may still be helping rehabilitate some drug offenders.
But because of lack of direct influence on the overall trial system, they may not get the
resources or have the political power necessary to sustain themselves during difficult
times. They may also not reach a large portion of drug offenders. However, there might
also be benefits of isolation for drug courts. They can focus on their mission and have
less interference from those with a traditional mindset. Thus, they have the freedom to
innovate and do not necessarily adopt the traditional routines of justice as some scholars
like Baar & Solomon (2002) have worried about.
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The results of my research also indicate that scholars might need to pay more
attention to examining different phases of the disposition process in United States
criminal courts. Past studies of trial courts did not distinguish the interaction of actors at
different phases of the disposition process. Although the most central players in my
study did not significantly change from one phase to another, a few actors besides the
traditionally-recognized players surfaced as very central in the disposition process (e.g.,.
jury commissioner during the trial phase). From a policy viewpoint, studying each phase
of the disposition process might reveal that different court actors play significant roles at
certain stages of the process. These revelations may support the need for more resources
at one phase rather than at other phases.
Separately, the results suggest that because defense attorneys are sometimes
fragmented into separate entities, each separate entity might not be so central in the
disposition process. By contrast, prosecutors come from a single organization and are not
fragmented into different organizations. This needs to be further examined by scholars
and policy analysts alike. Although defense lawyers have always come from different
organizations, the diffusion of the entities sponsoring them could ultimately result in
defense counsel entities having fewer repeat connections with other court actors than the
prosecution does. As a result, prosecution may be more familiar and have more
influence; and thus, more advantages in the adversarial system of criminal justice.
Heuristically, this study demonstrates the usefulness of network analysis in
analyzing the disposition of criminal court cases. Although past court scholars (Baar &
Baar 1977; Heinz and Manikas 1992) have utilized network analysis in their studies of
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the judiciary and trial courts, I am not aware of the application of network analysis in
studying specialty courts and the connection of such courts to trial court systems. With
network analysis as well other similar techniques, scholars are able to compare network
diagrams, and compare and contrast quantitative measures of network linkages.
Although not the subject matters in this study, network analysis, as well as similar
methodological tools, also provides a significant set of measures that can be used to test
differences before and after a reform, and do longitudinal analysis and show changes in a
single organization over time. In addition, scholars can compare two or more trial courts
and have quantitative measures and diagrams to use for better explanation of results.
Network analysis could also be used to examine the connection of trial courts to other
court levels and administrative structures.

Limitations of Study
Clearly, the first limitation of my study is that it focused on a single jurisdiction.
The literature on case study approach (e.g., Yin 2003) sanctions my research
methodology because my task involved generating theories based on previous findings, in
addition to the uniqueness of the Superior Court. Nonetheless, it is difficult to generalize
some of my findings to trial courts in other jurisdictions or to trial courts of different
sizes. Nevertheless, because of my findings this study offers a strong foundation for
research of this kind in a comparative setting. The approach of this study could be
replicated in other jurisdictions to test these conclusions and to examine the influence of
other court reforms.
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Depending on the court size (Eisenstein et al. 1988; Nardulli et al. 1988), some of
my findings might not be replicated, especially those relating to the influence of
sponsoring and external organizations. Eisenstein et al. (1988) established that as size of
the criminal court jurisdiction gets bigger, the influence of sponsoring organizations in
criminal case disposition grow. Separately, they contended that the influence of external
organizations dwindle as the jurisdiction gets bigger. However, even if my findings are
not replicated in a medium-sized jurisdiction like Pima County, I would still have
provided a foundation for examining criminal court case disposition along different
phases of the disposition process. In addition, usage of network analysis in court studies
would have been expanded.
Another limitation of my study is that the quantitative portion of the study is not
longitudinal. The cross-sectional network data only shows events at the Superior Court at
only one point in time. At the end of my research, the drug court instituted a different
staffing program. I did not have the opportunity to review the new program or study its
effects on the relationships and linkages among the participating actors.
The prospect of longitudinal analysis, however, is exciting. The network structure
of the drug court and other specialty courts could be examined at future points in time, as
well as how these specialized courts have changed the structure of trial courts. This is
especially useful to examine the effect of a policy change before and after its
implementation. It is even more meaningful for my study when one of the implications
of my research questions is to assess whether specialty courts are changing trial courts.
At Pima County, the drug court is still less than ten years old. Scholars embanking on
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longitudinal study of the drug court years from now are bound to learn many things about
how the drug court has changed or not changed since I conducted my study.
Thirdly, as I readily acknowledged in reporting my findings on the questions of
how the drug court fits into the network structure of trial court and how external
organizations working in drug court are extending their influence, I could have used
better network data on actors working in the trial court system. However, given the
qualitative data and other evidence I doubt if the answers to these questions will be
significantly different from what I reported. Relatedly, to avoid any questions as to the
results of the connection of the drug court to criminal courts that are organizationally part
of the same bench, future studies should list all the entities representing these courts on
all portions of the questionnaire. Again, I am convinced that the results of my related
research questions will not be different if those entities were cross-listed on the
questionnaire.
Another limitation is that I studied drug court in comparison with the overall
criminal court, which handles cases of all criminal types. Future studies should examine
criminal courts that focus mostly on drug cases separately from criminal courts that
handle non-drug cases. This would provide a more refined method of comparing drug
courts to courts that handle similar cases. Scholars may find more influence of external
organizations in traditional criminal courts that handle mainly drug cases.
Lastly, the small sample of the study for the quantitative data lessened the power
of the statistical tests, making them less likely to detect significant relationships.
However, because I utilized qualitative data for the study which in many instances
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provided similar results as the quantitative data, I feel confident of the results generated
by the research in this jurisdiction.

Future Research
This study suggests that there needs to be more research done by scholars on trial
courts and their reform over time. While there have been a host of excellent studies since
the late 1960s, the interest in trial courts has waned, and ironically, at a time when
exciting new changes have occurred in trial courts. The use of the network approach to
study trial court organization, and how reforms might impact courts and their
communities, is one contribution of this study. However, as this is case study of only a
single trial court at one point in time, there is much more to be learned. Hence, there are
several opportunities for future studies based on my research.
First, there needs to be more research on the structure and organization of
criminal and civil courts as a whole. We know that criminal courts are part of an overall
structure that includes civil trial courts and, in larger court systems, a host of other
benches (e.g., juvenile and family law). We also know that some trial courts are really
systems, which include multiple courthouses spread about a county or municipality. In
each case, the structure and administration of these courts are not well understood.
Therefore, there is a need for more research on these courts. Network analysis provides a
method by which we can assess the key actors and linkages in trial court systems as a
whole. We might learn more about the structure of these organizations and, through their
linkages, how they might be better managed.
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Second, we know that trial courts do not exist in a vacuum but have some
connections to other government, non-profit, and sometimes private sector organizations.
We still know little about these connections and to what extent courts are isolated from,
or connected to, their communities. Past scholars have discussed that trial courts are
creatures of local legal culture. Network analysis might help us understand a bit more
about the environment within which trial courts and their actors work.
Third, individual trial courts are part of state and federal systems of courts. They
are connected to a broader organization of trial courts and appellate courts that are
managed both centrally by state and federal administrative structures. In Arizona, there
is one Arizona Superior Court with a branch in each of the fifteen counties. That
assumes that there is some centralized control over these courts at the state level. In
Arizona, the Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) provides administrative and
policy support to all trial courts and appellate courts. However, the Arizona Superior
Courts are funded both locally and from state funds. This mix of state-wide versus local
control is different across state court systems across the nation. There needs to be
comparative studies of the networks of entire state court systems. To what extent are trial
courts connected to appellate courts above them? To what extent does the management
of the AOC impact trial courts throughout a state versus the impact of local management
structures? To what extent are trial courts connected to each other?
This dissertation has also noted that trial court systems are changing throughout
the country. Policy changes have occurred inside trial court systems and reforms have
been implemented from above. This study examined the connection of one reform, drug
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courts, to a single trial court at a single point in time. However, we could learn much
more about the impact of reforms to courts by studying them longitudinally. For
example, doing a network analysis of a court before and after a reform might reveal how
the linkages in a court system may (or may not) change due to the reform. For instance,
after the implementation of a specialty court or a new management technique, does the
centrality of actors change? Does the network expand to connect the court with new
organizations in the community? Longitudinal studies, using network analysis, provide
opportunities to assess change and its impact. For institutions, it might help us determine
the extent to which new institutions emerge, institutionalize, or even decay and fail.
Apart from the big picture, the findings of this study suggest other important areas
of study as well. One is to study another trial court, similar in size as the Superior Court,
and with similar drug court organizational structure, but in a different jurisdiction. Thus,
some of the suggested theoretical viewpoints can easily be tested and the results
compared with mine.
Another study can concentrate on a smaller or larger trial court and pose similar
questions concerning network structures and centrality to the ones I presented in this
study. As I mentioned earlier, other scholars claimed that court size matters when
examining the influence of sponsoring and external organizations. Thus, such a study
can get at some of the literature assertions that I was unable to test because of the size of
the Superior Court. In addition, such research also presents the opportunity for
comparisons with my results.
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In addition, future research might concentrate solely on criminal courts in order to
answer questions related to the diffusion of the defense counsel entities and the impact it
has on their structural positions in criminal court networks. To remind the reader, there
were multiple sources of defense attorneys but only one sponsoring organization for
prosecutors. This diffusion of defense attorneys might affect their power, in comparison
with prosecutors, because of fewer close ties with other court actors. What is the impact
on courtroom workgroups and the roles of defense attorneys when defense attorneys are
sponsored by multiple entities and prosecutors by only one entity? Scholars might test
whether the fewer the sources of defense attorneys the stronger their ties to judges,
prosecutors, and other actors.
Another possible future research study is to examine a drug court without a court
coordinator and determine who the central player in such a drug court is. Alternatively,
future research can be on a few drug courts with coordinators but different responsibility
levels. With such research, scholars might be able to determine if player centrality in a
drug court is an indication of the responsibility level assigned the coordinator.
This study builds on past literature on criminal courts and drug courts by
examining the network structures of these courts. By doing so, I have confirmed past
findings like the centrality and influence of traditional sponsoring organizations in
criminal court networks. But, I have also offered new study directions that help us
explain the impact of reform on the organizational structure of courts. Further
application of network analysis and even network theory could shed more light on how
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we might restructure courts and assess the best way to reform them and their
administration.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE

General Information
To start, please indicate the size of your group, unit, or division for each category listed below. Please feel free to estimate if exact figures are not
available.
1. What is the name of your group, unit, or division? (e.g. Public Defender’s Specialty Unit) ________________________
2. What is the total number of full-time equivalent employees in your group, unit, or division? _________________
3. What is the total number of employees in your group/unit/division working at least half time in or with any criminal court that is part of the Superior
Court in Pima County? ____________________________
4a. What is the total number of employees in your group/unit/division working at least half time in or with a drug court that is part of the Superior
Court in Pima County? ____________________________
4b. Of those employees working in a drug court in Question 4a, how many of them work exclusively in or with the diversion drug court program that
is part of the Superior Court in Pima County? _____________________
4c. Of those employees working in a drug court in Question 4a, how many of them work exclusively in or with the post-conviction drug court
program that is part of the Superior Court in Pima County? _____________________
4d. Of those employees working in a drug court in Question 4a, how many of them work exclusively in or with both the diversion and post-conviction
drug court programs that are part of the Superior Court in Pima County?_____________
5. Overall, how important is your participation in a criminal court that is part of the Superior Court in Pima County to the overall mission of your
group/unit/division? Please use a scale ranging from 1 = very little importance to 7 = great importance.
Importance = _____ (rate 1 to 7)
6. Overall, how important is your participation in a drug court that is part of the Superior Court in Pima County to the overall mission of your
group/unit/division? Please use a scale ranging from 1 = very little importance to 7 = great importance.
Importance = _____ (rate 1 to 7)
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Participation in a Criminal Court
7. Following is a sequence of events in a criminal prosecution at the Superior Court in Pima County categorized into three major areas. Please go
through each category and determine if during the past three to six months your group/unit/division was involved in any of the events categorized. If
the event is not categorized, please respond to the “Other” category. Please respond to the left of each category by giving your best estimate of the
percent of your group/unit/division’s involvement. The percent figures should add up to 100% if you are involved at all in the criminal court and to 0%
if you are not involved at all in the criminal court.
____ %
____ %
____ %
____ %

A. Pre-trial (Arrest, Preliminary Hearing, Grand Jury, Arrangement, Adult Diversion, Case Management Conference, Pretrial Conference)
B. Trial (Jury Selection, Pleas, Witnesses, Victims, Motions)
C. Post Trial (Pre-sentence reports, Sentencing, Probation, Prison)
D. Other (please briefly describe) ________________________________________

Participation in the Drug Court
8. Following is a list of major activities occurring in the Drug Court (both programs) at the Superior Court in Pima County. Please go through the list
and determine if during the past three to six months your group/unit/division was involved in any of these activities listed. If the activity is not listed,
please indicate in “Other.” Please respond to the left of each activity by giving your best estimate of the percent of your group/unit/division’s
involvement. The percent figures should add up to 100% if you are involved at all in the drug court and to 0% if you are not involved at all in the Drug
Court.
____ % A. Drug Court Staffing (deliberations of offenders’ progress)
____ % B. Drug Court Team Meetings (without deliberations of specific offenders’ progress)
____ % C. Drug Courtroom Proceedings (including graduation ceremonies)
____ % D. Drug Treatment Facility’s Activities
____ % E. Drug Testing Facility’s Activities
____ % F. Behavioral Health Facility’s Activities
____ % G. Other (please briefly describe) ________________________________________
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Please Complete Questions 9 - 13 if Participating in Any Pima County Criminal Court’s Activities
9. Listed below in the first column are all entities in Pima County that I believe in some way participate in an event that leads to a criminal prosecution
in Pima County Superior Court. I would like to know what links or ties your group/unit/division maintains with the other groups/units/divisions on the
list when participating in criminal prosecution in Pima County Superior Court.
In the 2nd to 4th columns I have listed three categories of events that lead to criminal prosecution in Pima County Superior Court. In the 5th to 7th
columns I have listed the type of relationship that you have with each entity. The relationship types include “Legally-Mandated” which primarily
indicates that the group/unit/division is part of the criminal justice system and legally mandated to participate in the relationship. The other relationship
types are “Contractual” and “Information Exchange,” which indicate that these relationships are not legally-mandated but initiated by one entity or the
other.
Please go through the 2nd to 4th columns and indicate (with a √) which category of criminal events your group/unit/division have participated in
during the past three to six months. You may select all three categories. For the 5th to 7th columns, please select the relationship types that you
have with each entity. You may select all three. If you have no involvement with any entity listed please leave the space blank.
In the last column, I would like you to rate the overall quality of the working relationship you have with each entity that you have checked. To do this,
please circle the number that best reflects your relationship quality using a scale:
1 = poor relationship, 2 = fair relationship, 3 = good relationship, 4 = excellent relationship.
Again, if you have no relationship with a listed entity, simply leave the cell blank. At the end, please add any entity I may have missed especially those
that provided needed resources such as funding and administrative support and indicate the type of links you had with them.
Category of Prosecution – Past 3 – 6 months
(Check √ the box if you had this link

ENTITIES
Legal Defender’s Office
Office of a Pima County’s
Criminal Judge
Office of Court Appointed
Counsel
Pima County Attorney’s Office
Pima County Criminal Bench
Administrative Office
Pima County Criminal Court
Judge(s)
Pima County Probation Office

Pre-Trial

Trial

PostTrial

Types of Relationship – Past 3 – 6 months
(Check √ the box if you had this link
LegallyContractual
Information
Mandated
Exchange

Relationship
Quality

(Please
Circle)
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
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Pima County Public Defender’s
Office
Pima County Sheriff Department
Pima County Superior Court
Administrator’s Office
Private Counsel
Pima County Superior Court’s
Calendar Services
Pima County Superior Court
Interpreters
Pima County Superior Court’s
Pre-Trial Services
Pima County Superior Court
Reporters
Pima County Superior Court’s
Jury Commissioner
Other entities:

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

10. Now, please go through your answers to the previous question and indicate which relationship links have been most critical to your
group/unit/division. To do this, simply circle the check marks you have made for the links that you believe are especially important. Please circle no
more than five (5) check marks for each type of relationship (i.e. the 5 most important legally-mandated relationships, the 5 most important contractual
relationships, and the 5 most important information exchange relationships.

11. The following is a list of potential reasons why you and your group/unit/division might normally choose to have relationships that are not legallymandated with another entity in your participation in a Pima County Criminal Court. Please go through the list and rate each one as to the importance
of that reason. Circle the number that corresponds to your reason using the following scale:
1=almost never the reason for the relationship
2=seldom the reason
3=sometimes the reason
4=often the reason
5=almost always the reason
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a. Belief in the mission of the Criminal Court
b. Reputation of the entity
c. Personal Friendship
d. Similar beliefs and methods
e. Habit/Tradition
f. Location
g. Contractual
h. Other: _________________

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

I would like to know about the way criminal prosecution is administratively managed in Pima County.
12. Do you, or any members of your group/unit/division participate in regular meetings with and sponsored by the Pima County Superior Court
Administrator’s Office? ___ yes ____ no
13. If you answered “yes,” how often are these meetings held? ____ times/year or ______ on an “as needed” basis

Please Complete Questions 14 - 18 if Participating in Any Pima County Drug Court’s Activities
14. Listed below in the first column are all entities in Pima County that I believe in some way participate in activities related to the mission of the Drug
Court in Pima County Superior Court. I would like to know what links or ties your group/unit/division maintains with another group/unit/division when
participating in the activities sponsored by the Drug Court in Pima County Superior Court.
In the 2nd to 4th columns I have listed the two different Drug Court programs in Pima County Superior Court. In the 5th to 7th columns I have listed the
type of relationship that you have with each entity. The relationship types include “Legally-Mandated” which primarily indicates that the
group/unit/division is part of the criminal justice system and legally mandated to participate in the relationship. The other relationship types are
“Contractual” and “Information Exchange,” which indicate that these relationships are not legally-mandated but initiated by one entity or the other.
Please go through the 2nd to 4th columns and indicate (with a √) which drug program your group/unit/division has participated in during the
past three to six months. For the 5th to 7th columns, please select the relationship types that you have with each entity. You may select all
three. If you have no involvement with any entity listed please leave the space blank.
In the last column, I would like you to rate the overall quality of the working relationship you have with each entity that you have checked. To do this,
please circle the number that best reflects your relationship quality using a scale:
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1 = poor relationship, 2 = fair relationship, 3 = good relationship, 4 = excellent relationship.
Again, if you have no relationship with a listed entity, simply leave the cell blank. At the end, please add any entity I may have missed especially those
that provided needed resources such as funding and administrative support and indicate the type of links you had with them.
Category of Prosecution – Past 3 – 6 months
(Check √ the box if you had this link

ENTITIES
Center for Behavior Health
Center for Life Skills
Development
Codac Behavioral Health
Services, Inc.
El Rio Community Health Center
Lafrontera Center, Inc.
Office of a Pima County’s Drug
Court Judge
Pima County Attorney’s Office
Pima County Criminal Bench
Presiding Judge’s Office
Pima County Probation Office
Pima County Public Defender’s
Office
Pima County Sheriff Department
Pima County Superior Court
Administrator’s Office
Pima County Superior Court’s
Calendar Services
Pima County Superior Court
Interpreters
Pima County Superior Court’s
Pre-Trial Services
Pima County Superior Court
Reporters
Pima County Superior Court’s
Jury Commissioner
Treatment Assessment Screening
Center, Inc.
Other entities:

Deferred
Court

PostConviction
Court

Both
Programs

Types of Relationship – Past 3 – 6 months
(Check √ the box if you had this link
LegallyContractual
Information
Mandated
Exchange

Relationship
Quality

(Please
Circle)
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
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1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

15. Now, please go through your answers to the previous question and indicate which relationship links have been most critical to your
group/unit/division. To do this, simply circle the check marks you have made for the links that you believe are especially important. Please circle no
more than five (5) check marks for each type of relationship (i.e. the 5 most important legal relationships, the 5 most important contractual relationships,
and the 5 most important information exchange relationships).

16. The following is a list of potential reasons why you and your group/unit/division might normally choose to have relationships that are not legallymandated with another entity in your participation in the Drug Court. Please go through the list and rate each one as to the importance of that reason.
Circle the number that corresponds to your reason using the following scale:
1=almost never the reason for the relationship
2=seldom the reason
3=sometimes the reason
4=often the reason
5=almost always the reason

a. Belief in the mission of the Drug Court
b. Reputation of the entity
c. Personal Friendship
d. Similar beliefs and methods
e. Habit/Tradition
f. Location
g. Contractual
h. Other: _________________

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

I would like to know about the way Drug Court activities are administratively managed in Pima County.
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17. Do you, or any members of your group/unit/division participate in regular meetings without deliberations about specific offenders with and
sponsored by the Drug Court?
___ yes ____ no
18. If you answered “yes,” how often are these meetings held? ____ times/month or ______ on an “as needed” basis
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APPENDIX B
MATRIX OF RAW DATA ON ORGANIZATIONAL LINKAGES IN DRUG COURT
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APPENDIX C

CORRELATIONS OF CLIQUE OVERLAPS AND CENTRALITY MEASURES

Mean

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

PRE-TRIAL
1

Cliq. Overlaps

2.48

2.84

1

.944(**)

.983(**)

.948(**)

.888(**)

.861(**)

.863(**)

.618(**)

.956(**)

.863(**)

.879(**)

0.422

-0.098

-0.188

-0.178

-0.038

2

20.48

19.68

.944(**)

1

.945(**)

.841(**)

.904(**)

.935(**)

.905(**)

.664(**)

.902(**)

.872(**)

.842(**)

0.34

-0.201

-0.27

-0.294

-0.169

3

Deg.
Centrality
Clos.Centrality

0.74

0.13

.983(**)

.945(**)

1

.953(**)

.869(**)

.885(**)

.905(**)

.637(**)

.949(**)

.872(**)

.873(**)

0.363

-0.096

-0.197

-0.183

-0.037

4

Bet. Centrality

0.58

0.83

.948(**)

.841(**)

.953(**)

1

.773(**)

.758(**)

.796(**)

.584(**)

.903(**)

.765(**)

.795(**)

0.332

0.034

-0.105

-0.061

0.104

TRIAL
5

Cliq. Overlaps

1.48

1.63

.888(**)

.904(**)

.869(**)

.773(**)

1

.918(**)

.892(**)

.798(**)

.905(**)

.839(**)

.823(**)

.481(*)

-0.288

-0.318

-0.334

-0.19

6

Deg.
Centrality

17.62

18.48

.861(**)

.935(**)

.885(**)

.758(**)

.918(**)

1

.977(**)

.773(**)

.846(**)

.842(**)

.800(**)

0.271

-0.256

-0.316

-0.325

-0.193

7

Clos.Centrality

0.72

0.16

.863(**)

.905(**)

.905(**)

.796(**)

.892(**)

.977(**)

1

.808(**)

.830(**)

.812(**)

.779(**)

0.245

-0.217

-0.294

-0.287

-0.148

8

Bet. Centrality

0.48

0.73

.618(**)

.664(**)

.637(**)

.584(**)

.798(**)

.773(**)

.808(**)

1

.602(**)

.543(*)

.527(*)

0.261

-0.25

-0.28

-0.31

-0.184

9

Cliq. Overlaps

1.62

1.86

.956(**)

.902(**)

.949(**)

.903(**)

.905(**)

.846(**)

.830(**)

.602(**)

1

.935(**)

.945(**)

.577(**)

-0.1

-0.159

-0.161

-0.031

10

Deg.
Centrality

18.57

18.24

.863(**)

.872(**)

.872(**)

.765(**)

.839(**)

.842(**)

.812(**)

.543(*)

.935(**)

1

.988(**)

.646(**)

-0.089

-0.103

-0.138

-0.097

11

Clos.Centrality

0.59

0.17

.879(**)

.842(**)

.873(**)

.795(**)

.823(**)

.800(**)

.779(**)

.527(*)

.945(**)

.988(**)

1

.688(**)

-0.038

-0.055

-0.083

-0.044

12

Bet. Centrality

1.23

2.12

0.422

0.34

0.363

0.332

.481(*)

0.271

0.245

0.261

.577(**)

.646(**)

.688(**)

1

0.07

0.162

0.099

0.041

POSTTRIAL

DRUG
COURT
13

Cliq. Overlaps

1.52

1.83

-0.098

-0.201

-0.096

0.034

-0.288

-0.256

-0.217

-0.25

-0.1

-0.089

-0.038

0.07

1

.964(**)

.979(**)

.935(**)

14

Deg.
Centrality

16.19

17.02

-0.188

-0.27

-0.197

-0.105

-0.318

-0.316

-0.294

-0.28

-0.159

-0.103

-0.055

0.162

.964(**)

1

.978(**)

.870(**)

15

Clos.Centrality

0.64

0.15

-0.178

-0.294

-0.183

-0.061

-0.334

-0.325

-0.287

-0.31

-0.161

-0.138

-0.083

0.099

.979(**)

.978(**)

1

.925(**)

16

Bet. Centrality

0.90

1.45

-0.038

-0.169

-0.037

0.104

-0.19

-0.193

-0.148

-0.184

-0.031

-0.097

-0.044

0.041

.935(**)

.870(**)

.925(**)

1

N=21; *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); **Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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APPENDIX D
MATRIX OF RAW DATA ON PRE-TRIAL ORGANIZATIONAL LINKAGES IN A PIMA COUNTY CRIMINAL
COURT

PRE-TRIAL PHASE MATRIX - RAW DATA COLLECTED
LDO
LDO
OCJ
OCAC
CA
CBO
CCJ
PO
PD
SD
SCAO
PC
CS
INT
PTS
CR
JC
CLS
CODA
COPE
ELR
LAFR
ODJ
DCJ
TASC

1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1

OCJ
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1

OCAC
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1

CA
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1

CBO
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1

CCJ
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1

PO
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1

PD
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1

SD
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

SCAO
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

PC
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1

CS
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

INT
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

PTS
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

CR
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1

JC
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

CLS
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CODA COPE
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ELR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

LAFR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ODJ
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

DCJ
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TASC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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APPENDIX E
CONFIRMED DATA (USING MINIMIZATION CRITERION) ON PRE-TRIAL LINKAGES IN A PIMA COUNTY
CRIMINAL COURT

PRE-TRIAL PHASE MATRIX - CONFIRMED DATA - MIMIMIZATION CRITERION
LDO
LDO
OCJ
OCAC
CA
CBO
CCJ
PO
PD
SD
SCAO
PC
CS
INT
PTS
CR
JC
CLS
CODA
COPE
ELR
LAFR
ODJ
DCJ
TASC

1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

OCJ
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

OCAC
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CA
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CBO
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CCJ
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

PO
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

PD
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SD
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SCAO
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

PC
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CS
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

INT
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

PTS
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CR
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

JC
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CLS
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CODA COPE
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ELR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

LAFR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

DCJ
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TASC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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APPENDIX F
CORRELATIONS OF CENTRALITY AND QUALITY MEASURES

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

PRE-TRIAL
(N=15)
Degree
Centrality
Closeness
Centrality
Between
Centrality
Quality
TRIAL
(N=14)
Degree
Centrality
Closeness
Centrality
Between
Centrality
Quality
POST-TRIAL
(N=16)
Degree
Centrality
Closeness
Centrality
Between
Centrality
Quality
DRUG COURT
(N=12)
Degree
Centrality
Closeness
Centrality
Between
Centrality
Quality

Mean

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

37.1o
0.78

11.37

1

.994(**)

.926(**)

-0.285

.12

.994(**)

1

.947(**)

-0.285

1.11

.95

.926(**)

.947(**)

1

-0.3

3.5

.25

-0.285

-0.285

-0.3

1

32.92
0.77

11.02

1

.993(**)

.820(**)

-0.141

0.12

.993(**)

1

.815(**)

-0.156

9

10

11

12

.982(**)

.604(*)

0.214

13

14

15

16

.990(**)

.904(**)

0.239

1.13

1.02

.820(**)

.815(**)

1

-0.063

3.47

0.32

-0.141

-0.156

-0.063

1

29.35

13.88

1

0.66

0.13

.982(**)

1

.700(**)

0.201

2.08

2.45

.604(*)

.700(**)

1

0.018

3.43

0.32

-0.214

-0.201

-0.018

1

24.64

10.70

1

0.73

0.14

.990(**)

1

.915(**)

0.213

1.19

1.23

.904(**)

.915(**)

1

0.129

3.57

0.31

0.239

0.213

0.129

1

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); **Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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